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New Technology, New Strategies for Living and Thriving in the
COVID-19 World, New Success Stories... No One Covers It All Like We Do

JOIN US IN HOUSTON, APRIL 19-22, 2021
NETWORK WITH YOUR PEERS AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT
WHY ATTEND THE SUMMIT:
The Broadband Communities Summit is the nation’s premier meeting place for network builders and
deployers. Our mission is to deliver the information and contacts you need to take control of your
community’s future. To fulfill it, we offer cutting-edge presentations focused on the successful delivery
of high-speed broadband to those communities. Our outstanding speakers offer a wealth of take-home
information on planning, funding, building, marketing, managing and monetizing broadband investments.
Industry leaders with their finger on the pulse of what’s new and what’s coming help develop the
programming. Summit speakers come to share their experiences and expertise, to answer your questions –
and to connect with, network and learn from attendees like you.

WHAT’S THE AGENDA?
WORKSHOPS – Free, two-hour pre-conference
deep dive workshop sessions kick events off on
the afternoon of Monday, April 19. Leading experts
offer hands-on, how-to practical advice on subjects
ranging from financial modeling to how to be smart
when it comes to creating a smart apartment.

leaders, including our partners at the National
Multifamily Housing Council. Expect to explore
subjects such as successful strategies for navigating
the COVID-19 crisis, managed Wi-Fi and the MDU, tech
solutions for smart apartments, bulk agreement pros
and cons, and much more.

CLIC – Special half-day program presented by
the Coalition for Local Internet Choice. Free to all
registered Summit attendees.

HOT TOPIC CLUSTERS – Sessions grouped around
central themes, including: financing and partnership
models; shattering the digital divide; on the cusp…
technological innovations: what’s new, what’s needed;
network provider strategies and success stories; utilities
and broadband; politics of broadband: we know the
problems, how do we solve them? and many more.

MULTIFAMILY HOUSING PROGRAM – The Summit
puts the latest technology into sharp business
perspective with an agenda developed by industry

WHAT ATTENDEES SAY ABOUT THE VALUE OF ATTENDING
THE SUMMIT
Don’t just take our word for it. Here’s what two industry-leading attendees want you to know:
“There are few conferences that focus so intently on multifamily technology and attract some of the most
knowledgeable and influential minds in the industry. It is a fabulous format to network with peers, gain
new insights into technological advances and get a glimpse of what’s to come. It is a must-attend event!”
– Steve Sadler, Director, Residential Technology Services, RealPage, Inc.
“The program has proven year after year to be the best event in our industry to learn more about
applications of new technologies that are cutting-edge in our business, as well as to network with peers and
customers and to celebrate the many success stories of so many of the broadband providers in our market.”
– Bryan Rader, President, UpStream Network

WHO SHOULD ATTEND
THE SUMMIT?
The 2021 Summit anticipates more than 1,000
attendees representing real estate owners,
operators and developers; representatives
of the telecommunications industry; cable
system providers; internet service builders
and providers; federal, state and local officials
and economic development professionals;
telco and electric utilities officials; broadband
champions and more.

FUN EXTRAS NOT TO MISS AT THE 2021 SUMMIT
NETWORKING, NETWORKING, NETWORKING
Starting with our informal evening reception on April 19, we offer multiple opportunities to gather with your
peers: morning and afternoon networking breaks, a dedicated networking lounge, an exhibit hall full of the
latest and greatest offerings, additional evening receptions on April 20 and 21 – all socially distanced, of course.
OPENING NIGHT COCKTAIL RECEPTION
Tuesday, April 20
We’ve done Mardi Gras, Cinco de Mayo, Boots and Bling! Our yearly opening night party is always a Texas-sized
event – and it will be even more so at our fabulous new venue, the Marriott Marquis Houston. Join us for this
much-anticipated networking party held around the hotel’s Texas-shaped, lazy river rooftop pool. It’s the perfect
spot to finally come together for face-to-face connection building.

EXHIBIT HALL SCAVENGER HUNT
Thursday, April 22
Big Cash Drawing – 2 Super Prizes! Chance to Win $5,000 or $1,000
To quality, players must visit each participating drawing sponsor to obtain a signature or stamp. The drawing
will occur on Thursday, April 22, during the exhibit hall lunch. Must be present to win.
Check out our happy 2020 winners:

Now Presenting The 2021
Broadband Summit Chairs
Lending Their Expertise to the Creation of a Timely, Dynamic Program

Ten outstanding leaders in the fields of multifamily broadband, municipal broadband
and rural broadband have signed on to help shape the program at the 2021 Summit.

Heather Burnett Gold
CEO
HBG Strategies, LLC

Bryan Rader

President
UpStream Network

Mike Smith

Monica Webb

Head of Market Development
& Strategic Partnerships
Ting Internet/Tucows

Tom Stender

President and CEO
InfiniSys

Drew Clark

President
White Space Building
Technology Advisors

President
Rural Telecommunications
Congress, Broadband Breakfast
Of Counsel, The CommLaw Group

Jim Baller

Telecom Attorney
Keller and Heckman LLP

Sheryl Riggs

President & CEO
Utilities Technology Council

Dean Wolfe

Vice President of Technology
and Vendor Relations
Choice Property Resources, Inc.

Bob Knight

Executive Vice President & COO
Harrison Edwards Strategic
Communications, Inc.

Introducing the 2021 MDU Chairs and
2021’s Advisory Panel of Property Owners
Expanded Multifamily Housing Program
An Agenda Developed by Industry Leaders

THE NEW 2021 MDU CHAIRS

Cheryl Jordan
Sr. Director Telecommunications,
Operations & Investment Services
AvalonBay Communities, Inc.

Kevin Donnelly
Vice President for Government Affairs
National Multifamily Housing Council

Linda Willey
Director of Ancillary Services
Camden

THE 2021 ADVISORY PANEL OF PROPERTY OWNERS

Gail Corder
Ancillary Services Manager –
Property Management
Fairfield Residential

Barney Pullam
VP Strategic Business Services
The Inland Real Estate Group, LLC

Andrea M. Taylor
Director of Ancillary Services
Morgan Properties

MDUs – multiple-dwelling-unit buildings – have found themselves needing to evolve from a place for
residents to lay their heads at night to those residents’ full-time home, their workplace, their schoolroom,
their doctor’s office, and whatever else it takes to successfully navigate living in the COVID-19 era. Our MDU
committee has begun assembling an incredible new program to help building owners and managers and real
estate developers, investors and permitting officials with what they need to know to strategize effectively in
the COVID-19 era. As always, we provide clear, actionable detail in plain English. Join us and more than 1,000
of your colleagues in Houston. Be there with your peers!

Make plans to attend the 2021 Broadband Communities Summit now.
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NEW MODELS, NEW
PARTNERS
This issue of Broadband Communities
explores new kinds of partners and
partnership models that are gaining
traction. In the cover story, on p. 18,
an article adapted from a new report
published by the Benton Institute
|
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examines models in which a public
entity owns infrastructure and one or
more private entities provide service.
In another article (p. 26), Broadband
Communities’ Sean Buckley explains
how and why electric companies – both
co-ops and investor-owned companies
– are partnering with telcos and
municipalities to serve rural customers.
(Short answer: electric companies have
poles, easements, underserved customers
and, often, fiber – but not all of them
want to be in the broadband business.)
Partnerships show up elsewhere
in the magazine as well. For example,
coverage of Broadband Communities’
first-ever virtual summit (p. 34) includes
many real-life stories of providers
and communities finding each other,
negotiating deals and working together
productively. On p. 50, the marketing
director for UTOPIA Fiber details the
skills and mindsets needed to succeed
as a provider on a public open-access
network. And on p. 54, the CEO of SiFi
Networks argues for private open-access
networks (that is, public-private-private
partnerships) as the most practical way
to finance smart-city applications.
If you’re a community in search of
better broadband or a provider hoping
to serve an underserved area, but you
haven’t been able to put the entire
puzzle together, you may find that
another entity can supply the missing
pieces. I hope these stories start you on
the path to a beautiful partnership! v

masha@bbcmag.com
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http://communication.walkerfirst.com/bbcmagazine_dec2020
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Exceed residents’
expectations with
faster WiFi
Set your property apart and attract the
residents you really want. Get secure,
reliable, best-in-class WiFi speeds.
Deliver endless streaming entertainment
options and feel confident with 24/7,
industry-leading support standing by.

To increase the value of your property, visit

SpectrumCommunitySolutions.com

BANDWIDTH HAWK

Low-Earth Orbit Satellites:
Great Idea but Not for Everything –
And Not Cheap
Investors have been needlessly spooked about new satellite technology. Individual
satellites are cheap, but thousands must be deployed and periodically replaced. So
satellites are competitive – and welcome – but only in limited situations.
By Steven S. Ross / Broadband Communities

T

he first round of bidding for the FCC’s Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund subsidies began October 29. On
the table is $16 billion to be distributed over 10 years.
There are 386 qualified bidders, including major carriers
such as Verizon, Cox Communications, Consolidated
Communications, Altice USA, Frontier Communications,
Windstream and CenturyLink (now Lumen). About 50
telecom cooperatives are listed; 190 electric cooperatives also
bid, most as members of consortia. Some major national
carriers expected to participate, such as AT&T and Comcast,
are not. The lowest bid (lowest subsidy per customer the
carrier says it needs) wins.
No bidder has attracted as much investor and competitor
angst as Space Exploration Technologies, better known
as SpaceX. Its Starlink division had about 800 working
low-Earth orbit (LEO) satellites in orbit by late October.
Traditional telecommunications companies report major
pushback from regional banks and from Wall Street equity
and hedge funds due to fear stimulated by LEO technology.
The concern is unwarranted. So is speculation that SpaceX is
due to crash and burn.
Based on my experience following the public docket on
this at the FCC, holding a seat at the table at a company that
tried to get SpaceX to commit to future service in a vast but
sparsely populated area, and guiding many carriers through
(free) use of Broadband Communities’ financial models, I
have a different take on the issue: LEO is a great advance.
In the United States, it will be the dominant broadband
technology in sparsely populated areas and will have a role in
some special circumstances, such as disaster communications
and vehicle connectivity. It could eventually serve poor
communities worldwide. In short, existing carriers investing
in fiber have nothing to fear.
REASONS LEO IS NOT A THREAT
First, SpaceX can launch 60 satellites at a time on a reusable
booster. According to SpaceX CEO Elon Musk, the marginal
8
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cost of the booster launch is $15 million. That may be a low
estimate, and it includes a new upper stage ($10 million),
patched fairings, and refurbishment and fuel. It means the
marginal cost of each satellite manufactured and delivered
to orbit is remarkably low, about $1 million. But SpaceX
envisions launching at least 6,000 satellites (costing roughly
$5 billion) and has asked the FCC for permission to launch as
many as 42,000. The costs add up.
Second, it appears that the main market is not the
United States, but vast unserved areas in Africa (200 million
premises that do not have reliable cell service) and elsewhere.
Initially, however, this may be in the form of communities
and neighborhoods sharing one LEO satellite antenna
or integrating cellular networks because individual LEO
subscriptions would still be pricey by African standards.
SpaceX has two sophisticated partners (Amazon and
Microsoft) that envision small, local data centers (some even
in truck trailers) fed by satellite and possibly landline to
provide service to rural businesses and local video hubs. It is
unclear how many there would be or whether Amazon will
remain a SpaceX customer when (or if) its planned Kuiper
satellites are ready.
Much of the world’s population may be off the table for
SpaceX. In India, a consortium of Hughes Network Systems,
Bharti Enterprises and the UK government has an edge
because of nationalistic issues. The consortium took over the
OneWeb LEO project in bankruptcy. Over the years, Bharti
has proven to be a nimble innovator in both technology and
financing. For instance, it was the first large cellular carrier to
lease its network from others. China has committed mainly to
fiber-distributed broadband and 5G, which of course usually
requires fiber backhaul anyway.
Third, LEO technology is remarkably unsuited for or
marginal in rural but mountainous places, such as Vermont.
Homes in these places tend to cluster along roads, even in rural
areas, so landline is often competitive. Homes in the valleys
usually have restricted horizon views. Mountain ranges also
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tend to create bad weather. Ground
antennas typically can lock on to any
one satellite for only 10 minutes, even
with clear horizons.
LEO also is generally unsuited for
cities because of horizon and apartment
connection issues and customer
saturation. SpaceX has said roughly 30
users can comfortably share a channel
given the spectrum SpaceX has licensed
so far and needs to use worldwide.
SpaceX initially got FCC permission
last spring for a million customer
antennas. It wants to raise that to 5
million and launch more satellites to
serve them. Right now, SpaceX can
reliably serve only areas in Canada and
the northern United States.
COMPARING THE CAPEX
Let’s say that each satellite can service
300 subscribers in any one orbital trip
and that SpaceX’s initial constellation
of 6,000 satellites is in place at $1
million each. That’s about $5 billion
for a “network” serving about 2 million
premises, for an initial capital cost of
$2,500 for each premises. To that, add
the ground antenna. SpaceX says it’s
charging its beta customers $500 plus
taxes and shipping for the antenna,
mount and Wi-Fi gateway and $99
per month for service. This is good but
far less revenue per satellite than the
annual $30 million per year Musk once
floated. A more realistic calculation:
Multiply 300 subscribers times an
optimistic tenfold oversubscription
rate times $1,000 to $1,200 per year
customer revenue, and the total is $3
million per year per satellite. Using
the satellites’ laser communication to
bounce traffic from one to another
would raise this but not likely by a
factor of 10. In addition, SpaceX hopes
to compete with transoceanic fiber, but
that’s unlikely to add much revenue
given current and predicted prices
and bandwidth availability in existing
undersea fiber cables.
Fiber in multiple-dwelling-unit
buildings costs about $1,000 per
apartment. In an amortizing lease
for the network build, that is about
$20 per month for financing costs.
After five to seven years, the network
deployer would own the network.
NOVEMBER/ D EC EM BER 2020

With luck, the FCC will issue new Form
477 requirements asking for better data.
I can see how SpaceX and its
competitors can make their own
economic cases better – again, by
bouncing traffic off multiple satellites to
take advantage of capacity at night and
over oceans, for instance, or improving
bandwidth and channel space for each
satellite. But it all boils down to LEO
being a wonderful technology that
simply cannot replace ground networks,
especially fiber networks, in most places.
In investor-speak, it will not lead
to massive stranding of fiber assets and
therefore should not cause much, if any,
angst among investors in fiber networks.
Satellites are just not that cheap.
That has led SpaceX to adopt some
odd approaches for its broadband
business. The price SpaceX wants to
charge U.S. subscribers is fairly high for
150 Mbps/40 Mbps if customers have
alternatives. This apparently does not
leave much margin for sharing profit
with third parties.
As a result, SpaceX is seeking
subsidies under RDOF and wants to
do everything itself, all the way down
to sales and customer service. It wants
to “own” customers even though it has
nothing else to sell to them yet. Maybe
Tesla tractors? SpaceX stock? Trips to
Mars? Here on Earth, even experienced
broadband providers often rely on the
experience of local third parties.
Ultimately, the biggest competition
may be H.R.2, which passed the House
and has a small chance of passing
the Senate in a lame duck session. It
includes $101 billion for broadband
and $1.4 trillion for transportation
projects. It would be sold as a great jobs
and stimulus bill, more useful than
simply paying people not to work until
COVID-19 dangers pass.
Wall Street might panic about
H.R.2. How might existing
carriers, after massive entertainment
investments they are beginning to write
off, benefit or be hurt by investments in
satellites and rural broadband subsidies?
They should gain entertainment
customers but may lose some pricing
power on rural network services. v

By contrast, in extremely rural areas
with five potential and four signed
customers per mile, fiber costs $5,000
to $6,000 per premises served. The
fiber service offers greater bandwidth
with better reliability and lower latency.
The fiber plant would need better
electronics every seven years or so, for a
few hundred dollars per premises served.
In that time, at least two satellites would
exhaust their maneuvering fuel or fail in
other ways, doubling the capital cost per
premises served. Indeed, SpaceX itself
has, on occasion, put its cost for this first
phase at $10 billion, not $5 billion –
not including development costs. It’s
no wonder SpaceX is seeking FCC
subsidy, at least for initial ground station
subscription costs.
This is also why LEO really is
competitive only in sparsely populated
areas, for special services during
emergencies and in moving vehicles,
or in poor countries where entire
communities can share a ground
antenna and Wi-Fi gateway.
In the United States, how big a
market exists in sparsely populated
areas? More than one might imagine.
I’ve been using random forest AI
routines to detect patterns in all 1.7
million census blocks with at least one
person living in them. There are many
caveats about what one can conclude
with this dataset, but there are more
than 2 million premises in areas with
four or fewer premises per road mile.
If I include temporary housing, such
as dorms for farm seasonal workers,
vacation sites that don’t show up on the
census but are on the Geological Survey
maps and so forth, I get 3 million. All
the numbers include Native American
reservation land.
Among my data issues is that main
roads often are the boundaries between
blocks, and my routines have to “learn”
that the premises on different sides of
the road are totaled correctly per mile
even if in different blocks. There are
services that match up tax maps, billing
addresses, school kids and other live
inhabitants, centroids of parcels and
so forth. I have not gotten to the point
where I’d swap data with such services,
but I might do so eventually. The FCC
has been trying to clean this up as well.
|
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Making Big, Once-in-a-Decade
Decisions Is Tough
MDU owners should conduct careful research before entering into new contracts with
broadband service providers.
By Bryan J. Rader / UpStream Network

W

e recently went shopping for a new washer-dryer
set – something people do only once every
10 years or so (kind of like an MDU owner
choosing a new service provider).
We looked at the obvious brand names: Maytag, Whirlpool,
LG, GE. We tried to figure out which ones were right for our
family: front-load, top-load, agitator, high-efficiency. It became
an entire Saturday of research and product analysis, which
included dozens of websites, three national retailers’ opinions
and ratings, a return-on-investment analysis at various price
points (e.g., how important is it to have the quietest washer?).
It’s amazing how the washer-dryer industry captures so
much attention from its potential customers for a once-in-adecade purchase. There were more product reviews than we
could imagine.
The new features since we explored this purchase a decade
ago are impressive. The washer now “talks” to the dryer so
the dryer “knows” what type of clothes it will be drying. The
washer uses Wi-Fi to send updates on the completion of each
wash cycle. But now I’m worried that there are machines
getting too smart for their own good: “Hey, you, I found
another $20 bill in your shorts. Third one I washed this month.
I’m drying this one out and opening a savings account.”
Great! Now the washer and dryer are doing a return-oninvestment analysis on my family!
As we read through all the product reviews and
recommendations, we became even more confused about
what we needed. This process was probably like the once-in-adecade research apartment owners go through when selecting
their next internet and TV provider.
UNDERSTANDING BANDWIDTH OPTIONS
I’m sure homeowners think, “Wow, my clothes don’t smell as
fresh anymore, time to look at new appliances.” MDU owners
have the same line of thinking: “Wow, that 50 Mbps internet
product may not be so good anymore for my residents. Maybe
I should consider a replacement.” Well, there goes their
10
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Saturday, lost to immersion in reviews, recommendations
and ratings.
To determine what internet providers you like, start
going through the list of potential features: What speed? Is
symmetrical important? How about managed Wi-Fi? What
about smart-home applications to be included? Fiber? Gigabit?
Common-area coverage?
The one thing we learned about our washer-dryer research
experience is that it focuses you on learning a lot about your
family’s specific needs. Kids, pets and baseball uniforms to
wash all impact the type of machines you buy. It’s the same
with property owners selecting their next ISP. Know your
specific needs – not everyone needs the 7.8 cubic-foot dryer,
or gigabit-speed internet.
DO YOUR RESEARCH
Reading the reviews of washers and dryers was helpful yet
also confusing. It’s the same with property owners. How do
providers handle response times? What about construction
timelines? What are resident experiences like? And how good
is a 4.3 rating?
Online forums from other shoppers can help too.
Comments are left about the noise, the cycle timing, the
options. MDU owners would love this too: Comments might
be left about response cycle, pricing, on-time delivery.
At the end of this purchase process, I realized how much
research and analysis and word-of-mouth matters in this
infrequent buying decision. It’s the same with MDU owners
attempting to get the right products and providers for their
customer bases.
“I’ve gotta get the 50 Mbps guy out of here quickly” is
a theme that leads to a deep-dive analysis of the internet
options. Smart owners are comprehensive in their product
research – just as my family was with our appliances. v
Bryan J. Rader is the president of UpStream Network, a
broadband provider. Reach him at brader@upstream.network
or by phone at 314-540-1114.
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CONNECTIVITY MATTERS

Not Ready to Build?
Be Broadband Ready.
A town may not be ready to take the plunge on building a network, but there are steps
it can take to attract private investment.
By Trevor Jones / OTELCO

I

’ve seen it many times before: Communities endlessly
“study” the broadband problem and never take the
plunge into building a network. It’s understandable.
Building and managing a communications network is a big,
complex, expensive job. On the other hand, perpetual study
of a problem when a community just isn’t ready to commit to
construction wastes a lot of resources.
Here’s the thing: Many communities I’ve seen do this
are also fairly attractive to private capital. Some smart
community planning could make all the difference in
bringing an ISP to town. This is a great place to start if a
community would rather not build its own network.
Here are a few things a community can do to show an ISP
that it wants it:
• Think long and hard before you suppress utilities. I
get it. Utility poles are ugly. They’re also there for a reason.
In a place like New England, where the ground freezes
and the soil is rocky, building and maintaining utilities
underground can be expensive. It’s even more expensive
and complicated in downtown areas where sidewalks,
streets and overlapping utilities have to be considered and
avoided. Many ISPs severely limit projects where utilities
are suppressed or avoid building in the area altogether.
• Consider an open-access conduit system. If a
community really wants to bury utilities in certain zones,
it should consider burying conduit while it has the streets
and sidewalks open, then make that conduit available to
potential ISP partners for lease on an open-access basis.
This is relatively simple to administer and relatively cheap
for the community to build while the ground is open, and
it will save lots of money for an ISP if the conduits are
there after the streets have been paved.
• Revisit codes for new housing developments. I’ve
seen towns require developers of large residential housing
projects to build all sorts of infrastructure, even schools.
New housing developments are one of the most likely places
for suppressed utilities, so why not require that developers
12
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bury extra utility conduit as part of the permitting process?
These could be managed by whoever has the financial
responsibility for maintaining roads in the development, for
example, the homeowners association or the municipality.
• Consider land use rules that encourage dense
housing. This is a tough one for many communities
because people don’t usually move to rural areas because
they want to be close to their neighbors. On the other
hand, denser housing is good for the environment, reduces
sprawl and preserves open space in town. It also makes
communities more attractive to ISPs because density is a key
driver in the economics of broadband networks. The closer
homes are together, the better the return on investment.
• Make sure any study includes building a prospect
list. It’s easier to forget about the cost of marketing when
a community is planning for a broadband network, but
getting people to sign up for a new service is an expensive
and complicated process. With that in mind, because a
community has to measure demand anyway, it makes sense
to capture a list of interested residents as part of a study’s
deliverables and get permission to share it. Having that list
of potential customers in hand will definitely shorten the
path to earning a return on investment for any ISP that is
considering coming to town.
Some of these things will be easier to do than others and
may take some time. For example, getting conduit in the
ground “as you go” will be a slow process unless a large project
happens to be coming right up. It still makes good sense to
make code and zoning decisions in a utilities-friendly manner.
These decisions will end up saving money for a town, even
if it ultimately does not attract private investment and ends
up building on its own down the road. v
Trevor Jones is vice president of marketing, sales and customer
service for OTELCO, which owns independent telephone companies
in seven states and partners with several community networks in
Massachusetts. Contact him at trevor.jones@otelco.com.
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One network.
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Gig-enabled Wi-Fi & live streaming TV.
Instantly available, property-wide.
Discover new revenue streams.
Monetize a community-wide internet and entertainment
solution and increase your net operating income.
Connect your smart community.
DISH Fiber not only connects residents and staff but also
serves as a foundation for property-managed smart devices like
keyless access and smart thermostats. These upgrades help
increase operational efficiencies and attract new residents.
Rely on one trusted nationwide provider.
Experience the ease of having one solution, one contract
for all your properties and one dedicated Account
Manager for white-glove support. DISH Fiber support
includes remote monitoring and built-in redundancies
so your residents will never skip a beat.
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Bridging the Indoor, Outdoor
Learning Experience With Fiber
and VoIP: Windham Woods School
Windham Woods School employs FirstLight Fiber’s fiber-based internet and unified
communications services to increase reliability and responsiveness for its growing
student body. Broadband Communities thanks Matt Taffel, assistant head of school and
middle/upper school director for Windham Woods School, and Chris Canney, enterprise
account executive at FirstLight Fiber, for helping assemble this profile.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

W

ith diverse backgrounds in public
school teaching, admissions and
private-school fundraising, the
founders of Windham Woods School had a
simple idea: start a school for students who
don’t fit into the traditional learning mold.
Now in its second year of operation, the
private school in Windham, New Hampshire,
offers a hands-on, dynamic educational setting
for students with mild to moderate learning
challenges in grades 1 through 10 (grades 11
and 12 will be offered in 2022).
“We are here to teach students who are
not successful in a general education setting,
including students with learning challenges
who are used to getting pulled out from their
classrooms to have one-on-one reading tutorials,”
says Matt Taffel, assistant head of school and the
middle/upper school director. “We wanted to
create an environment in which these students
can be included together in a classroom setting.”
As they were developing the concept for
the school, the founders came across a local
property owner with 250 acres and a building
that could be used for an outdoor learning
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center. She shares a passion for helping students
with learning challenges.
“The property owner wanted the property
to be utilized in the best way,” Taffel says. “She
cares so much about students who don’t have
the same opportunities as others.”
Making use of the 250 acres, the school
is known for emphasizing outdoor education
through hands-on learning. Among other
features, it boasts 4 miles of private trails.
Classes have a maximum of 10 students,
allowing teachers to develop truly custom
instruction for each student.
STREAMLINING SERVICES
Given the momentum it has seen with its
growing student body, Windham Woods School
needed phone and broadband providers that
could provide reliable service and respond as
needs change, and FirstLight Fiber fit that bill.
Before it made FirstLight its primary
provider, Windham Woods School could
choose from the cable and telco incumbents –
Consolidated Communications and Comcast
Business – and a competitor, FirstLight.
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Its fiber-based connection means the school can easily make upgrades to services as needed.

“I spent time planning the curriculum before students
arrived in 2018 and trying to figure out what we were going
to do with our phone and internet systems,” says Taffel.
“We had Comcast, Consolidated Communications and
FirstLight, but we needed to streamline what we had to
optimize it for education.”
Taffel reached out to Chris Canney, enterprise account
executive at FirstLight. Canney agreed to travel from
FirstLight’s headquarters to meet with school founders
in Windham.
“Since Chris first took my call in 2018, he takes the time
to research the different options to get me the best service
and the best price, knowing that we’re a small operation,”
Taffel says.
POISED FOR GROWTH
Since adopting FirstLight service, Windham Woods’
communications needs have continued to grow as the school
adds more staff and students. After planning the curriculum
in 2018, the school opened its doors to 47 students in grades
one through 10 in 2019 with 20 staff. The school continues
to grow, and has added 10,000 square feet of space. Over
the past year, the student body grew from 47 students to
75 students.
“Because of the growth of our student body, we had to
kick off a fundraising campaign last year to double our square
footage,” Taffel says. “We installed hospital-grade HVAC
and ionization equipment, so we have the healthiest
environment possible.”
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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As it has grown, Windham Woods School has doubled
the number of phones and installed another 24-port switch in
its building.
“We wanted to have a phone in every learning space,”
Taffel says. “With the internet, there’s never been a time when
we needed a more reliable service.”
RESPONSIVENESS IS KEY
Because it has a fiber-based connection, Windham Woods
can easily make additional upgrades as needed by contacting
FirstLight. “Our fiber-based internet service is always reliable,
and it is easy to tell if we need to upgrade because it’s a
dedicated connection,” Taffel says.
In tandem with getting the best service, it is also
important to have a responsive provider. “Besides the fast
internet service, the customer service has always been there,”
Taffel says. “Chris Canney and Scott Allen at FirstLight have
been able to give us the answers that we need.”

PROPERTY OF THE MONTH HIGHLIGHTS
~ Windham Woods School ~
•
•
•
•

100 Mbps symmetrical fiber-based internet access
VoIP service to support campus phones
Common area Wi-Fi service
Video surveillance system
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Windham Woods School offers a hands-on, dynamic educational setting for students with mild to moderate learning challenges.

He adds, “As things take a while for installation, it’s
always nice to give them a call and say, ‘I know it’s a month
out – is there any way to get that port switch equipment
installed in a faster way?’ and they are on it.”
Having this network flexibility has come in handy as the
school navigates the COVID-19 pandemic, which forced it to
develop a remote learning option.
“Like everyone else, we went remote on March 13 and
launched a pretty robust remote learning plan,” Taffel says.
“We were able to do one-on-one instruction and give personal
attention to students despite being remote.”
As part of its effort to get students back to a five-dayper-week program on campus, the school bought tents to
continue the outside learning experience.
“We all need to wear masks, but they can be outside and
learning,” Taffel says.
VITAL STATISTICS
Property description: Windham Woods School is a private
school in Windham, New Hampshire, offering a program
for students and families grades 1 to 10 looking for a more
hands-on, dynamic educational setting.
Demographics: Students with learning disabilities in grades
1–10, staff and teachers.
Greenfield or retrofit? Retrofit
Style: Two-floor school building
Time to deploy? Deployment took about 60 days without any
interruption.
Date services started being delivered: 2019
16
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Special property requirements: The road where the school
is located did not have service, so FirstLight Fiber needed
to do a custom build that came down the street. It had
to price out the project to make sure the payoff would
be enough to make the build worth the cost. FirstLight
explained the custom build in detail to the school, so there
were no surprise charges.
Provider choice: Do additional service providers operate
separate broadband networks on the same property?
FirstLight is the main provider. Consolidated and
Comcast, which Windham Woods used previously, also
are available to the school.
SERVICES
FirstLight provides the school with symmetrical 100 Mbps
fiber-based dedicated internet access (DIA) service. It also
offers VoIP that serves 25 lines in all learning areas, including
classrooms and administrative offices.
The school also has access to common-area wireless service
as well as a managed edge router with perimeter security and
content filtering.
BUSINESS
Which parts of the network do the service provider own,
and which parts belong to the property owner? The
video surveillance system is owned by the property owner
and the fiber network is owned by FirstLight.
Network benefits: Though fiber connectivity is critical for
any school, Windham Woods students need interactive
technology to help them access the curriculum; the
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technology makes the classroom a modern, engaging,
exciting place to be. Each student experiences a course
unique to his or her needs focused on the principles of
engagement, communication and organization (ECO).
Designed to help students navigate today’s ever-changing
and often complex societal norms, technology is a critical
tool for ECO.
TECHNOLOGY
Network architecture: FirstLight delivers a dedicated fiber
connection to the building.
Methods for running cables between buildings, vertically
within buildings, horizontally within buildings:
FirstLight provided a standard underground installation
into the school building.
Vendors/products
• Polycom (desktop phones)
• Meraki/Cisco (edge routers)
LESSONS LEARNED
What was the biggest challenge? There were no real
challenges. The installation went smoothly.

NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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What was the biggest success? The school provides a lot
of options generally to students, whether they learn
remotely or outside on campus. Students have many
ways of learning, so the school needed a flexible program.
FirstLight has been able to provide that and customize
a plan that works. If change is needed, FirstLight is
responsive and helps right away.
What should other owners consider before beginning a
similar deployment? Try to find someone who works
at the company who will take the time to get to know
you and your needs. Then make sure they ask the right
questions to help you determine what you need without
pressure. Taffel says that’s what FirstLight did for
Windham Woods School.
“My folder of telecommunications was huge,” says
Taffel. “Until I found Chris, no one took the time to get
to know me, our school and our mission. Chris drove all
the way over here to talk about our needs. He knew it was
an in-person visit that would make both of us comfortable
going forward.” v
Sean Buckley is the executive editor of Broadband
Communities. He can be reached at sean@bbcmag.com.
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Public Infrastructure/Private
Service Model For 21st Century
Broadband Proves Worthy
The emerging model presents a scalable option for communities that lack the expertise
or interest to operate networks or act as ISPs themselves but want to own and control
the core communications assets in their communities as a means of securing the
benefits of broadband internet. Here’s a look at the model’s business case, technical
elements and risks.
By Joanne Hovis, Jim Baller, David Talbot and Cat Blake / Coalition for Local Internet Choice

This article is adapted from the Benton Institute for Broadband & Society’s report “Public Infrastructure/
Private Service: A Shared-Risk Partnership Model for 21st Century Broadband Infrastructure,” October
2020. Read the entire report at https://www.benton.org/publications/public-infrastructureprivate-service.

B

roadband networks rank among the
most important infrastructure assets
of our time – for purposes of economic
development and competitiveness, innovation,
workforce preparedness, health care, education,
and environmental sustainability. The
criticality of broadband was illustrated when
the COVID-19 pandemic shut down the U.S.
economy. Households with fast connections
were able to continue working and attending
classes online. Unconnected households found
themselves more cut off than ever.
If there was ever any doubt about the
centrality of broadband to the national interest,
the devastating pandemic erased this doubt.
Yet the United States faces persistent gaps in
broadband availability and affordability – as
well as a troublingly noncompetitive broadband
ecosystem in which most communities are
served by only one or, at best, two high-speed
broadband providers.
18
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The persistence of these gaps demonstrates
that private-sector investment alone is not
closing digital gaps. In rural areas of the country,
in particular, there exists insufficient return
on investment for private capital; as a result,
broadband deployment does not emerge without
some form of public support. In less rural areas,
competition is rare because return-on-investment
challenges deter new investors from competing
against existing monopolies and duopolies.
Given these difficult economics, even the
most optimistic estimate is that only a third
of U.S. homes have access to all-fiber-optic
networks. Fiber represents the holy grail of
communications infrastructure, recognized as
a future-proof technology for facilitating the
bandwidth needs of homes, businesses, schools,
libraries, institutions and government agencies –
and a necessary platform for advanced wireless
services that require fiber to deliver high speeds.
How, then, can U.S. communities secure the
benefits of fiber optic infrastructure?
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THE BUSINESS CASE FOR THE
MODEL
The model holds the potential to
combine the strengths of the privateonly and public or cooperative-only
models while minimizing their
respective weaknesses. Here’s why.

Our answer is that local
governments need not accept a binary
option of waiting for the private
sector to solve the problem – which
the private sector already would have
done if it made business sense – or
taking on the challenge entirely as a
public enterprise. Rather, public-private
collaboration can disrupt this binary
and give communities options. Indeed,
in recent months and years, a range of
collaborative public-private models –
involving various levels of risk-sharing
– have emerged and proved worthy
of emulation.
In some of the most promising
partnerships, the public entity funds,
builds and owns the underlying
communications infrastructure, and
the private entity does the rest: It
provides the electronics and service over
that infrastructure and deals with the
complexities of running a broadband
business.
The Public Infrastructure/Private
Service model (hereafter called “the
model”) leverages the best capabilities
of the public and private sectors.
Cities and counties do what they’ve
always done: finance and build basic
infrastructure, manage rights of way,
and maintain that infrastructure over
long periods of time – ensuring that
the entire community benefits from
the infrastructure and that government
functions can happen over fiber that
connects municipal offices, libraries,
public safety agencies and schools.
At the same time, private entities do
what they traditionally do well: run a
business, engage in sales and marketing,
handle customer service and adapt to
changing technologies and customer
preferences. In some cases, public or
cooperative entities ably perform these
service roles in partnerships with their
infrastructure collaborators.
This emerging model presents
a scalable option for communities
that lack the expertise or interest to
operate communications networks or
act as internet service providers (ISPs)
themselves but want to own and control
the core communications assets in their
communities as a means of securing the
benefits of broadband internet.
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

1 The model offers policymakers
a tool to act on multiple critical
priorities simultaneously and
through a single investment. Cities
and counties can invest in basic
public infrastructure with a lifetime
of decades (and far more in the case
of conduit). Simultaneously, the
model enables business opportunity
and expansion for private-sector
service providers that can compete
over public infrastructure. It also
creates construction jobs almost
immediately, as well as permanent
local operations jobs – a high priority
at all times but particularly in the
current moment as communities
seek to recover from the fallout
of COVID-19.
Most importantly, this model
enables localities to realize all the
benefits of 21st century broadband
infrastructure for health care,
education, environmental protection,
civic participation, economic
development and much more.
2 The model leverages the respective
strengths of all parties. For local
governments, it taps into their
ability to access the capital markets
at low cost. The model also leverages
localities’ expertise at building and
maintaining physical infrastructure
in public rights of way. On the
private-sector side, ISPs can focus
on their core strengths of delivering
services to the public rather than
the need to finance and build
infrastructure.
3 The model gives local government
choice and influence in broadband
decision-making. If a locality owns
the underlying infrastructure over
which ISPs provide service, the
locality does not have to rely on
the viability of single providers. It
can seek out potential partners and
give competing ISPs opportunity
|
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to enter markets quickly by leasing
access to the public infrastructure.
In some markets, there may be
economic potential for more than
one ISP to lease access to the
infrastructure, securing the benefits
of competition over a single network
rather than requiring multiple,
inefficient networks.
4 The model offers localities a prudent,
lower-risk way to chart their
broadband futures. Because of the
potential for creative risk-sharing
within the model, governments
potentially get considerable bang for
their broadband bucks while taking
on less risk than if they were trying
to start up a broadband business on
their own – or if they were providing
subsidy money and hoping recipients
followed through on their promises.
In addition, the model provides
a clear and familiar target for
government investment: basic
infrastructure. For the most part,
the current modes of enabling
broadband deployment involve
federal, state and local governments
giving grants or loans to individual
public or private network operators
to build networks and deliver
services over them. By contrast,
the Public Infrastructure/Private
Service model can provide a new
way to focus investment on the basic
infrastructure, built by localities with
grants or low-cost public financing –
much as the federal government has
invested in transportation and other
forms of basic infrastructure over the
decades – and then offered to private
providers at competitive cost.
TECHNICAL ELEMENTS OF
THE MODEL
The model is structured to enable
localities to use their experience,
capabilities and assets to build
broadband infrastructure that can be
made available to the private sector for
competitive services and innovation.
The public sector, in this structure,
will finance, build and maintain
infrastructure but be largely uninvolved
in the operational roles related to
service delivery.
BROADBAND COMMUNITIES
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Figure 1

There are three primary technical
approaches a community may consider
under the “public” portion of the basic
Public Infrastructure/Private Service
model:
1 Dark fiber approach: The
infrastructure provider is responsible
for the physical fiber plant. This
includes constructing the network,
responding to and repairing fiber
breaks, splicing new fiber, and
performing ongoing maintenance
tasks. Building and maintaining
a dark fiber network also requires
access to poles and/or conduit. The
service provider lights the fiber and
provides services and customerpremises equipment. When a
new subscriber takes service, the
infrastructure provider typically also
is responsible for constructing the
fiber “drop” cable from the street
to the subscriber’s home, where it
connects to a network interface
device at the premises.
2 Lit fiber approach: The
infrastructure provider is
responsible for the fiber network
as well as for providing the
network electronics required to
light the fiber and deliver services
from the service provider to the
subscriber (terminating at an
optical networking terminal located
inside or on an outside wall of the
customer premises). The lit fiber
provider also creates a network
20
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network documentation, and
providing access points for the
service provider. The service
provider does the rest, pulling fiber
through the conduit, lighting the
fiber and providing services.
Public ownership of the drop
conduit provides the flexibility
to change or add providers in
the future. As an alternative, the
customer or the service provider also
could be responsible for paying for
the drops. This has the advantage
of reducing the locality’s costs, but
with the downsides of inhibiting
sign-ups (if the customer must pay
extra for the drop) or limiting the
locality’s control (if the service
provider owns the drop).
Figure 2 illustrates a public
conduit-to-the-premises approach.

operations center and performs
ongoing maintenance and support
tasks. The service provider sells
services to subscribers using a
virtual circuit over this lit network.
Figure 1 shows the different
elements of the network, with the
additional components the public
entity owns and operates under
the lit fiber approach. If the public
entity’s role is limited to providing
dark fiber, the service provider is
responsible for lighting the fiber
(providing the electronics).
3 Conduit approach: The
public infrastructure provider is
responsible for the physical conduit
plant. This typically includes
constructing the conduit network,
responding to and repairing any
conduit breaks, maintaining

Figure 2
|
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The ISP owns the fiber itself, as well
as all the equipment in the home; the
city or county owns all the conduit
to the home.
THREE GENERAL RISKS OF
THE MODEL
In the Public Infrastructure/Private
Service model, localities and their
private collaborators create business
arrangements under which the partners
find creative ways to share the capital,
operating, and maintenance costs
of a broadband network – as well as
the rewards.
As localities evaluate proposed
models, they must consider three
general categories of risk and consider
ways to mitigate, share and avoid these
risks in ways ideally targeted to their
respective strengths and weaknesses
and those of their private collaborators
or lessees.

that meets the needs of customers;
as such, it includes both technical
and business execution elements.
For example, operating
an optical network delivering
marketable services takes capital,
experience, and highly skilled
personnel. Enormous expertise and
organizational capacity are required
for daily operations across a wide
range of functions. In the technical
areas in particular, personnel with
these skills are in great demand and
can be challenging to recruit and
retain as employees.
3 Market risk: Market risk is
intimately related to performance
risk and concerns the financial
elements of securing sufficient
revenues from customers to meet
financial targets. For an internet
service provider, this requires
achieving and maintaining the
necessary take rates, at high enough
price points, to achieve sufficient
revenue to meet investment
expectations.
An entity’s ability to mitigate
market risk depends on a wide range
of factors, many of them external
to operations. These include the
level of existing competition in
the market; changes in consumer
preferences; demographic factors
such as disposable income and age
(which frequently align with how
much consumers can spend on
internet service); and the state of the
national and local economy.
Market risk can be mitigated
through successful efforts in sales,

1 Construction risk: This category
refers to risk associated with
construction of the fiber or conduit
infrastructure itself. The risk arises
from challenges with underground
or aerial construction that may
sometimes be difficult to predict or
foresee – and that could increase
costs to the extent of making a
project less viable than had been
anticipated.
For example, construction
costs for aerial fiber can balloon
in situations where utility-pole
owners are slow to issue permits
or require expensive replacement
of many utility poles by the entity
seeking to attach its new cables
to the pole. Similarly, costs for
underground construction can grow
based on complications of needing
to dig through hard subsurface
rock or avoid existing utilities in a
crowded right-of-way. These risks
can be mitigated through rigorous
planning, detailed engineering, and
robust construction management.
2 Performance risk: This risk
concerns the challenges associated
with operating the network on a
day-to-day basis and delivering
services adequately and in a way
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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marketing and customer service, but
it frequently represents an area of
risk that some localities prefer not
to undertake or that is unfamiliar
to them and that they would like to
shift to private collaborators.
LEGAL ISSUES IN PUBLICPRIVATE PARTNERSHIP
BROADBAND PROJECTS
Though all community broadband
projects require careful attention to
legal issues, this is especially true of
broadband public-private partnership
projects – particularly complex ones
requiring extensive commitments
by the public and private sectors
over many years. The key legal
issues that arise in each of the three
major stages of the development of
a public-private partnership deal
include confirmation of authority,
pre-negotiation project planning and
negotiation of the agreement.
1 Confirmation of authority: As
an initial step, a local government
contemplating a broadband publicprivate partnership must determine
whether it has authority to
participate in such a venture and, if
so, whether there are any limitations
on its authority or procedural steps
that it must take to perfect its
authority (e.g., hearings, referenda).
It is critically important to sort
out authority issues at the outset,
because mistakes can be costly –
and are often avoidable. Also,
incumbent carriers, threatened
with loss of business, have often
challenged public communications
BROADBAND COMMUNITIES
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initiatives for alleged lack of
authority or failure to comply with
required procedures.
Federal law encourages
local governments to provide
communications services of all
kinds, but it does not affirmatively
empower them to do so. For such
authority, local governments
must look to state and local
law. Moreover, if a public entity
provides services or facilities as
part of a broadband public-private
partnership, it must have authority
to do so.
Confirming authority may
require reviewing state constitutions
and state laws that may affect a
local government’s authority to
participate in a broadband publicprivate partnership. During the past
three years, numerous states have
enacted or expanded public-private
partnership statutes, including
many with a broadband focus.
As a result, a substantial majority
of states now have such statutes,
although they vary greatly in scope
and breadth.
A full due diligence review of
local authority must also include
potential restrictions at the local
level. Even if a local government
has ample state-granted power
to participate in a broadband
public-private partnership, it
may still be constrained by
self-imposed limitations. Such
restrictions may appear in the local
government’s charter or ordinances,
or in franchises, municipal pole
attachment agreements, contracts
or other local undertakings. When
local limitations are identified
early on, there may be time to
remove them by local action or
state legislation.
2 Pre-negotiation project
planning: Once a local
government has confirmed its
authority and established the zone
within which it believes it can
operate lawfully, it can turn to
exploring the options that it may
realistically have within that zone.
Several important legal issues may
22
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affect these options, including
financing, access to public rights
of way, access to infrastructure and
facilities, regulatory compliance,
organizational issues and tax issues.
Financing: Several legal issues
may affect the ability of local
governments and private partners,
working individually or together,
to take advantage of available
funding resources. For instance, if
state law permits public subsidies
of communications networks, local
governments can invest surplus
revenues from other sources (e.g.,
municipal utility revenues) in
communications networks. For
various reasons, local governments
have rarely used this approach, but
some exceptions exist.
Both federal law and the laws of
a number of states also encourage
communities to use tax incentives
to attract private-sector investments.
For example, federal tax law
encourages local governments to
use tax incremental financing (TIF)
to stimulate private investment
in geographic areas that require
revitalization.
A local government that does
not have sufficient funds from
other sources to pay for a network
itself – and for legal, political, or
other reasons is unwilling to tax
the public – can use debt financing
to help pay for the project. This
is usually done through general
obligation bonds or revenue bonds.
Local governments also
sometimes finance communications
networks by issuing certificates of
participation. Such instruments
essentially enable investors to
purchase a share of the revenues
from leasing the facilities developed
with project funds.
A community may also choose to
crowdfund a network by borrowing
small amounts from local investors.
Crowdfunding tends to be a slow
and labor-intensive process – the
monetary values of individual
promissory notes are often small,
and it can be difficult to reach out to
potential participants.
|
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Depending on state law, local
governments have many other tools
they can use to finance a project
and/or stimulate private investment,
including contributing, selling,
or leasing real property as part of
encouraging a fiber build.
In some states, local
governments may be able to
form councils of governments to
undertake economic-development
initiatives on their collective behalf.
Such councils enable participants
to pool their resources to plan
and develop programs aimed at
economic improvement. Councils
of governments may also form
Small Business Administration
Section 53 Certified Development
Corporations. These corporations
are authorized to make long-term
financing available through the
Small Business Administration’s
504 loan program.
Finally, even before the outbreak
of the coronavirus pandemic, there
were already dozens of federal
and state funding programs
seeking to encourage and support
broadband deployment. Now
that the pandemic and the vast
economic and social disruptions it
has wrought have underscored the
critical importance of affordable
access to robust broadband
capabilities, several new federal
programs, and a skyrocketing
number of state programs, have
emerged to address this challenge.
These programs have annual
spending caps ranging from several
hundred thousand dollars to several
billion dollars. Federal funding
for broadband service providers
was further expanded in 2020
through the FCC’s Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund (RDOF) and
the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and
Economic Security (CARES) Act.
To some communities, public
financing options are not attractive,
either because they require more
public involvement than the local
government wishes to provide or
because they believe that the private
|
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sector is better suited to acquiring
and managing project financing. In
these cases, private partners have
a wide range of options to acquire
financing for projects directly or
indirectly, including through equity,
debt, contributions of equipment
and facilities, in-kind services,
third-party co-builds and fiber-forpole attachment deals.
Access to public rights of
way: Broadband service providers
typically require access to public
rights of way (PROW) to install
fiber and facilities on poles or
in underground conduit. To
obtain such access, they must get
permission from the federal, state,
or local regulatory authority that
owns or controls the particular
PROW in question.
Given the critical importance
of rapid buildout to developers of
fiber broadband projects, efficient
PROW access can be a central
issue for a broadband partnership.
In general, local governments may
consider various steps to streamline
the PROW access process.
They can, among other things,
develop accelerated timetables for
permitting, preapprove specific
techniques (e.g., micro-trenching),
and make dedicated inspectors
available. Local governments
can also consider reducing fees
associated with PROW access.
Access to infrastructure
and facilities: Existing or new
infrastructure and facilities are
among the most important assets
that local governments may be able
to bring to a broadband publicprivate partnership. Facilities may
include fiber, poles, ducts, conduits,
sewers, streetlights, towers, rooftops,
co-location space and other property.
Local government-owned land
can also be an important and
valuable asset to contribute to a
partnership. Taking stock early of
a city’s inventory of current and
potential future infrastructure is
tremendously important to a
local government as it considers
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

whether and how it can best
leverage those assets.
Other access issues: Aside
from PROW and infrastructure/
facilities access issues, many
other kinds of access issues can
arise in the context of a publicprivate broadband partnership.
These include access to towers;
sides and rooftops of buildings;
private easements; distributed
antenna system (DAS)/small cell
sites; wetlands; historical or other
protected properties; environmental
issues and much more.
Regulatory compliance:
When considering the types of
services that a public-private
partnership will offer and who
will be responsible for them, it’s
important to consider how those
activities will be regulated at
the federal and state levels. This
will depend on multiple factors,
including the nature of the services
provided, the manner in which they
are offered, and the current state
of ever-evolving law. Of greatest
importance is that the parties
identify all applicable regulatory
requirements and make sure that
at least one of them assumes
responsibility for timely compliance
with each requirement.
Organizational issues: In
addition to considering how a
broadband public-private partnership
itself will be structured, it is
important for a local government
to consider how it will organize and
run its side of the partnership –
including whether to use an existing
branch of government to oversee
the project; whether to create a new
division, commission, authority,
nonprofit or cooperative; and how
to involve the key stakeholders,
including the school system and
the municipal utility (if the local
government has one). How a public
entity chooses to organize itself
may be based on political, legal and
practical considerations.
Other tax considerations:
Given the nature of public-private
partnership projects and the
|
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possibility of using tax-advantaged
municipal or state bonds to help
finance the project, it is particularly
important to understand the
potential tax implications of
the public-private partnership
models under consideration. For
example, under the private business
use exception, the federal tax
advantages of municipal bonds can
be lost if the private entity benefits
in ways that exceed certain limits
set forth in the tax code.
3 Negotiating an agreement:
After the local government
develops a short list of the potential
partners, negotiations to finalize an
agreement can commence. The local
government’s objective will be to
achieve the best possible allocation of
risks, responsibilities and rewards for
the community.
As major long-term capital
projects, fiber broadband
partnerships will inevitably
encounter delays, disruptions, or
other challenges at some point
during the life of the project.
Allocating the risks of these
potential problems is typically the
most difficult part of negotiating a
public-private broadband partnership
agreement. As a general principle,
the parties will be best served by
allocating particular risks primarily
to the party that is in the best
position to avoid or minimize the
problem that creates the risk and
to provide that party reasonable
compensation to undertake that risk.
Allocating responsibilities in a
fiber broadband partnership project
is generally simpler than allocating
risks, because both parties largely
know what responsibilities they are
taking on from the outset of the deal.
In assigning responsibilities, the
parties should consider potential
cost savings. For example, assigning
related responsibilities to a party can
provide it an incentive to capture
cost savings across the various phases
of the contract. Similarly, making
one party – usually the private party
– responsible for both constructing
BROADBAND COMMUNITIES
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it had obtained from the prior
service provider.
Fiber broadband partnerships
also offer substantial benefits that
are not as easy to measure as user
fees or cost savings. For example, a
public entity’s primary goal may not
be to produce significant revenue
or induce material cost savings
from the network but to give the
community prompt and affordable
access to all of the features,
applications and other advantages
that a fiber network will support.
A growing number of local
governments are coming to see fiber
broadband networks as essential
infrastructure for the 21st century,
capable of driving and supporting
simultaneous progress in just
about every area of significance to
their communities. This includes
economic development, education,
health care, environmental
protection, energy, transportation,

and maintaining the outside plant
may encourage that party to use
more expensive, higher-quality fiber,
knowing it is harder for animals to
chew through that fiber jacket and,
thus, that the fiber will minimize
maintenance costs down the road.
Finally, a successful fiber
broadband partnership will produce
benefits for both the public and
private parties. Some of the benefits
may be what are considered
traditional benefits – e.g., revenue
the network produces from user
fees. If the network is producing
traditional monetary benefits, the
parties may agree to a mechanism
for sharing the rewards/revenue.
Benefits may also take the form
of cost savings. For example, if the
public entity is also a system user,
it may benefit by obtaining highercapacity broadband at lower costs
from the partnership than

government services, digital equity,
and much more. Although such
benefits may be difficult to measure
in monetary terms – as is also true
of the monetary benefits of roads,
sidewalks, electricity, sewers, and
water – they are real nonetheless.
For many communities, these
benefits are likely to be the primary
reasons for entering into a publicprivate partnership. v
Jim Baller is a Washington-based
attorney who has worked on more than
75 community broadband initiatives
and public-private partnerships across the
United States during the last 25 years.
He is the co-founder and president of
the Coalition for Local Internet Choice.
Joanne Hovis is a broadband analyst
and is president of CTC Technology &
Energy and CEO of the Coalition for
Local Internet Choice. David Talbot
and Cat Blake are analysts at CTC
Technology & Energy.
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Electric Cooperatives,
Investor-Owned Utilities Form New
Pacts to Expand Rural Broadband
Electric cooperatives and investor-owned utilities are partnering with competitive
providers and telcos to close the systemic rural broadband gap.
By Sean Buckley / Broadband Communities

W

hen Colquitt Electric Membership
Corporation (EMC) needed a
solution to solve its community’s
broadband problem, it had two options: build
a fiber network itself or partner with an area
provider that already served its territory.
Dozens of co-ops provide fiber to the home
(FTTH) themselves across the United States,
but Georgia-based Colquitt chose to partner
with Windstream, a privately owned, highspeed internet service provider.
“We recognized that while we couldn’t do it
on our own, we could not put our heads in the
sand,” says Danny Nichols, general manager
of Colquitt EMC. “Colquitt looked at which
providers had infrastructure on our system, and
Windstream answered the call.”
Joining Colquitt in the approach of
providing broadband via a partner are Butler
Rural Electric Cooperative (BREC) in Ohio,
Mohave Electric Cooperative in Arizona and
Warren Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
(WRECC) in Kentucky.
Electric cooperatives have become a new
savior for rural towns that have few, if any,
broadband options. According to a 2019
fact sheet from the National Rural Electric
Cooperatives Association (NRECA), electric
cooperatives could bring broadband to 6.3
million households. What’s more, an Institute
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for Local Self-Reliance report revealed that 90
electric cooperatives have built FTTH networks.
Sheryl Riggs, CEO of the Utilities
Technology Council (UTC), said during
the Broadband Communities 2020 Virtual
Summit that more of UTC’s members are
providing broadband.
“Hundreds of utilities are leveraging existing
infrastructure to provide wholesale and retail
broadband access,” she said. “Utilities have
successfully bid for FCC Connect America Fund
II funds, while others are awaiting the results of
the Rural Digital Opportunity Fund auction.”
Riggs noted, “We’re also seeing investorowned utilities bringing broadband to
underserved and unserved areas.”
Alabama Power and Entergy entered pacts
with C Spire to deploy fiber in their respective
electric service territories, and Appalachian
Power is working with GigaBeam Networks
to bring broadband to unserved customers in
Grayson County, Virginia. “We have no desire
to be an ISP,” said Brad Hall, vice president of
external affairs for Appalachian Power, during a
UTC webinar. “It’s not our core competency.”
LAST-MILE PACTS
Service providers and electric utilities are making
last-mile broadband expansion pacts. Because
utilities and telcos use one another’s facilities,
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other providers, such as Windstream,
but do not want to own the facilities.”
Providers working with electric
cooperatives may be the latest broadband
trend, but TWN Communications
has done it for more than 20 years.
After starting with wireless broadband,
TWN is now helping Mohave Electric
Cooperative expand FTTH services to
rural customers.
“Our focus is to work with
electric cooperatives to deploy fiber
networks,” said Ami Rodriguez,
vice president of sales/marketing
and business development for TWN
Communications, during a Fiber
Broadband Association webinar.
“These are state-of-the-art fiber
networks we’re building in partnership
with the cooperatives.”

Praeter adds that Cincinnati Bell
is looking at opportunities outside
its serving area. “While having
a contiguous network makes it
convenient, we’re talking to other coops outside of our footprint,” he says.
Likewise, Windstream’s agreement
with Colquitt EMC extends its Kinetic
FTTH service to some of Georgia’s most
rural areas. As an ILEC, Windstream
provides copper services to parts of the
territory where it overlaps with Colquitt.
“When rural electric cooperatives
enter a for-profit business, an element
of risk is introduced,” says Jeff Small,
president of consumer, small and
medium-sized business for Windstream.
“We structured a partnership that met
the needs of the community, Colquitt
EMC and Kinetic.”
Colquitt agrees the risk isn’t worth
it. “Broadband is a very complicated
business from a financial point of view,”
says Nichols. “We want to incentivize

partnerships between electric utilities
and telcos make sense.
Cincinnati Bell has partnered
with BREC, which serves members in
portions of Butler, Hamilton, Preble
and Montgomery counties in Ohio.
During the first phase, Cincinnati
Bell will make its Fioptics FTTH
service available to more than 2,000
BREC members. BREC will notify
members as addresses become eligible
for Fioptics internet and is evaluating
additional residential and business
locations for future phases.
Jason Praeter, president of
Cincinnati Bell’s entertainment and
communications business, says the
partnership came after BREC wanted
to expand service for its electric grid.
“It took a lot of collaboration to
make the partnership work,” he says.
“We came up with an agreement to
provide FTTH in areas that would not
have that opportunity.”
|
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CONNECTING THE
MIDDLE MILE
Connecting middle-mile and lastmile networks has become important
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as providers expand their reach. This
includes connecting the backhaul
network to the nearest aggregation
point, and connecting the aggregation
point to the operator’s nearest core
network point of presence.
Riggs said electric co-ops will be
a new middle-mile option. “Utilities
will become a source for middle mile.
We are seeing more utilities provide
middle-mile connectivity.”
Some players are contracting
connectivity with other providers
to accommodate growth patterns.
For instance, Midwest Energy &
Communications (MEC) is working
with middle-mile provider Everstream
to get 100G capacity as it completes its
fiber build in Southeastern Michigan
and Northern Ohio.
By acquiring middle-mile

took place in the 1930s, when the Rural
Electrification Act passed.
But these same rural communities
are constrained by the FCC definition
of unserved and underserved.
According to FCC mapping data, a
census block is defined as served if even
one residence has 25/3 Mbps service.
Rural Georgia has a large population
of residents who can’t get internet access.
According to the Georgia Broadband
Availability Map, more than 70 percent
of unserved areas in Georgia are
rural. The Georgia Broadband Map
project, published in June by Georgia’s
Department of Community Affairs,
represents a location-level methodology
that precisely maps the availability of
broadband services to every home and
business in the state, which includes all
159 counties.
Colquitt EMC has 70,000 meters
and 45,000 members that use its electric
service, including families that could use
multiple meters to power a farm.
“Maybe one-third of our members
are underserved,” Nichols says. “If we
can help Windstream bring service to
150 members, for example, it is one
small bite to help our communities
grow.”
In Virginia, the FCC’s definition of
underserved affected Grayson County,
one of the most rural areas of the
state. Compounding matters, Virginia
law defines those customers with 10
Mbps/1 Mbps or slower speeds as being
unserved. This service area of Virginia
covers 11,000 Appalachian Power
power meters.
“A large portion of the county can’t
get 25/3 Mbps,” Hall said. “According
to FCC data, there are only 3,700
meters that are unserved, but we
have 11,000 customers we’ll go by in
Grayson County with this fiber route.”
Appalachian Power received
permission from the Virginia State
Corporation Commission to install up
to 238 miles of 96-strand fiber optic
cable on its utility poles in Grayson
County to serve as a middle-mile
network. GigaBeam will rent capacity
on this middle-mile network and
connect last-mile facilities to homes
and businesses.

bandwidth from Everstream, MEC will
address broadband growth resulting
from an increase in teleworking.
In June and July 2020, subscriber
installations were up 29 percent and
30 percent respectively over the
previous year.
“If I have any advice for anybody
getting into this business, it’s to think
big,” says Terry Rubenthaler, CTO of
Midwest Energy and Communications.
“We grew from 500 Mbps, 1 Gbps
and 10 Gbps, so we’re increasing our
bandwidth multiple times a year.”
FOCUS ON UNSERVED,
UNDERSERVED
A key reason utilities get into broadband
is to serve communities that are either
unserved or underserved. This is very
much a reflection of the same spirit that

LAWS CREATE CO-OP OPPORTUNITIES
A spate of new laws enabling electric co-ops to enter the broadband
race also will help electric utilities extend broadband on their own or
through partnerships.
In April 2019, Georgia Governor Brian Kemp signed Senate Bill 2, giving
electric membership cooperatives in Georgia legal authority to provide
broadband services. S.B.2 provides legal clarity to Georgia’s EMCs, allowing
them to look at how they can participate in efforts to improve broadband
access in their communities.
Nichols says S.B.2 was key to paving Colquitt’s broadband path.
“When Senate Bill 2 was passed, we were able to get involved in the
broadband business.”
Georgia joins Mississippi, Indiana, Tennessee and Virginia in lifting legal
hurdles for electric co-ops to deliver broadband access. Former Mississippi
Governor Phil Bryant signed the Mississippi Broadband Enabling Act,
removing a 1942 regulation that prevented electric cooperatives from
offering anything other than electricity.
In 2019, Virginia signed a bill into law that clarifies that fiber can be
hung by electric co-ops in an existing electric easement, even beyond
their service territories. The new law says that providing communications
services is in the public interest, and an electric co-op “can attach
communications equipment, such as fiber, to utility poles and use existing
easements to deliver broadband service throughout Virginia.”
This law is already helping Appalachian Power, and the Southeast
Virginia–based Prince George Electric Cooperative will also benefit from the
new law because it enables the co-op to bring FTTH service to Surry County,
which is in its electric service territory and has no internet service. The co-op
is partnering with Dominion Energy to allow its subsidiary, RURALBAND, to
hang fiber on its utility poles where necessary.
28
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“Grayson County is a great example
of the challenges we have with these
maps,” Hall says. “We think our
approach will be a catalyst to solving
the digital divide.”
Cincinnati Bell’s partnership with
BREC aligns with Ohio’s goal to
expand broadband internet access to
underserved areas. “If we established
a partnership, we thought we could
deliver services in rural areas that are
too cost-prohibitive to serve with fiber
in the current state,” Praeter says. “The
BREC and Cincinnati Bell teams were
able to come up with something that
would provide a fiber-to-the-home
footprint in areas that probably would
not have that opportunity for a couple
of years.”

“The way we looked at it is we don’t
have a lot of attachments on these poles
that are already there,” Nichols says. “If
cable is already on a pole, then the area
is not underserved. Cable technology
allows cable operators to provide
broadband if they are on that pole.”
Appalachian Power is enhancing
the make-ready process for GigaBeam
by hanging fiber in the power space.
Appalachian Power will build a point
of presence for fiber and network
aggregation and GigaBeam will light
the fiber.
“If GigaBeam wanted to hang fiber,
we would have to move things around
because there might not be enough
room in the communications space
on the poles, meaning other providers
would have to move their equipment,”
Hall says. “By hanging fiber in power
space, we can speed up this process.”

SHARING ASSETS, LABOR
By working collaboratively, utilities
can ease service providers’ access to
utility poles and rights of way. Though
partnerships vary, cooperatives and
public utilities will collaborate on three
main issues:

Installation: After a partner provides
the fiber, the utility will install it on
the pole. Provider partners are in many
cases also providing the hardware
and the materials to install the fiber.
Installation partnerships between
utilities and providers vary.

Pole Attachments: To expand into
unserved areas of their territories,
utilities are allowing partners to
attach to their poles. For instance, if
Windstream has an existing copper
wire on one of Colquitt’s poles, the
electric co-op does not charge for the
fiber attachments.

ELECTRIC CO-OPS MAKE
BIG PRESENCE IN RDOF

Make Ready: Make ready is the
process of preparing a utility pole
to receive a new fiber attachment. A
provider that wants to place a new
attachment on the pole must contact
the pole owner with the request. As
seen by competitive FTTH providers
such as Google Fiber, emerging service
providers often have to navigate a
complex make-ready process. This is
because the utility poles are owned by
an electric company or a telco.
If an owner concludes there are no
issues, every entity that has something
attached to the pole must move wires
to make space for the new attachment.
By having an agreement in place, the
make-ready process can be streamlined.
Utilities will conduct the make ready
for the new fiber facilities by offering
partners space on the poles.
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

Colquitt will conduct fiber
installation and will get involved with
the fiber facilities only if there are
problems with the poles. Windstream
will then provide the design and the
materials, including fiber, ONTs,
splicing and other connections.
Nichols says Colquitt will provide
estimates on the installation labor
costs. “We have an idea of the labor
costs of doing this type of work,
and we’re not going to stop being an
electric co-op and start being a fiber
installer,” he says. “What we’re doing
is meeting with Windstream every
quarter to discuss our labor cost limits.
Windstream will bring forward projects
that meet the requirements to serve
underserved customers, but it can’t
harm us financially.”
However, other providers, such as
TWN, will perform all facets of FTTH
builds, including designing, building
and operating the networks.
“There are a lot of companies
that will design a fiber network and
build it and a few companies that will
operate it, but there are very few that
do all of that in one turnkey solution,”
Rodriguez says. “Investing alongside

Electric cooperatives are set to make a big showing in the FCC’s two-phase
$20.4 billion Rural Digital Opportunity Fund (RDOF). Nearly 190 electric
cooperatives have qualified to compete in what will be the FCC’s largest
reverse auction to fund rural area broadband. Qualifying bidders for the
first round of RDOF auction included 10 individual electric co-ops and four
consortiums representing 180 electric co-ops.
In October, the FCC released its list of 386 qualifying bidders, which
included a large majority of electric co-ops and other types of internet
service providers, for the first phase of the $20.4 billion RDOF program.
Providers could receive funds over a 10-year period to deploy
broadband to unserved census blocks. The first phase of the bidding,
which began October 29, is expected to connect to 6 million locations.
To qualify, providers must commit to offer at least 25/3 Mbps speeds. The
FCC will use a weighted tier system to ensure applicants proposing superior
service are not sidelined by internet providers with slower or spotty service.
The Phase II auction for the remaining $4.4 billion, plus any unused Phase
I funds, is expected to take place after the commission gathers detailed
census data and mapping information to determine areas that are unserved.
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the cooperatives mitigates the risk,
reduces project costs and ensures that
both of us have skin in the game.”
DRIVING ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
By expanding rural broadband, utilities
make communities more attractive to
consumers and businesses. As broadband
is rolled out in remote rural areas, it
attracts more people who want to work
from home and increases home values.
Properties that have fiber present are
becoming more valuable. According to
a Fiber Broadband Association study,
a home’s proximity to a fiber network
boosts its value by an average of $5,437.
It appears that the broadband
industry could fiber-enable more
properties. A separate joint study
conducted by the Fiber Broadband
Association and strategy consulting
firm Cartesian revealed that by 2029,
the industry can pass 90 percent of

U.S. households by increasing current
spending on all-fiber networks by
approximately $70 billion.
Praeter says its partnership
with BREC will support economic
development opportunities for
businesses and improve residential
connectivity, particularly as more
people work from home.
“BREC can drive up property
values with FTTH service,” Praeter
says. “We are seeing people move out
from the big cities and to rural areas
that are eligible for fiber.”
MEC is seeing new homebuyers
asking for broadband.
“We want to make sure our
customers have access to what’s
considered the fourth utility,” says
Patty Nowlin, vice president of
corporate communications for MEC.
“People should be able to choose the
rural market and access everything
their urban counterparts have.”
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The presence of fiber
communications makes a community
attractive to businesses looking
for facility locations. Businesses
increasingly rely on high-speed, fiberbased bandwidth to conduct their
daily operations.
“We have some decent-sized rural
businesses,” Nichols says. “Having
broadband would be valuable to work
in real time markets.”
TWN is also enhancing economic
development by adding new jobs.
“Building out fiber in Mohave Electric’s
communities will promote economic
development,” Rodriguez says. “We are
looking at creating 30 new field and
construction jobs in this area for this
one project.” v
Sean Buckley is the executive editor of
Broadband Communities. He can be
reached at sean@bbcmag.com.
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Partner with a
proven innovator

1

CENTRAL OFFICE
AND HEADEND

Reliable, seamless broadband connectivity is a necessity for
communities to thrive. It affects every aspect of life—from the
way we live, learn, work and play to how we communicate.
Always anticipating and always ahead, CommScope offers
end-to-end infrastructure solutions that power successful
broadband networks.
Our comprehensive portfolio covers every connection and cable:
1 Central office and headend solutions, including modular optical
distribution frames, panels and facility entrance cabinets
2 Fiber connectivity solutions for outside the plant, including
fiber cables, fiber splice closures, fiber cabinets and hubs, and
fiber access terminals and drops
3 Multiple dwelling unit fiber connectivity solutions, including
in-building fiber connectivity solutions
4 Coaxial cable solutions that offer superior performance
5 Wireless solutions, including Wi-Fi ®, Citizens Broadband Radio
Service, distributed antenna system, and 5G
3
Our solutions are built on 40 years of experience in solving customer
needs from all over the globe and working side-by-side on their broadband
rollouts to ensure maximum efficiency and performance.
CommScope can show you what’s available today and
what’s possible tomorrow.
Learn more at https://www.commscope.com/municipality-solutions
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Service Providers,
Communities Seek Partners,
New Methods To Overcome
Rural Broadband Challenges
At the Broadband Communities Virtual Summit 2020, participants shared stories about
finding new methods to extend broadband into underserved and unserved rural
markets. Following are some highlights of conference sessions focused on the rural
broadband market.
A BBC Staff Report

A

t the Broadband Communities Virtual Summit 2020, participants addressed driving
broadband into rural markets to provide connectivity and make communities more attractive
to prospective residents and businesses. Given the cost of building network facilities in rural
areas, service providers are not going it alone to build out last-mile and middle-mile fiber facilities.
To overcome rural challenges, a growing number of service providers are creating partnerships with
communities and, in some cases, power companies – both investor-owned and cooperatives. Notably,
states such as Arizona have focused on leveraging existing electric utility assets and state funding
mechanisms to expand rural broadband. By extending broadband to more communities, consumers
can access remote telehealth services – a need the current COVID-19 crisis amplified.

Finding a Broadband Partner
Sometimes the whole is more than the sum of
its parts. That’s what broadband providers are
finding as the classic, single-actor broadband
model gives way to diverse arrangements among
private companies, public agencies and utilities.
In a session organized by the Coalition for
Local Internet Choice, broadband providers
explained how they found partners with
complementary assets and skills and why the
resulting partnerships yielded better results than
providers could have achieved on their own.
34
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David Finn, director of corporate
development for Google Fiber, said his
company’s most recent partnership, with
the city of West Des Moines, Iowa, was its
most exciting. In West Des Moines, the city
government is constructing a citywide conduit
network and leasing space in it to Google Fiber.
Google Fiber, whose 20-year lease will help
finance the deployment, is the anchor tenant,
but the city hopes to find additional providers
to use the conduits.
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Catharine Rice

Monica Webb

Ben Moncrief

Bryon Horn

David Finn

Partners in a variety of broadband projects debated the merits of different forms of partnerships.

utility, C Spire discovered that the
utility had deployed excess strands of
fiber when it connected its facilities.
However, Alabama Power had no
intention of using that fiber to provide
broadband directly.
“We forged a relationship with
them,” said Ben Moncrief, C Spire’s
senior vice president for strategic
relations, explaining that C Spire
leased Alabama Power’s fiber to
reach several Alabama communities
and then built local networks within
those communities.
Construction of C Spire’s first
Alabama network, in the city of Jasper,
is nearly complete, and several other
cities are in construction or planning
stages. Jasper was first in large part
because local leadership was committed
to the necessity of symmetrical
broadband service for economic growth.

“Everyone is doing what they do
best,” Finn said, explaining that the city
was stronger at deploying infrastructure,
permitting and navigating rights of
way and that Google Fiber had the
advantage in network operation, sales
and marketing, and logistics.
In West Des Moines, the approach
is similar to that of Huntsville,
Alabama, but there, the city ended
its infrastructure at the curb, leaving
providers to build drops to homes and
businesses. Google Fiber was also the
anchor tenant in that network, but,
Finn said, the requirement to build
drops made the price for providers “so
high that it didn’t change the financial
calculus for other tenants.” As a
result, no other citywide tenants have
appeared in Huntsville. In West Des
Moines, the city will build all the way
to the premises, which Finn said would
make the network “much more open
and competitive.”
The partnership between West
Des Moines and Google Fiber took
only five months to negotiate – a short
time for a complex agreement. Finn
said the negotiations proceeded so
quickly because “early on, there was
a commitment on both sides to do
something great.”

RINGING IN FIBER
Ting Internet, a fiber overbuilder
in many parts of the United States,
has entered a variety of partnership
arrangements with communities.
Today, according to Monica Webb, the
company’s head of market development
and strategic partnerships, it is leaning
toward the partnership model it uses
in Holly Springs and Fuquay-Varina,
North Carolina. In those communities,
the city governments built fiber rings
that they make available at competitive
rates to service providers. Ting leases
fiber from the cities and then builds its

FEELING THE POWER
C Spire, a fiber-to-the-home (FTTH)
provider in Mississippi, began
considering expanding into Alabama
two years ago. In conversations with
Alabama Power, an investor-owned
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

own fiber from the rings to individual
neighborhoods and premises.
This model works well for both
parties, Webb said. For a municipality,
building a fiber ring is “an easier
financial lift” than building a full
FTTH network, and having a lease
agreement in place makes it more certain
of recovering its costs – an important
consideration because municipalities
are risk averse and must justify their
expenses to taxpayers, Webb said.
Ting believes the cities can build
fiber rings through their main streets
at lower expense than it could. These
streets are highly trafficked, they often
have railroad crossings and digging
them up may require permits from
state transportation departments.
Municipalities are better positioned
to solve these problems than private
service providers are.
Ting collaborates with Holly
Springs and Fuquay-Varina on
planning fiber routes and marketing
the networks to the end customers. In
part because the cities have skin in the
game, they have been helpful to Ting in
resolving the issues that inevitably arise,
whether that means helping negotiate
pole access or “making sure permits
aren’t left on someone’s desk.”
Fresno, California, took an approach
similar to that of the North Carolina
cities. Bryon Horn, the city’s chief
information officer, said Fresno has
fiber through its major corridors from
its intelligent traffic system and added
fiber conduit while implementing a

|
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recycled water project. In 2015, it issued
a request for quotes (RFQ), asking
service providers to propose leasing
the city’s fiber and conduit. A single,
open-ended RFQ was the best vehicle
for enabling the city to enter multiple
contracts because it reduced the red tape

cell network; CVIN (Vast Networks),
a competitive fiber overbuilder owned
by a group of independent telephone
companies; and several school districts.
The RFQ remains open, and the city
hopes to attract more partners. “We’ll
work with any vendor,” Horn said.

municipal procurements involve.
The first partnership to come out of
the RFQ was with XG Communities,
which built more than 100 4.9G/5G
small-cell sites using city-owned
infrastructure. Other partners include
Verizon, which is implementing a 5G

COVID-19 Transforms Telehealth
“COVID-19 forced us into a new
world,” said Roberta Levy Schwartz,
executive vice president and chief
innovation officer at Houston
Methodist Hospital, speaking of the
hospital’s experience with telemedicine.
Before the pandemic, she said,
consumers and providers were only
“sort of ready” for telemedicine, which
totaled about 5 percent of all visits,
mostly in the urgent care department.
Things ramped up quickly once the
pandemic began. Nearly all ICU beds
were connected for remote monitoring
to protect medical personnel (and bring
in reinforcements from elsewhere). The
hospital found a way to transmit patient
information along with the video feed
for appointments, and the percentage
of doctors’ appointments conducted
virtually rose to about 80 percent.
As the hospital environment was
brought under better control, the
percentage of video appointments fell to
about 30 percent – still far higher than
in the pre-pandemic days. Schwartz

McCullough, the network’s associate
director, said, “Our purpose is to make
telehealth possible. There’s no telehealth
without connectivity.”
Everything changed in March and
April 2020, when the network saw a
300 percent increase in remote VPN
accounts for home-based workers. “The
whole idea of telehealth got flipped
on its head,” McCullough said. “We
used to talk about patients at home or
in rural clinics reaching specialists in
urban hospitals. Now, the providers
are at home, too.” Though the network
connects only institutions, McCullough
emphasized that good bandwidth is
needed to support both providers and
patients at home.
The Utah Telehealth Network is
also working on integrating telehealth
into schools. McCullough cited one
town with 10 schools – six of them
on Navajo land – and only two
school nurses. “It’s a big job, and they
travel a lot,” he explained. “Getting
telehealth technology would let them
communicate with all the schools
they’re responsible for and deal with all
the sick kids.”

believes the numbers may rise again
as the technology matures. For all the
devastation wrought by COVID-19,
she said, it gave the hospital a gift – a
new way of providing care.
Schwartz distinguished several types
of telehealth: the face-to-face doctors’
visit; remote patient monitoring using
connected devices, which doesn’t
involve communication with a health
care provider unless readings are
abnormal; and the “air traffic control”
model in the ICU, in which remote
specialists can view patients in many
hospital rooms at once. The ICU model
requires enormous bandwidth, she said,
adding that broadband providers had
succeeded in supporting the hospital’s
needs almost all the time.
NO TELEHEALTH WITHOUT
CONNECTIVITY
The Utah Telehealth Network provides
robust connections to 1,100 educational
and health care organizations,
mainly in rural communities. Matt

Robert Wack

Roberta Schwartz

John Windhausen

Matt McCullough

OVERCOMING INERTIA
Frederick Memorial Hospital in
Frederick, Maryland, already had a
telehealth program before the pandemic,
said Robert Wack, the hospital’s medical
director of continuum of care. Remote
monitoring of discharged patients in
their homes was helping the hospital
minimize readmittances and saving
millions of dollars, even though it used
relatively simple technology and cellular
networks. But the hospital wasn’t ready
to move on to online doctors’ visits;
neither insurance companies nor doctors
were set up for that. “There’s a lot of

Telehealth experts said the pandemic was driving the development and adoption of telehealth.
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inertia in health care,” Wack said.
COVID-19 forced the hospital to
accelerate the deployment of virtual
visits. The hospital had to figure out
workflows, appointments, virtual

waiting rooms, queuing, and making
charts available to doctors. “At the
beginning, it was a mess, but within
weeks we had figured it out,” Wack
said. “I don’t think we’re going to go

back. Insurers and [the Centers for
Medicare & Medicaid Services] see that
it works. We’ve crossed a threshold into
the future of what health care is going
to look like.”

Rural Success Stories
A rural broadband success story
needs several ingredients, said Joseph
Franell, president of Blue Mountain
Networks in Oregon and Washington
and chair of the Oregon Broadband
Advisory Council. First and foremost,
a broadband champion or a broadband
action team is required. “A single person
can drive broadband transformation,”
Franell said, citing a city councilor in
Canada whose broadband advocacy led
to the city’s designation as one of the
“intelligent communities” of the world
for its use of technology to transform
the community.
Other necessary factors include a
strategic plan (which depends on having
clear goals); engaged industry partners,
including ISPs; political will (“There’s
a community that almost missed out
on having fiber to the home built for
free – it was funded through their
county – just because the political will
was so absent”); and a focus on solving
problems rather than deploying specific
technology.
For example, a community with no
access to broadband might benefit more
from a hybrid fiber and wireless model
that evolves gradually toward fiber than
from a network that was all-fiber from
the outset. Wheeler and Sherman, the
two most sparsely populated counties
in Oregon, are pursuing this strategy.
Funded by the state to build FTTH in
their population centers for economic
development purposes, they leveraged
those projects, in partnership with Blue
Mountain Networks, to build robust
fixed wireless networks in the outlying
areas and provide 100 Mbps satellite
service in the remotest areas. Today, all
residents in those counties have access
to broadband – something they would
not have had if they had held out for
fiber-wiring all premises at once.
These counties had hoped to
encourage broadband competition, but
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

Bill Gerski

To increase digital literacy levels, Tri-Co Connections recruited high school seniors to teach senior
citizens how to use computers and the internet.

their combined population of about
3,000 was insufficient to attract a second
provider. However, under a long-term
contract, Blue Mountain Networks was
able to offer the prices, price stability
and speeds the counties would have
expected from a competitive market.
In another part of Oregon, the three
small wheat-farming communities of
Adams, Athena and Weston joined
forces to invite Blue Mountain
Networks to build FTTH. With the
political leaders’ strong support and
some small grants, the ISP was able
to connect the communities. The
mayors then applied the franchise fees
they would have received for the first
two years to digital literacy training
for their residents. “Availability is not
enough,” Franell said, quoting the
mayors. “We need to know how to use
this wonderful tool.”
Two decades ago, The Dalles, a
city about an hour east of Portland,
collaborated with Wasco County to
build a middle-mile fiber network that
private ISPs could use. The network
brought a Google call center and data
center to The Dalles, anchoring the
|
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local economy. However, the more
rural parts of Wasco County were still
unserved. Recently, when the middlemile network expanded south into rural
areas, Blue Mountain Networks built
FTTH in the tiny, tourist-dependent
town of Maupin. “Now, tourist season
is wildly different there,” Franell said.
Businesses that once had difficulty
accepting credit cards are now able to
function in the modern economy.
CONNECTING RURAL
SENIORS
In north-central Pennsylvania, Tri-Co
Connections, the broadband subsidiary
of an electric cooperative, has begun
wiring a very rural area with FTTH.
Bill Gerski, senior vice president for
business development of Tri-Co,
described some of the challenges the
company faced. First, about 42 percent
of residents are second-home owners
who live there only on a seasonal
basis. Second, a large percentage of
permanent residents are senior citizens
who don’t use computers or the
internet. To address the digital literacy
issue, Tri-Co Connections created the
|
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Senior 2 Senior Educational Program,
in which high school seniors teach
senior citizens how to use computers.
The program provides a face-to-face,
hands-on, classroom-style course in
partnership with the county educational
council, a career technical center and
the county agency for the aging. Local
banks donated training, computers and
printers. Training was conducted at

four senior centers in the county.
The eight-week curriculum begins
with how to turn on a computer and
continues with such subjects as staying
connected with family and friends,
using telemedicine, banking and
shopping online, accessing government
websites, telecommuting (some have
gotten jobs through this program) and
improving hand-eye coordination.

Forty seniors have graduated from the
program, making them eligible for free
fiber installation and a free month of
broadband service.
Tri-Co is now expanding the original
Senior 2 Senior program through
intensive outreach and planning a
follow-up program with more advanced
classes and resource materials in the
form of posts on blogs and social media.

participated in a fiber broadband
initiative in Lyndon Township, a small,
underserved, rural area in Michigan.
After examining several options,
residents and the township board
decided to issue a bond backed by
property taxes, build a network, and
contract with a private operator – an
electric co-op – to deliver services.
Residents now have, or soon will have,
symmetrical gigabit service for $70 per
month, plus a property tax increase of
$23 per month.
Because the bonds were backed by
property taxes rather than revenues,
the township was able to secure a
favorable interest rate. And although
general-obligation bonds can be risky
for taxpayers, in this case the project
turned out well; the take rate is about
double what the network needed to
break even, and the housing market
in the township is booming. Now,

through the Michigan Broadband
Cooperative, Fineman is working to
replicate the Lyndon Township model
throughout two counties.

Fiber Financing
Interest rates are at a historic low, but
does that mean banks are lending money
for broadband deployments? Banks
have tied up huge amounts in Payroll
Protection Program loans, said Doug
Dawson, president of CCG Consulting,
and some are now short of cash. Dawson
said he expected some banks to tighten
their lending requirements or even shut
off the tap without formally announcing
that they are doing so. However,
government lending programs, such as
the Rural Utilities Service, will still have
money available. “It’s a good time to
borrow from them,” Dawson said.
Panelists spoke about several other
methods of financing broadband,
including issuing bonds and borrowing
from a state agency.
Ben Fineman, president and cofounder of the Michigan Broadband
Cooperative, a volunteer group,

Doug Dawson
CCG Consulting

Chris Townson
DTC Communications

Ben Fineman
Michigan Broadband
Cooperative

INVENTING
CROWDFUNDING
ECFiber, a network owned by an
interlocal association of 26 Vermont
towns, saw its original funding plan
collapse when the 2008 recession
began. The group then “invented
crowdfunding,” as Leslie Nulty put
it, by creating a series of subordinated
bonds sold to residents for as little
as $2,500. Bondholders were often
potential customers for the network,
but their investments did not ensure
them any priority in the network
rollout, whose schedule was determined
on a “technical and economic basis.”
At tax-exempt interest rates of 7 to 9
percent, the bonds were attractive to
small savers, and $7 million worth
were sold. By 2014, ECFiber was able
to go back to the public municipal
bond market and raise $40 million to
complete the buildout.
Nulty, along with her husband, Tim
Nulty, then retired from ECFiber and
went to northern Vermont to launch
Mansfield Community Fiber (MCF),
where they are now CFO and CEO,
respectively. Unlike ECFiber, MCF
was organized as a private but “socially
responsible” company, which allowed
it to get going more quickly than if it
had been a public entity. Like ECFiber,
however, it has attracted local private
investors.
Nulty said she was skeptical about
broadband grant programs because

Leslie Nulty
Mansfield
Community Fiber, Inc.

Panelists shared their fiber financing success stories.
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they “fail to impose discipline on the
recipients,” but she has advocated
for loan programs that require
robust business plans. MCF urged
the Vermont legislature to institute
such a program, and in 2019 it
agreed, creating a broadband loan

program in the Vermont Economic
Development Authority. Following
MCF’s recommendations, the program
requires borrowers to contribute equity
to the project; it also gives them a
two-year loan repayment holiday and
in the third year charges only interest.

This gives borrowers time to secure pole
access and deploy fiber before having to
start repaying their loans.
MCF became the first borrower in
the broadband loan program and plans
to request another loan as it continues
its network expansion.

Arizona Focuses on Existing Assets, Funding to Expand Rural Broadband
Arizona’s rural broadband needs
traditionally have been hampered by a
couple of key issues: sparse populations
that make it tough for large carriers to
expand services and restrictions on how
other utilities can provide service.
The state has 15 counties. In many
of Arizona’s rural counties, nearly 60
percent of homes today don’t have
broadband service.
As in rural areas in other states,
the lack of broadband is the result of
availability and cost issues, particularly
for low-income families.
Ben Blink, transportation and
technology innovation policy advisor
in the office of Arizona Governor Doug
Ducey, said the lack of broadband has a
broader impact on communities overall.
“This is a big issue for economic
development and public safety
response,” Blink said. “With some
of our unique challenges in the
Southwest, particularly with large
expanses of desert, mountains and a lot
of areas with sparse populations, it has
made broadband expansion tough.”

LEVERAGING EXISTING
ASSETS, FUNDING
To overcome its broadband problems,
Arizona is focusing on how it can
leverage existing assets from other
entities, such as electric utilities. It is
also developing state funding measures.
This allows broadband expansion to
flow while keeping costs low.
“One key area we think about is
what role electric utilities have and what
services reach these rural areas,” Blink
said. “The electricity infrastructure
is one of those key areas, so we have
worked hard to eliminate the barriers
that would inhibit an electric provider
from offering broadband.”
Another issue that prevented electric
cooperatives from offering broadband
is that many electric transmission
lines run over state land. The state
land department oversees 9.2 million
acres of land. A new rule now eases
restrictions on that land.
Following in the footsteps of other
states, such as Georgia, Indiana,
Missouri, Tennessee and Texas that

Ben Blink

recently passed laws facilitating rural
broadband, Arizona put in place
new legislation that allows electric
cooperatives to deliver and support
broadband services on their existing
utility lines.
Such a bill makes sense. Today,
Arizona electric co-ops bring electricity

MARYLAND GRANT PROGRAMS REQUIRE PARTNERSHIPS
Kenrick Gordon, director of the Governor’s Office of Rural Broadband, Maryland, said, “In our smaller
grant program, the local jurisdictions apply on behalf of an ISP. Many times, the local jurisdiction is
contributing to the match. The local jurisdictions have a vested interest in getting broadband out
to their constituents. All of the dense areas are taken [by larger providers], and trying to get a local
provider to come into an area where it may not have a presence yet takes a lot of back and forth,
a lot of cooperation, a lot of information. Tying in the local jurisdictions as a partner helps those
smaller providers that might be interested in coming in to cover 800 or 1,000 households.
Even in our larger program, we still require the ISP to partner with the local jurisdiction. The
partnership
is a little looser, because the ISP is doing much more of the legwork, much more of
Kenrick Gordon
the heavy lifting. But it’s important for the local jurisdictions to be able to say, ‘We know you want
to go here; but over here, nobody seems to want to be. What can we do to get you there as well?’”
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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and broadband services to more than
400,000 customers in Mohave, Pima,
Pinal, Graham, Greenlee, Navajo,
Apache and Cochise counties.
“We did not have an easy way
for easement holders or rights of way
holders to allow electric utilities to
add broadband on top,” Blink said.
“Our state land department started a
new application and rent schedule that
allows electric utilities to sublease their
own lines or partner with a thirdparty provider without the state land
department getting in the way.”
CLOSING THE MIDDLE-MILE,
LAST-MILE GAP
Easing restrictions on electric co-ops
is just one solution Arizona is using to
close the broadband gap. The state also
is looking for ways to use the interstate
highway system to create a more robust
middle-mile network.
Unlike other states, Arizona does
not have fiber along its highway right
of way.
“We’re looking to remedy a lack
of fiber along the interstate highway
system,” Blink said. “We released
a request for information and got
responses about public-private
partnerships to leverage our interstate
rights of way to provide core middlemile capacity.”
Governor Ducey also made funding

providers to build out connections to
those rural areas,” Blink said.
A key focus will be on enabling
applications such as telemedicine.
In 2019, Arizona’s Medicaid system
expanded funds for telemedicine.
With nearly 2 million of its citizens
on Medicaid, Arizona enabled broader
telemedicine coverage.
“We removed restrictions on
disciplines for telemedicine and
allowed asynchronous coverage, which
previously was not covered for things
such as radiology and dermatology.
We also removed restrictions on
telemedicine for people who live in
urban areas,” Blink said. “We think just
increasing that pipeline of telemedicine
and service providers will help people
in our rural areas.”
To help close the last-mile
divide, the state also is providing
funding through its rural broadband
development grant program. Arizona
awarded $3 million in funds to three
grantees, including an electric co-op
that is providing service to about
35,000 members and another partner
that is using electric utility poles to
provide services across state land.
“We’re trying to use the lastmile funding in partnership and
collaboration with some of the middlemile projects and state initiatives we are
working on there,” Blink said.

available in the state’s budget for fiber
conduit to encourage partnerships
in rural areas. The budget included
funding for 514 miles along certain
interstates for conduit.
“This will minimize the cost of
digging in sparsely populated areas that
are prohibitively expensive to dig and
build when there are not a ton of people
living in those areas,” Blink said.
It also included a provision for
transportation – or what the Arizona
government calls “smart highway
corridors” – to put in cameras, road
weather detection and many surplus
microducts to allow public-private
partnerships.
Blink said that although with the
“COVID-19 pandemic, we did not get
funding, we are using $40 million on
two stretches of highway that extend
from our metro areas to rural areas
that we believe will close the middlemile gap and allow some last-mile
partnerships to happen.”
As it builds out more middle-mile
infrastructure, Arizona is increasing
demand for broadband. The state hopes
that as it does this, it will inspire other
providers to build.
“Our assumption is as there’s more
interest in purchasing broadband
services in rural areas of Arizona, it
will increase the interest in broadband

Unraveling Middle-Mile Connection Opportunities, Challenges
As service providers begin rolling out
broadband to communities, particularly
in smaller markets, there is a need
to put in place robust middle-mile
connectivity.
The middle mile is the segment
of a network that links a service
provider’s core network to the local
network plant, typically situated in
a central office that provides access
to the local loop. This includes the
backhaul network to the nearest
aggregation point and any other parts
of the network needed to connect the
aggregation point to the nearest point
of presence on the operator’s core
network. The middle mile also provides
connectivity to major internet hubs.

The interconnection between
middle-mile and last-mile networks
has become increasingly important
in recent years, as last-mile networks
expand into rural areas of the United
States. Middle-mile connectivity has
become increasingly important in rural
markets that lack options to access
internet hubs.
Service providers partner with a
growing number of alternative players,
including Zayo and Fatbeam, to get
middle-mile networks. These providers
come at the middle-mile concept from
different angles. ThinkBig Networks,
an emerging FTTH provider, works
with middle-mile providers to get
access to internet hubs.
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Zayo, a Tier-1 provider, can offer
fiber-based services in major markets in
North America and Western Europe.
It currently has more than 13 million
miles of fiber across the United States,
Canada and Europe.
When it works to connect with
local last-mile providers, Zayo likes
to interconnect with other last-mile
players at its point of presence or other
major interconnection points.
“You have to protect from slicing
and dicing the network such that it
becomes delicate because it has so many
splice points should someone look for a
ring around the network,” said Dennis
Kyle, senior vice president of Zayo. “We
try to direct people toward aggregation
|
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Greg Green

Mark Wagner

opportunity to differentiate itself from
other providers.
“When you’re in a rural market,
you basically have the incumbent
phone company and the incumbent
cable company,” Green said. “In rural
markets, you get to dictate how you
want your fiber to connect into a colocation facility.”
But Green emphasizes that Fatbeam
likes to build out diverse routes separate
from other providers. “If we’re not the
first one in a location, we’re going to
create diversity there,” he said. “Like
an artist, a new provider has its own
brush to create its own strokes. It is
able to think about how it is going to
interconnect and interface.”
ThinkBig Networks, an emerging
FTTH provider that offers service in
Maryland and Virginia, agreed and
added that developing new ways to get
into a community is key. The service
provider today provides service to Kent
County, Maryland, with plans to bring
it to other Maryland towns, including
Sudlersville, Church Hill, Centreville,
Ocean Pines and Ocean City. It also
plans to expand to Captain’s Cove, a
community in Greenbackville, Virginia.
ThinkBig is completing several
grant projects to bring services to towns
with little or no internet.
Mark Wagner, CEO of ThinkBig,
said that a new player must start a
dialogue with local incumbent telcos.
“When you’re thinking rural, there’s
going to be less competition,” he said.
“You do have the ability to be more
creative with the local telephone co-ops
and power companies to get them

Essam El-Beik

Dennis Kyle
Middle-mile and last-mile providers must overcome challenges to work together effectively.

connectivity to schools and installs
high fiber counts.
“We build fiber through the
community,” said Greg Green, CEO of
Fatbeam. “We’ll start with a core fiber
network, run through downtown, and
ultimately look to connect with others.”

points in the network as a way of
consolidating services, aggregating
services and improving the reliability of
the network.”
He added, “The more splice cases
you touch, the more unknown line
errors, so you try to avoid making your
network delicate.”
Fatbeam, a business-to-business
provider of fiber-based network
solutions to enterprise, health care,
government and education customers in
the Western United States, faces similar
challenges. Focusing on communities
with populations under 200,000,
Fatbeam goes where there’s an existing
ILEC. It initially provides WAN

RURAL OPPORTUNITIES,
CHALLENGES
As service providers roll out middlemile networks in rural areas, network
operators need to be aware of various
scenarios that could hold up a build or
get in the way of completing a project.
For Fatbeam, the move into a
rural market means that it has an

MICRO FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES

Darrell Maynard

According to Darrell Maynard, CEO, Eastern Telephone & Technologies, “The large funding that’s
available generally is tied to the requirement of minimal services, and if you’ve got one little area
that’s served with 25 Mbps/3 Mbps, or even sometimes 10 Mbps/1 Mbps, it disqualifies the whole
thing. So if you take a micro view of these communities – and these communities know which
ones need it the worst – they’ll tell you, they’ll come and complain, and then it’s easier to find
the smaller grant opportunities. You can fill some of these with a public-private relationship. A
hundred thousand dollars or $300,000 … will be a start to getting it done and fixing those areas
forgotten by the big guys.”
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excited about your business plan and
how to work together.”
He added that rural markets are
unlike urban markets in which new
providers have a wider range of providers
to work with for interconnection.
Zayo, which serves a mix of denser
urban and rural markets, attributes
to thoughtful preparation its success
mapping out and working with the
communities it serves.
“Rural areas take longer,” Kyle said.
“When you enter a rural market,
you need to help people plan and
educate them.”
UNDERSTANDING
DEPLOYMENT OBSTACLES
In addition to dealing with a smaller
number of providers, the other
challenge middle-mile providers

“Assuming our network is there
and our equipment is there, and the
partner’s network is there, it can take
30 days or less,” Kyle said.
Nevertheless, there are always other
issues, such as getting access to utility
poles and the associated make-ready
process and railroad crossings.
“You might think you have plenty
of room in a location, but a lot of little
nuances could come up,” Green said.
Wagner agreed that every
deployment and interconnect ThinkBig
does is unique and is never easy.
“Every single interconnect I have
ever been associated with during my
entire 19-year career has always been
in cases where there’s a different
floor or a different location,” he said.
“I have never seen a deployment where
the partner says ‘we have a 2-foot
cross-connect.’”

encounter when going into new
markets is dealing with unforeseen
deployment obstacles.
For a fiber provider, getting
permission from landowners and state
agencies to lay fiber across railroads and
bridges can hold up a fiber build.
Fatbeam saw these issues firsthand
when it started laying fiber under a
bridge in Yakima, Washington. It took
12 to 14 months to attach fiber conduit.
“Here we are bringing broadband to
a rural community by going under the
bridge that is on a separate path from the
other nine carriers that are connected
to a nearby PoP on a railroad,” Green
said. “This route is going to help this
community, yet no one sees that, so
there can be an education process.”
But according to Zayo, if a network
is already in a market, it can perform an
interconnection to a building quickly.

Ensuring Communities Are Ready for New Providers
As providers identify communities in
which to deliver broadband service –
particularly unserved or underserved
communities – the challenge and
opportunity is to understand what the
communities need.
This has been the case not only for
emerging FTTH providers, such as
Allo Communications, Connect C and
MetroNet, but also for Facebook, which
is building fiber through communities to

Dorothy Baunach

connect its data center facilities. Service
providers seek communities that want to
engage in partnership to build out fiber
or wireless broadband or partner with
other local providers.
For example, consider MetroNet,
an emerging FTTH provider. In 2017,
Lexington, Kentucky, Mayor Jim
Gray announced an agreement with
MetroNet to build a fiber network in
the city.

Gray’s move was motivated by
sticking to his promise to give citizens a
new choice in television providers and to
transform Lexington into a gigabit city
with ultrafast internet access attracting
high-tech businesses and good jobs.
MetroNet completed laying 4.4 million
feet of fiber in neighborhoods across the
city this August.
“What MetroNet looks for in
choosing one community over another

Michele Kohler

Brad Moline

Jim Baller

Scott Shapiro

Community enthusiasm is a draw for fiber providers, panelists agreed.
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is this partnership: Will the city
work with us?” says Scott Shapiro, a
consultant to MetroNet. “Construction
is an enormous undertaking not just for
MetroNet, but also for a city.”
He added, “MetroNet is looking
for across-the-board cooperation to
ensure that construction is going to go
smoothly for us and the people.”
Allo Communications, which has
also been building out FTTH, weighs
various options to conduct partnerships
with cities. Like MetroNet, Allo will
fund its own builds, but in some cases,
such as in Breckenridge, Colorado,
construction costs are very expensive.
To overcome the cost issue, the
town got creative. “Breckenridge said,
‘We know you won’t fund it yourself
because we know you won’t get a
return, and we won’t get a return,’”
said Brad Moline, president of Allo.
“However, we realized that having fiber
is important, so Breckenridge paid for
it, and we did a revenue share.”
Moline added that Breckenridge
is the exception rather than the rule.
Allo looks for communities that are
enthusiastic about getting fiber and can
provide access to public rights of way
and other related facilities.
“In most of the communities
we work with, we either identify a
community to build out to, or they
come to us and say they want fiber,”
he said. “We ask them if they have
an efficient pole attachment and right
of way permitting process, and if
the community is excited about
getting fiber.”
For other providers, such as
Facebook, the key is to work with
communities and partners that have
a similar vision. Facebook is leasing
excess capacity on the fiber routes it’s
building to connect its data centers.
In North Carolina, Facebook
formed a partnership with MCNC,
a nonprofit provider that provides
fiber and services to the North
Carolina Department of Education
via the North Carolina Research and
Education Network.
Michele Kohler, the business
development manager of network
investment for Facebook, said the
company’s partnership with MCNC
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

will directly complement the 140 miles
of fiber it is building through the state.
“Working with MCNC was
an opportunity to leverage the
infrastructure that it did not have
in the state and connect 26 anchor
institutions into the state’s backbone,”
she said. “It is a unique partnership in
that MCNC owns, operates and knows
how to construct its own fiber, so we
contributed fiber to it and identified
anchor institutions.”
Facebook is now looking to replicate
the model it had with MCNC in other
states. “As we evaluate other types of
partnerships, it’s all about finding the
common goals where we can have the
greatest impact together,” Kohler said.
COMMUNITY READINESS
Another key question providers should
consider before deciding to go into a
community is whether the city or town
is ready to embrace a new fiber provider.

Service providers about to enter
communities face challenges many of
them have not seen since towns and
cities were wired for cable television in
the 1960s and 1970s.
To obtain streamlined access
to rights of way and infrastructure,
providers need to convince city and
town leaders that they can provide
solutions that will help the communities.
“It’s difficult when someone has a
new idea about how to deliver services,”
says Allo’s Moline. “Getting through
the new idea is hard.” He adds that
after a provider builds out fiber in a
community, communications with all
stakeholders should continue to be open.
When MetroNet decided to build
out Lexington, the service provider’s
plan got support from the city’s
administration. “The reason it worked
was that there was top-down agreement

EXPERT PERSPECTIVES
“We believe that by resolving the broadband issue, we could accelerate
high-wage job creation.”
– Matt Sayre, managing director, Onward Eugene
“Even if a community is rural, people will move out to the rural areas so
they can get away from the hectic lifestyle because they have high-speed
internet and can work remotely.”
– Phil Sharps, manager, technical services,
Clarksville Connected Utilities
“The digital divide has consumed the oxygen and the air as it now overlays
how the systemic inequalities are affecting society generally.”
– Nicol Turner Lee, fellow, Governance Studies,
Center for Technology Innovation, Brookings Institution
“In places where the utility is local or very small, you’re going to see
those providers be the leader in broadband because they know what the
community needs.”
– Hank Blackwood, chief technology services officer,
Dalton Utilities
“We need an all-hands-on-deck broadband plan that not only brings
in national providers, but also recognizes the role municipalities,
cooperatives, anchor institutions, and states play.”
– Christopher Ali, assistant professor,
Department of Media Studies, University of Virginia
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from the mayor that we needed fiber
in Lexington,” said Shapiro. “The
city said it needed the fiber network
to be competitive and for economic
development.”
OVERCOMING CHALLENGES
Bringing fiber or an alternative service
to an underserved community is a
positive development, but providers
face challenges to do so, such as a lack
of resources and potential political
pushback.
MetroNet sometimes faces
challenges in getting community buy-in
regarding the importance of fiber, even
during the pandemic.
“While COVID-19 has shown how
crucial fiber is for jobs, health care
and schooling, you still run into this
political process where there are 100
ways a wrench can be thrown into the
works,” Shapiro said.
Facebook finds similar issues

DigitalC, a nonprofit organization
focused on creating an equitable
digital future in Cleveland, Ohio, said
educating the city’s residents about its
ability to provide broadband service
is an obstacle. In 2018, DigitalC
completed its pilot project called
Connect the Unconnected, which
provided devices and internet access to
more than 500 households.
The organization plans to begin
a $40 million fundraising campaign
in partnership with the city, schools
and businesses.
“Our biggest challenge is that
we are different as a WISP within a
nonprofit organization,” said Dorothy
Baunach, CEO of DigitalC. “We know
that the public-private partnership
Cleveland launched in the 1980s is
still alive and well, and we’re carrying
that down into the neighborhoods. The
challenge is convincing people that we
have an alternative solution that will
serve the underserved.” v

when it proposes to work with rural
communities to extend its fiber. The
social media company approaches
communities with the promise that
it can add value to the communities
because it can provide middle-mile
fiber networks.
“As we get close to the end of our
construction phase, people aren’t always
willing to have a conversation with
me,” Kohler said. “This is challenging
and is hard to overcome.”
Compounding the problem,
particularly in rural areas where there is
only a small telco, is that these smaller
telcos don’t have enough staff to meet
with Facebook or other partners.
“Because they are focused on their
core business mission, which is to make
sure their existing customers are up and
running, they don’t have the resources
to look at business development and
expansion outside of their current
territories,” Kohler said.
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Preparing for 2021?
Start with fiber solutions for your properties and residents
Tens of millions of Americans are now
working and learning from home. Be
WiFi-ready with CenturyLink ON.™
 Customized fiber technology solutions
 Residents can access their WiFi the
moment they move in

Staying ahead of the growth
As we continue to invest and expand our fiber footprint to more fully meet
our customers’ needs, now and into the future, our advanced fiber solutions
provide a digital and differentiated customer experience.

Our commitment to you
CenturyLink representatives, engineers and technicians take care of everything,
from planning and installation to maintenance and ongoing servicing. So
you and your team can focus on your property and community.

Let’s discuss your property. Go to:

centurylink.com/connectedcommunities
CenturyLink technology (including Fiber), services, features, and offers are not available everywhere and may vary by multi-dwelling unit property. CenturyLink may change,
cancel, or substitute offers and services, or vary them by service area, at its sole discretion without notice. All products and services listed are governed by tariffs, terms of
service, or terms and conditions posted at centurylink.com/terms. Restrictions apply. © 2020 CenturyLink. All Rights Reserved.
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Welcome to (Virtual)
Fiber Connect!
This year’s event is our best ever – 30 sessions with more than 100 of the industry’s top
experts plus plenty of opportunities to network and engage.
By Gary Bolton / Fiber Broadband Association

I

am honored to address the Fiber Broadband
Association (FBA) at my first Fiber
Connect as the organization’s new president
and CEO. I am no stranger to FBA – over the
past few years, I have served on the board and
a number of committees, two terms as treasurer
and, most recently, as vice chair of the
board – experiences that enabled me to hit
the ground running.
Fiber Connect is virtual this year, but rest
assured that the show, which runs December
14–16, will be unlike any virtual event that
you have attended this year. We have our
best program ever – with more than 100 of
the industry’s top experts and influencers
covering 30 different sessions, and our virtual
platform will offer a range of networking and
engagement opportunities designed to enable
attendees to connect with our members,
speakers, exhibitors and each other. I’m
particularly eager for all attendees to hear
from FCC Commissioner Brendan Carr on
Tuesday morning because the regulatory
landscape is about to make a dramatic shift
with the new administration.
As the $16 billion Rural Digital Opportunity
Fund (RDOF) auction clock continues to
click down, a new wave of public and private
capex fiber investment will help fuel economic
development and a return to growth. As part
of this wave, we are seeing the emergence of
community broadband providers – from electric
46
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utility co-ops and municipalities to developers
and established operators – that will greatly
benefit from our Fiber Starter Kit track.
Whether you’re looking to deploy a new
network, seeking strategies to build your
customer base or tools to make deployment
more affordable, or looking for the opportunity
to learn from industry leaders as they explore
the future of fiber, we’ve got you covered. We
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• Education on topics you care
about – Education is a cornerstone
of our organization, and we will
continue to inform and support
you and your colleagues. We will
continue to offer educational
opportunities, from our Fiber
Starter Kit to our ongoing Fiber
for Breakfast virtual events each
Wednesday morning at 10 a.m.
EST, where we debate and discuss
the hot topics in the industry.
• Flexibility in the face of the
pandemic – With so many people
working and learning from home,
COVID-19 has laid bare the need
for everyone to have high-speed,
high-throughput fiber broadband to
the home. We at FBA will share this
message and support our members
through this tough time. Whether
we meet in person or virtually, we
will continue to foster a community
of fiber professionals.

remain committed to providing the
best resources and information to
FBA members so they can build the
networks that have proven crucial in
keeping everyone connected.
Since joining the FBA, I have met
with committee chairs and a number
of key stakeholders to assess where we
collectively need to place our focus and
priorities going forward.
Here are a few things you can expect
from FBA in the coming months:
• Fiber broadband – Meetings with
the FBA’s Public Officials Working
Group confirmed that a key
challenge broadband proponents
face is the confusion over the
definition of broadband. It is clear
that we need to educate the public
and make it easier for public officials
and all stakeholders to advance fiber
deployment in their communities.
As a result, we will launch a “Fiber
Broadband – if It’s Not Fiber,
It’s Not Broadband” campaign.
The goal is to firmly establish fiber
broadband as the gold standard and
to provide a durable and sustainable
definition of broadband that
addresses every dimension, not just
speed. The umbrella campaign will
support sub-campaigns, such as 5G
Is Fiber.
• Advocacy in Washington and
beyond – We are ramping up
our advocacy at the federal, state
and local levels, driving awareness,
investment and funding to
advance our goal of accelerating
fiber deployment. Our timing is
critical as we transition to a new
administration and work to keep
fiber broadband attainable for all
communities.
• Research to support your
work – FBA will continue to invest
in conducting timely, in-depth
research that illustrates the benefits
of fiber broadband to all key
stakeholders, including Congress,
the FCC, and your customers.
Keep an eye out for our annual
State of Fiber report this month,
which shares the latest deployment
numbers for North America.
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

I plan to continue spending the
next few months listening to you and
hearing what your companies need as
we chart the next phase of our growth,
invest in needed resources, and support
our members as they look to take fiber
further. I look forward to connecting
with you and growing this great
organization.
From me and everyone at the Fiber
Broadband Association – enjoy virtual
Fiber Connect 2020! v
Gary Bolton is president and CEO of the
Fiber Broadband Association.
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Fiber Connect: A Preview
In its annual conference, which will be held virtually from December 14–16, 2020, the
Fiber Broadband Association will bring together experts in all aspects of fiber to the
home (FTTH).
By Masha Zager / Broadband Communities

T

he Fiber Broadband Association’s
(FBA’s) 2020 Fiber Connect conference
will feature overviews of the industry;
breakout sessions on business, engineering,
operations and customer connections; and a fiber
starter kit for people new to the business. As in
past years, speakers represent a wide range of
expertise and viewpoints, from service providers
and vendors to government officials and industry
analysts. What they all have in common is a
dedication to the growth and success of highperformance, fiber-based broadband.
Following are some of Broadband
Communities’ recommendations for don’t-miss
sessions. All times are in Eastern Standard Time.

overcame, and what business and marketing
tactics were most successful. The session
is intended for service providers at all levels
of experience.
12:15 p.m. – Next-Generation PON
Technology
FTTH technology has never stood still, and
now the GPON standard that has been the
industry’s mainstay for more than a decade
is giving way under the strain of advanced
video, AR/VR, high-bandwidth enterprise
applications and mobile backhaul.
Service providers and vendors, including
Gregg Logan, vice president of engineering
for C Spire; Ryan McCowan, director
of product management for ADTRAN;
Wolfgang Moench, senior product line
manager for Viavi Solutions; and Doug
Blue, head of business development in
North America for Nokia, will discuss new
10G PON architectures, including XGSPON and NG-PON2. A deep dive into the
engineering and business issues will explain
new architectures, such as cascaded and
unbalanced splits; new use cases; key market
drivers; and the PON technology evolutions
that are key to building tomorrow’s networks.

MONDAY, DECEMBER 14
10:00 a.m. – Fiber Broadband in the 2020s:
Strategies to Succeed With Fiber
Focusing on fiber in multiple-dwelling-unit
(MDU) buildings, this session will feature
service-provider presenters, including Dan
O’Connell, CenturyLink’s general manager
for consumer markets in the Northeast.
O’Connell is a veteran of the MDU
broadband market as well as a former head
of the FBA (or FTTH Council, as it was
known at the time).
Deploying fiber to the unit in MDUs
has always been challenging, despite the
fact that MDU residents highly value fiber
connections. Panelists will discuss why they
chose fiber, how they deployed fiber costeffectively, what challenges they faced and
48
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TUESDAY, DECEMBER 15
9:00 a.m. – Conversations With Government
Leaders
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FBA’s new president and CEO, Gary Bolton,
will chat with two officials directly involved
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in administering broadband funding programs and
leading the effort to make broadband available throughout
all parts of the United States. RUS administrator Chad
Rupe is responsible for administering the ReConnect
program and other USDA broadband and telecom
funding streams; Brendan Carr is an FCC commissioner
and thus one of the group responsible for the Universal
Service Fund in general and the new RDOF program
in particular. If the next stimulus legislation creates new
broadband funding streams, these agencies will likely be
responsible for administering them, too.
Watch these chats to find out more about how
these funding programs work and how to position your
community or company to take advantage of them.
10:00 a.m. – Discussion With Tennessee Service Providers
on Economic Development
Tennessee was an early leader in municipal broadband
because many of the municipal electric companies
distributing electricity generated by the Tennessee Valley
Authority decided to add broadband subsidiaries to
promote economic development in their service areas.
In this session, three executives of Tennessee municipal
broadband networks will discuss current trends, economic
development and what’s next in the industry. Join
David Wade, executive vice president and COO of EPB
(Chattanooga); Mike Browder, CEO of Bristol Tennessee
Essential Services; and Brian Taylor, general manager of
CDE Lightband (Clarksville) to learn how cities are using
fiber networks to take control of their economic futures.
12:15 p.m. – 5G – Leveraging the Capacity Provided by
Fiber-Based Technologies to Support the Densification
of 5G Technologies
5G wireless networks and fiber access networks complement
each other, together offering a more cohesive internet
experience than either could alone. Without 5G, fiber
would lack mobility. Without fiber, the revolutionary goals
of 5G would be impossible. In this session, Joe Jensen,
Corning’s director for FTTH market development in the
Americas, and Ana Pesovic, marketing director at Nokia,
will talk about new fiber technologies and approaches that
enable 5G experiences on the go and at home.
In this session, you’ll gain insights into innovations
beyond 10G PON, fixed-wireless access and virtualization
that will enable converged networks to connect more
people everywhere, quickly and simply.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 16
10:00 a.m. – The Customer Experience
Getting the customer experience right is critical in
today’s competitive environment. Learn how customer
experiences increase satisfaction, loyalty and revenue or
encourage churn, stagnation and disengagement.
Speakers in this session include Jeremy Harris,
portfolio management director at ADTRAN; Jeremy
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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The conference will feature a range
of speakers, from service providers
and vendors to government
officials and industry analysts
all dedicated to the growth and
success of fiber-based broadband.

Graves, president of Pivot Group; and Tanya Bohannon,
director of communications at T.A.K. Fiber Optics.
Topics will include defining the customer experience,
identifying the components of a successful customer
experience strategy, and building morale to motivate
employees to serve customers well.
11:00 a.m. – Lessons Learned in Year One of a Fiber
Deployment
Be prepared for surprises when first deploying fiber to
the home. Learning from others’ experiences will help
you weather the inevitable ups and downs of getting a
new network up and running. This panel of operators
and service providers will discuss lessons learned and
new considerations to factor in after a year of running an
FTTH network. FTTH beginners especially will benefit
from learning what surprised these communities.
Speakers include Ryan Smith, engineering manager
of the City of Loveland – Pulse; Stacy Evans, chief
broadband officer of BrightRidge; and Chris Calhoun of
Newport Utilities.
12:15 p.m. – Smart Cities
Smart-city programs, which are cropping up all over the
world, rely on network connectivity as an essential enabler.
Fiber optic networks are an essential component of the
infrastructure necessary to get to smart. Networks are
funded by public safety, transportation and education
projects through savings, grants and public-private
partnerships. In addition, the implementation of small
cells and 5G will require ubiquitous fiber connectivity
to street furniture and rooftops. This well-rounded panel
will explore real-world examples of successful smart-city
network deployments.
Presenters include Morne Erasmus, director of smart
cities for CommScope; Carl Meyerhoefer, senior director
for solutions marketing at Calix; and Scott Jackson,
national market manager for broadband markets and
applications at Graybar. v
Masha Zager is the editor of Broadband Communities.
You can reach her at masha@bbcmag.com.
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SERVICE PROVIDER STRATEGIES

Want to Compete on an
Open-Access Network?
Better Read This First!
To succeed on an open-access network, providers must treat customers well, assess the
competition, and take a modern approach to marketing.
By Kimberly McKinley / UTOPIA Fiber

I

did a double take. On my computer screen
was the second negative Google review
in a matter of days. We hardly ever see
negative reviews at UTOPIA Fiber! I called the
marketing team into my office. “What’s going
on, guys?” I asked.
We had just finalized a deal to let a new
ISP onto the UTOPIA Fiber network. The
agreement was a coup for both UTOPIA and
the ISP. Virtually overnight, the ISP got to
expand its footprint to 15 cities in the greater
Salt Lake City region, UTOPIA got bragging
rights for landing a major provider on its openaccess fiber network and customers received an
additional residential choice for gigabit service
from a big-name brand.
But it looked as though the honeymoon
was ending before it even began. That struck
me as strange because UTOPIA Fiber is the
highest-ranked internet company for customer
satisfaction in Utah and among the highest
in the United States. UTOPIA’s net promoter
score (which measures whether a provider’s
customer base would recommend it to friends)
is a whopping +61. Most other internet
companies rank around -15.
So why were there now two negative
reviews? I dialed our contact at the ISP’s
corporate headquarters. “Hey, it’s Kim. We
50
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received two negative reviews on Google. Can
you please look into it?” I went on to say that we
hold our ISPs to the highest standards and want
to make sure our customers are taken care of. I
explained that UTOPIA has worked extremely
hard to create the industry’s best customer
experience, a designation the network didn’t
want to lose. I offered to help.
THE PROBLEM
I was surprised that the ISP responded to my
request with data. Data from the call center
experience, data from hold times, data from an
incomplete install. Data, data and more data.
What the ISP didn’t come back with was
a solution. Though it has been in business for
more than a decade with a robust customer
base, it was unable to solve problems with basic
business issues when it came to installations
and customer care. It hadn’t listened to the
customer concerns and just closely followed the
call-center script. It became clear that this ISP
could not rise to UTOPIA’s level of customer
experience because the ISP wasn’t really ready to
operate on an open-access network.
This was instructive. You see, competing for
market share on an open-access network is like
nothing a traditional ISP has ever experienced.
Suddenly, the playing field is larger and wider
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and has more competitors. The ISP in
my example offers the same products
as a dozen others competing on the
UTOPIA network, so the ability of
an ISP to deliver a seamless customer
experience can make or break its success.
And it’s not just the competitors
that an ISP needs to think about. It’s
also intertwined with the infrastructure
owner. That means the network owner’s
reputation and the ISP’s reputation
are married. When things go wrong,
customers don’t care about a blame
game – they just want their problems
resolved, and they don’t care who
handles them.
THE SOLUTION
Offering services on an open-access
network differs from typical models.
We’ve seen a lot at UTOPIA Fiber and
have identified best practices for ISPs
looking to compete. Here are five key
factors to consider before joining an
open-access network:

Kimberly McKinley, chief marketing officer of UTOPIA Fiber, inside one of UTOPIA’s nearly 200 fiber
huts strategically placed throughout the Greater Salt Lake City area

1 Operations – You and your
team need to be agile. You have
to figure out how your operations
will fit into the larger picture of
the open-access network. You can’t
demand to conduct operations the
way you always did it in a lesscompetitive environment. Find out
what additional resources, if any,
you’ll need to join the network. Do
you need more customer service
representatives? Do you have a
sufficient amount of equipment
and a properly trained team of
technicians? Ask the network
operator for advice and best
practices because you’ll need to
know them.
2 Customer service – The telecom
industry is notorious for providing
sub-par customer service. As we
see on the UTOPIA network,
great customer care has a direct
correlation to larger market share.
So listen to your customers. Repeat:
Listen to your customers! Not
all customers or situations fit the
standard call-center script. Aim for
minimal hold times, have a real live
person available to answer questions,
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show empathy and treat customers
as if you value their business.
Customer service also has to
adapt to an open-access network
environment, particularly when
it comes to troubleshooting.
Communicate quickly and
transparently about outages and
maintenance issues. Take the lead
on messaging. If your company
has an outage, get that message
out to your customers. If you’ll
be doing maintenance on your
system, set customer expectations
early and often. At UTOPIA, if we
have a fiber cut or are performing
maintenance, we overcommunicate
to our customers through a variety
of channels to let them know
we’re doing our best to keep their
downtime low.
Another customer service area
to focus on, particularly on an
open-access network, is handling
customer complaints. If we all do
our jobs right, there will be few
complaints. However, the world is
imperfect, so handling complaints
and other customer issues is a
top priority. In UTOPIA’s case, a
|
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customer can switch to 13 other
providers in one click, so customer
service has to be effective and able
to solve problems.
One of the most frequent
reasons UTOPIA Fiber customers
switch providers is because of
problems with their routers. Our
most successful providers know
how to help customers troubleshoot
issues with routers. We’ve seen
many customers switch ISPs because
a provider tells the customer that
the speed issue is UTOPIA’s, when
it’s not, or to contact the router’s
manufacturer. Customers see right
through these tactics.
3 Product offerings – I can’t
emphasize enough that on an openaccess network, you’ll be competing
with many other ISPs. In UTOPIA’s
case, 13. So, it’s important to
understand your value add. Just
about all of our providers have
identical speed and service offerings,
so the most successful providers
on our network have figured out
what makes their offerings unique:
price, customer service and product
offerings. If you’re looking to
|
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SERVICE PROVIDER STRATEGIES
Competing for market share on an open-access
network is like nothing a traditional ISP has
ever experienced. Suddenly, the playing field is
larger and wider and has more competitors.

be successful on an open-access
network, craft a great offer. Can
you combine gigabit internet service
with over-the-top offerings, such
as video, smart-home technology,
security systems, wireless routers
and a telemedicine offering? Your
competitor might be offering some
or all of these items.
However, simply putting
together a great package for
customers is not enough; you have to
do your homework. Understand the
market; have a clear understanding
of the revenue margins you
realistically can expect from both
the commercial and residential
customer bases. Most important,
understand what you’re offering.
Are you seeking to provide businessclass service, residential service or
both? My best advice is to offer
only services in which you have
experience, so you can always deliver
top-notch service. This is a winning
formula for the ISPs on our network.
Some may be surprised to hear
that when it comes to product
offerings, I don’t recommend
giving away the farm. The race to
the bottom in a price war has no
winners. But that does not mean I
advocate overcharging customers.
Rather, be sure to give yourself
enough of a margin to invest in your
operations, your marketing and
your people. Do your homework,
have a clear understanding of what
the market will bear, and then put
your best offerings out there.
4 Competition – I’ve already
mentioned a few times that on an
open-access network, you compete
with many other ISPs that have
similar offerings. But you also need

to consider that you’ll be competing
with ISPs that are off-network,
too. Here in the greater Salt Lake
City area, our ISPs compete with
13 on the UTOPIA Fiber network;
incumbents such as Comcast,
CenturyLink and AT&T; and new
entrants into the market, such as
Google Fiber. Every competitor
has an Achilles’ heel, so mind your
product offerings, your operations
and customer service. And don’t
forget about marketing effectively!
5 Marketing – Becoming the largest,
most successful open-access network
in the United States didn’t happen
through osmosis. UTOPIA Fiber has
a robust marketing arm supporting
operations in 50 cities – with fiber
to the premises in 15 of them – and
many more in the pipeline. We
invest in marketing because it works.
Your ISP should, too.
When you join an open-access
network, be prepared to get in front
of consumers and businesses in
creative ways. What works best are
digital marketing campaigns, social
media marketing, referral campaigns,
PR, and grassroots marketing.
What doesn’t work? Relying solely
on telemarketing or direct mail
campaigns. Those are outdated
tactics, yet I see many in the fiber
broadband industry still relying
heavily on them. There also may be
co-op marketing opportunities with
a network operator. At UTOPIA
Fiber, we do the heavy lift; we take
the lead on marketing the network
so that all our ISPs have to do – from
a marketing perspective – is focus
on differentiating their offerings
and providing the best customer
experience for network subscribers.
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That said, be realistic in
your approach and market-share
expectations. One provider
asked me how to market because
it wasn’t seeing any return on
investment from its direct mail
campaign. Naively, the provider
expected a 10 to 15 percent
uptick in sign-ups with one direct
mail campaign. Marketing is a
marathon, not a sprint.
Ultimately, to succeed in open
access, treat customers well, show
them you value their business, do
your homework and take a modern
approach to marketing. This will set
you up for success.
POSTSCRIPT
So, how’s that ISP on our network with
the negative Google reviews doing now?
I’m happy to report that it followed
our advice and made the necessary
adjustments. It’s been a process, but the
ISP has a much stronger understanding
now of how to compete on the UTOPIA
network. I was excited to learn that one
of the ISP’s executives actually called
an unhappy customer to learn how the
company could do better. This type of
action goes a long way in the hearts and
minds of customers. I’m sure our mutual
customer now feels “heard.”
The telecom industry is notorious
for providing terrible customer service.
After a decade as a marketing director
in the hospitality business, I came to
the fiber broadband industry with
the goal of reinventing the customer
experience. For UTOPIA Fiber to
succeed, I knew we’d have to operate
differently. From the get-go, we
emulated the type of customer care
that high-end resorts practice each day.
We began anticipating our customers’
needs, listening to feedback (really
listening, not just giving lip service)
and redefining what being a UTOPIA
customer means.
And it worked. Really well. v
Kimberly McKinley is the chief marketing
officer at UTOPIA Fiber, which operates
the largest open-access network in the
United States.
|
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SMART CITIES

Open-Access Networks Make
Smart Cities Viable
Open-access networks can make cities more efficient, environmentally friendly and
desirable to prospective residents and businesses.
By Ben Bawtree-Jobson / SiFi Networks

E

uropean cities have successfully delivered
independently operated open-access
networks for many years, offering
consumers a choice of service providers while
allowing municipalities to utilize fiber networks
for smart-city applications. The United
States, however, historically has operated very
differently. Often a single internet service
provider (ISP) builds a network to suit its
own financial model – usually meaning the
wealthiest areas of cities are built and the lessaffluent neighborhoods are left behind. Streets
are dug up every time a new provider enters the
market. Consumers are left with little choice in
terms of providers, and, as a result, the cost for
service is significantly higher.
Recently the U.S. broadband market started
to change. UTOPIA Fiber in Utah operates
an open-access network that allows access to
multiple internet service providers. Even the
largest ISPs are starting to realize the benefits
of accessing independently operated networks.
For example, CenturyLink (now Lumen and
Quantum Fiber) in Springfield, Missouri, and
Google Fiber in Huntsville, Alabama, and West
Des Moines, Iowa, have seized opportunities
to expand their territories without extensive
capital expenditure.
Fullerton, California, and Salem,
Massachusetts, also are leading the way in
terms of change. Both cities are in the midst
of becoming SiFi Networks “FiberCities.”
SiFi Networks privately funds, builds and
54
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independently operates citywide fiber networks
upon which multiple service providers can deliver
service to residents and businesses. In addition,
SiFi Networks allows the cities to utilize the
networks for smart-city applications. Many other
cities, such as Pittsburg, California; Simi Valley,
California; and Kenosha, Wisconsin, also are set
to become SiFi Networks FiberCities.
Open-access networks could revolutionize
the U.S. broadband industry for consumers and
for the municipalities in which they operate.
When utilized to its maximum capacity, a fiber
network can provide the backbone to economic
development and improved quality of life for
residents and deliver a full array of smart-city
applications that enable a city to become more
efficient, environmentally friendly and desirable
to prospective residents and businesses.
THE OPEN-ACCESS MODEL
In an open-access model, a network is open to
a range of service providers, including internet
providers, enterprise-class services, cellular
carriers and dedicated health care and education
networks. This benefits communities because
they can utilize the networks for more than
just internet.
In an independently operated open-access
network, access is wholesaled to multiple service
providers that can utilize the network over
time. This increases customer choice, allowing
customers to choose different services from
different providers.
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Some examples of smart-city
applications:

An open-access network offers
another benefit: It requires digging only
once because the network is available to
all service providers, so there is no need
to dig streets up repeatedly whenever a
new service provider enters the market.

• Water meter monitoring systems,
which can detect leaks and highusage users to reduce water waste
• Automated systems to lock park
gates and restrooms, reducing the
need for public works department
employees to drive to all restrooms
and parks to manually lock them
• Smart street lighting, which
automatically dims street lights
when not in use
• Better access to remote learning
opportunities
• Telehealth
• Smart parking meters and
applications to reduce traffic
congestion

SMART-CITY INITIATIVES
Many cities want fiber networks to
support smart-city applications. But the
cost of building a network to support
only smart-city applications is seldom
justified. Municipalities predominantly
use technology to reduce costs – not
capture additional revenue – and, as
a result, creating viable business cases
for them is immensely challenging. In
contrast, by using an independently
operated network, a city is able to
use profits from one revenue stream
to subsidize municipal usage on a
large scale. This completely removes
connectivity as a barrier to creating
smart cities.
Numerous smart-city applications
are already available, and more will
be added as technology evolves. From
traffic monitoring to reduce congestion
to monitoring storm drains to reduce
flooding, there are applications for
every need.
SiFi Networks allows municipalities
to access its networks to implement
smart-city applications, enabling cities
to become more efficient and increase
the quality of life for residents.
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have more options for remote learning
and remote health care and live in a
more ecologically efficient city with a
reduced carbon footprint.
An added benefit is that residents
have a greater choice of service
providers, leading to lower prices and
better service.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR THE ISP?
Historically, ISPs have been very
protective of their networks – they fund,
build and operate networks themselves
and deliver service. In an independently
operated open-access model, ISPs access
the network only to deliver service to
residents and businesses.
This model allows them to expand
their territories rapidly without the
expense or risk of constructing the
network. The funds saved from
construction can then be used
elsewhere, such as marketing their
services to a community.
The U.S. broadband market is
evolving for the better. Many more
cities are looking for ways to retain and
attract new businesses, provide better
internet service for residents, and access
smart-city applications. COVID-19 has
heightened and highlighted the need
for reliable, fast internet and the need
to change how it is being delivered. v

QUALITY OF LIFE
A city that utilizes its networks to their
full capacity can increase the quality
of life of residents, especially as the
COVID-19 pandemic continues.
Telecommuting becomes a real
possibility: Residents can work
remotely without the need to travel to
offices, and students can learn remotely
with reliable internet.
Outside the home, residents can
benefit from the economic development
and the smart-city initiatives a city
deploys. For instance, residents may
save money on water bills, enjoy the
convenience of smart parking meters,
|
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Ben Bawtree-Jobson is the CEO of SiFi
Networks.
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FUTURE OF BROADBAND

Beyond Speed:
Where Is the United States Going?
Americans know how to design and build fast networks. Now we need to identify how
to use them to make our lives better.
By Andrew Cohill, Ph.D. / WideOpen Networks, Inc.

I

t may seem counterintuitive to begin
discussing what comes after speed in the
middle of a true bandwidth crisis in the
United States. More than 15 years ago, I was
trying to tell community leaders and economic
developers that neighborhoods and rural roads
were becoming business districts, but few paid
attention at the time. Now, the COVID-19
pandemic has made homes the workplace for
many people around the world. If the recurring
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stories in the media about corporate office
downsizing are mostly true, many of us will
be working from home for a long time, if not
permanently.
The COVID-19 crisis brought the issue of
speed and bandwidth front and center, and
three different sectors of society now compete
for speed in the home: home-based workers,
K–12 students and, in many homes, highereducation students taking online classes
instead of attending universities on campus.
Suddenly there is a broader understanding of
why the FCC definition of 25 Mbps/3 Mbps as
“fully served” may be based more on political
considerations than actual need.
But this is all good. Within five years,
most U.S. homes and businesses will have
dramatically improved internet service. In
the next several years, millions of homes
will connect to gigabit or 10G fiber service,
and millions more rural homes will receive
substantial bandwidth improvements through
fixed-point wireless technology. Most premises
also will have access to symmetric internet
service (equal upload and download speeds).
If you accept this premise, I believe the
question becomes, “What next?” When
everyone has adequate internet access at
affordable prices, what will people want and
need to do with that speed?
Fiber is an enabler, but what should it enable?
A short list includes improvements in business
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Many areas of the country still need better
access. The “right” access has three dimensions:
bandwidth (speed), symmetry and competition.

and personal quality of life, better access
to educational opportunities, enhanced
access to health care and improved
energy management.
Four network issues need attention:
Access – Currently, access gets all the
attention, as it should. Many areas
of the country still need better
access at better prices.
Utility – This is what people do with
access to a network. Entertainment
and streaming video (e.g., Netflix,
Hulu, YouTube TV, etc.) have
been the dominant drivers, but as
noted above, the COVID-19 crisis
brought other services into sharper
focus (business work, education,
telehealth, etc.).
Security – People want to know that
networks and devices are secure,
yet there are almost daily stories
of network intrusions, hacking
and data theft enabled by insecure
network protocols. The proliferation
of internet of things (IoT) devices
with poor or no access control is a
particularly challenging problem.
Privacy – Reliance on networks for a
wide range of personal and business
activities requires that data be
handled appropriately and safely
by a wide range of remote services.
Data may range from the somewhat
innocuous (e.g., what movies people
watch) to sensitive business and
personal health information.

continue to be a challenge. The 1948
and 1996 FCC deregulation acts were
supposed to create more competition.
However, although most areas of the
country have more providers, the
industry has moved from a monolithic
incumbency of the telephone and cable
providers to situations in which the
increase in providers offers very little
competition.
Instead of telecom dominance
by cable and telephone companies
acting in cartel fashion, many areas
of the country have what I call “the
Balkanization of telecom.” In rural
areas, many telcos have essentially
withdrawn from their own markets
by not upgrading their facilities. The
resulting market vacuum is filled by
smaller ISPs and WISPs that have
carved up those markets into smaller
but still monopolistic service areas.
Businesses and residents may not be
buying internet from an incumbent
provider offering grossly inadequate
DSL, but they still have no choice
of provider and no competition in
packages and pricing.
The third dimension of access –
competition – is best managed by
encouraging the development of local
transport providers (LTPs), which
build and maintain a combination of
fiber and wireless infrastructure and
allow any qualified service provider
to use its networks to sell and support
services to customers. This model is
still poorly understood but has been
widely available in Europe. There
also are many examples in the United
States, including Bozeman Fiber,
UTOPIA Fiber, nDanville, WideOpen
Blacksburg and several other networks.

ACCESS
Improved access to broadband and
internet-enabled services already is
creating demographic shifts likely
to have long-lasting consequences.
Demographer Joel Kotkin notes that
job growth is shifting to smaller towns
and cities, and home demand in smaller
metro areas, rural markets and suburbs
is improving. This is great news for
rural U.S. communities that take
steps to solve the internet access and
affordability challenge.
The “right” access has three
dimensions: bandwidth (speed),
symmetry and competition. As noted
above, speed and symmetric bandwidth
problems will be solved for most homes
and businesses, but competition will
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

the common refrain of “Well, with
more speed, Netflix does not buffer
anymore.” A network can make
home-based work better. Improved
videoconferencing devices should
enable a more consistent and useful
telepresence, with better cameras,
better audio processing, and larger,
high-resolution screens.
Personal assistants have tremendous
potential to support independent
living for the aging and the infirm, but
these devices currently are designed
to primarily support entertainment
and shopping. “Alexa, play Stairway
to Heaven again”; “Alexa, add paper
towels to the shopping list”; and “Siri,
who won the football game?” Personal
assistants can remind people to take
medication and could monitor in-home
sensors and call 911 automatically
if a medical emergency is detected.
Additional research and software
development are needed to make
personal assistants more personal.
The COVID-19 crisis is straining
U.S. education systems, but it is easy
to see some opportunities emerging.
With wider availability of appropriately
priced symmetric bandwidth, many
more education options will become
mainstream, including wider use of
online learning and certification.
Though earning a college degree
completely online may not be the
right choice for all college students, a
mix of classroom and online classes
can reduce the amount of time needed
to earn a degree and reduce the cost of
that degree.
SECURITY
When internet security comes up in
conversation, usually it references
protecting passwords, bank accounts,
email, and perhaps health records. But
other dimensions of security either have

UTILITY
Networks should be useful.
Entertainment has a use, but surely
people can begin to look beyond
|
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FUTURE OF BROADBAND
More fee-based services that guarantee privacy
of data are needed. Open-source personal
assistants ensuring that what is “heard” in the
home or business remains private are necessary.

received little attention or are poorly
integrated into homes and businesses.
Video doorbells have become
extremely popular, but recently,
an ISP manager admitted during a
conversation that video doorbells, with
their ability to stream HD video into
the cloud, have wreaked havoc on his
network – in part because the network
was designed primarily to provide good
performance downstream to customers
– that is, the goal is to prevent
buffering and slowdowns for streaming
entertainment.
A wide variety of security enablers
can provide more than just security from
burglary and theft. Well-designed health
sensors can enhance health security; the
Apple Watch already has been credited
with alerting some users to impending
heart attacks.
For elderly people trying to
maintain independent lifestyles, homes
designed with a full suite of sensors,
including motion sensors (has the
occupant fallen and can’t get up?), fire
alarms that have enough capability to
evaluate a fire threat and automatically
dial 911 in an emergency, water leak
alarms, and carbon monoxide alarms
are all examples of the potential to have
homes and businesses that enhance
security. Vendors such as Apple
(HomeKit) provide interfaces to create
support sensors and in-home services,
but there are several competing and
incompatible systems. And the devices
are still expensive.
Energy management is another
area of security. In some parts of the
country, more-frequent power outages
are driving demand for home-based
generators, and other homeowners are
installing solar panels. Both approaches
enhance energy security but typically

are not connected to a home’s network
or are connected only in a very limited
fashion. The network has the potential
to reduce energy use.
Much more work is needed in this
area, with more focus on open and
interoperable standards.
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SUMMARY
As digital highways are built, the
services and devices that people use
are still immature. Customers need
help understanding the technology
and the benefits and risks of using
that technology.
Network operators and ISPs can
help customers make better and safer
use of their network access, and these
efforts need not be time-consuming or
costly. Operators and providers could
put pages on their websites that discuss
privacy, security and utility.
A modest customer education
program could have long-lasting
benefits. For example, providing
information on alternative search
engines such as DuckDuckGo and
Brave, which block trackers, site
fingerprinting and cross-site cookies,
is easy.
A large number of smartphone
and tablet apps offer a wide variety
of health and wellness services and
information, and many older internet
customers would benefit from knowing
more about apps that could help them
maintain independent lifestyles.
Providers could support welldesigned open-source projects –
directly by making modest financial
contributions to help support
development and indirectly by letting
customers know more about open-source
hardware and software and how to make
good use of those products and services.
Perhaps the Model T era of network
services and systems has evolved to
the Model A era, but just going faster
should be only part of the long-term
goals and expectations for networks.
We need to move beyond speed. We
know how to design and build fast
networks. Now we need to identify how
to use them to make our lives better. v

PRIVACY
A truism about popular social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
TikTok, Instagram and others is that
“the customer is the product, not the
service,” meaning these “free” services
are amassing extensive detail on their
users and selling access to the data as
the primary source of revenue. “Free”
email services scan all of their user
messages to identify user interests for
marketing. Streaming video services
sell what we watch to other companies.
We have all had the experience of
browsing for some item to buy and
just minutes later starting to see ads
appear on every webpage we access.
It is not at all clear how personal
assistants such as Siri and Alexa use
and market what those devices “hear”
in the home. Videoconference services
should not be data mining the video
and audio portions of online meetings.
(There were reports that Zoom was
sending videoconference data to servers
in China).
Networks and services should
provide data privacy. More fee-based
services that guarantee privacy of data
are needed. Open-source personal
assistants ensuring that what is “heard”
in the home or business remains private
are necessary. At least one open-source
personal assistant (mycroft.ai) project is
underway. More support of these kinds
of efforts is important to getting more
control over how personal data is used.
www. b r oad b a n d c o m m u n i t i e s . c o m

Andrew Cohill, Ph.D. is the president
and CEO of WideOpen Networks, Inc.
WideOpen provides network planning
and operations services to municipal
networks and is building nextgeneration fiber and wireless networks
in underserved communities across the
country. More information is available at
www.wideopennetworks.us.
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NISC has been really
important to our business.
To be able to have all the
data in one place is crucial,
giving us the ability to have
insight into customer, service
order and trouble ticket
trends. NISC solutions have
been critical to the operations
of our daily business.
~ Jared Anderson
CEO
Emery Telcom

your technology. your mission.
your success. our promise.
www.nisc.coop

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE

Closing the K–12 Digital Divide in
The Age of Distance Learning
Because of COVID-19 facility closures, 50 million K–12 public school students have had to
learn remotely from home.
By Sumit Chandra, Amy Chang, Lauren Day, Jack Liu, Lane McBride and Thisal Mudalige / BCG
and Danny Weiss and Amina Fazlullah / Common Sense

This article is adapted from a report developed by the Boston Consulting Group in partnership with Common
Sense, a nonprofit organization dedicated to improving the lives of all kids and families. Read the full report
here: https://tinyurl.com/yxmbvt9z. A subsequent report (https://tinyurl.com/y5lq5gsj) offers guidance for how
states and school districts can assess needs, procure solutions and access funds to close the digital divide.

A

cross the United States, even before
the onset of the coronavirus pandemic,
there was a significant digital divide
between K–12 students with and those without
access to high-speed internet and computing
devices at home, known as the “homework
gap.” A new analysis by Common Sense and
the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) finds that
the nature of the homework gap has changed
in this period of distance learning caused by
the pandemic and that the gap is larger than
previously understood.
The analysis puts a first-year price tag on
closing the gap and for the first time estimates
the digital divide for public school teachers.
It provides a detailed assessment of the digital
divide’s interrelated components of internet
connection and devices and the respective
technical requirements needed to ensure
adequate distance learning for today’s students
and teachers.
Combining the most recent 2018 data from
the U.S. Census Bureau and the National
Center for Education Statistics, this report
shows that before the pandemic, an estimated
15 million to 16 million K–12 public school
students lived in households without an
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internet connection or a device adequate for
distance learning, representing 30 percent of
all public K–12 students. Of these students,
approximately 9 million live in households that
have neither an adequate connection nor an
adequate device for distance learning.
The COVID-19 pandemic exacerbates
this problem, causing an unprecedented
disruption in the U.S. educational system.
Nearly all U.S. public schools closed early this
year, driving more than 50 million students
to transition to full-time distance learning
from home. Nationwide, 99 percent of public
schools have high-speed broadband access, but
distance learning from home presents many
challenges, with the potential for significant
inequities given internet and device gaps.
Digital platforms are often the only option for
educators to stay safely and deeply connected to
their students’ development at this time.
The homework gap is no longer just about
homework; it’s about access to education. In
this new environment, with the prospect of
distance learning extending into the future,
lack of technology access will significantly
impact students’ ability to learn and engage,
accelerating learning loss for students cut off
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from teachers and peer resources. One study projected that by
the start of this school year, students, on average, may have
lost up to a third of their expected progress from the prior
year in reading and half of their expected progress in math
because of school closures caused by COVID-19.
A NATIONWIDE PROBLEM
The interactive map at www.commonsensemedia.org/digitaldivide-stories#/state shows that the student digital divide is a
major problem across all 50 states. The digital divide affects
every type of community, but it is more pronounced in rural
communities and for Black, Latinx, and Native American
households; 18 percent of white households lack broadband,
but 26 percent of Latinx, 30 percent of Black and 35 percent
of Native American student households lack adequate home
internet access.
In rural communities, 37 percent of students are without
a home broadband connection compared with 25 percent in
suburban households and 21 percent in urban areas.
The top 10 states with the largest absolute number of
disconnected students comprise approximately 50 percent of
the overall need, with Texas, California and Florida having the
largest populations of students without internet connectivity.

download and upload speeds to be effective in a distance
learning environment. With videoconferencing increasingly
used for distance learning, coupled with other household
video needs, such as working from home and telemedicine,
household download and upload speed requirements are
increasing. For a household with a single user, broadband
speeds of at least 25 Mbps/3 Mbps are needed to be able to
participate in distance learning.
To apply internet access to distance learning, students
also need suitable devices, including laptops and tablets.
Mobile phones, though helpful learning supplements, are not
appropriate for completing and submitting assignments because
many education platforms are not optimized for mobile.

TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS FOR
DISTANCE LEARNING
Our analysis finds that for a robust distance-learning
experience, students and teachers need four things: highspeed internet service, internet-enabled devices that support
assignment completion (excluding cell phones), distance
learning instructional content, and support, including digital
literacy, teacher readiness and technical support.
Though the majority of Americans have access to some
form of internet service, not all services are robust enough to
support distance learning. Internet service must meet certain
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
Teachers also are affected by lack of
home internet and devices; our analysis
reveals that approximately 300,000
to 400,000 public school teachers
(8 percent) lack access to adequate
connectivity, and 100,000 (3 percent)
lack devices, limiting the distance
learning potential for entire classrooms
of students.
Another technology requirement –
instructional content – must be
tailored to students’ unique needs,
including age-specific developmental
requirements and students’ home
learning environments. Depending on
internet connectivity speeds, teachers
must consider alternative instructional
content and tools with lower internet
speed requirements. Real-time
engagement is an important tool that
allows teachers to facilitate engagement
with classmates and offer one-on-one
attention and support.
Finally, quality technical support
is required as users activate, build a
knowledge base for, and troubleshoot
issues with their connectivity, devices
and tools. As schools make decisions
on required technology for devices and
connectivity, product availability may
constrain their choices. For example,
many schools prioritized procurement
of Chromebooks because of simplicity,
cost effectiveness and compatibility with
Google Classroom and Google Docs.
However, the supply of Chromebooks
and low-end Windows PCs has
quickly become constrained during the
pandemic. This is likely to continue.

what it will take, it will be important
to understand local student and teacher
needs alongside school district priorities.
Students and teachers urgently need
support for distance learning, and the
financial and technological sustainability
of the solutions will be critical to
reducing long-term costs. In particular,
stakeholders must consider how they
will support the recurring costs of
home connectivity as well as device
replacement and upgrade costs that
occur several years after initial purchase.

COST OF CLOSING THE
DIGITAL DIVIDE
In addition to revealing a new and larger
estimate of the size of the student digital
divide and an assessment of the digital
divide for teachers, we estimate that
the cost of closing the digital divide for
K–12 public school students ranges from
$6 billion to $11 billion in the first year
and up to an additional $1 billion for
teachers. This estimate covers the costs
of an adequate internet plan, related
connectivity expenses and computers,
laptops or tablets for all students and
teachers who are “digitally divided.”
As stakeholders decide how to meet
student and teacher requirements and

TRENDS IMPACTING THE
DIGITAL DIVIDE IN 2020
The figures used in this report to
characterize the distance learning
digital divide draw from data captured
prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.
It is necessary to acknowledge the
underlying trends and shifts across
U.S. households since March 2020, for
which there is limited comprehensive
data. Based on qualitative interviews
of network providers, school districts
and others, as well as literature reviews,
we find that three key trends impacted
these size estimates at the beginning of
the 2020–2021 school year.
First, school districts, governments,
the private sector and philanthropists
across the United States have made
significant, swift efforts to provide
devices and connectivity to students
since March 2020. Yet, the data
on these efforts is intermittent and
inconsistently measured (though several
organizations are working to track this
data across the country). These efforts
certainly have reduced the existing
gaps in pockets, particularly for large
urban districts. Smaller school districts
face more hurdles to access technology,
with smaller scale and smaller budgets,
while competing for supply with other
large and small districts. In addition,
Congress included distance learning as
an allowable expense for K–12 schools
in its March stimulus bill.
Some school districts will use
funds for this purpose, but the limited
appropriations for public schools must
compete among multiple priorities at a
time of reduced budgets and have only
recently reached states for distribution.
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Second, unprecedented
unemployment rates are forcing many
formerly middle-class families to seek
services and support to meet basic
needs, including food security. Because
the Keep Americans Connected Pledge
expired on June 30, many families may
need to make difficult financial tradeoffs, including becoming delinquent
on or opting out of household internet
service as a result of these economic
challenges.
Third, social distancing measures
under COVID-19 make internet
connectivity an essential to safely stay
in touch with friends and family, work
from home, apply for jobs, and keep
up with critical developments. Families
that previously relied on public
libraries and public Wi-Fi in cafés
and restaurants that are now closed or
limiting patrons are finding that having
access to the internet at home has
become increasingly critical.
These supply and demand trends
will undoubtedly have different and
opposing impacts on the size of the
K–12 digital divide in 2020, and it
is too early to understand how they
will change the size and nature of the
divide. Moving forward, observing and
analyzing these trends will be critical
to gaining a deeper understanding of
the drivers and size of this gap for this
school year.
MOVING TO CLOSE THE
DIGITAL DIVIDE
Because of the COVID-19 crisis, the
distance learning digital divide is no
longer a matter of a homework gap but
of whether or not a child can access
education. Addressing this challenge will
require a deep understanding of local
circumstances and needs, significant
financial investment, and the ability for
districts to decide what is best for their
community and educational aspirations.
We see a significant opportunity to
use this difficult moment in history to
reshape the future of learning through
digital education. Various stakeholders
can play important roles to help
catalyze long-term change while closing
the digital divide in the short term.
|
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Policymakers: Take swift policy
action in the short term, and invest for
the long term. Closing the K–12 digital
divide requires action by Congress on a
short-term basis in the next COVID-19
federal stimulus bill by providing direct
funding to ensure internet service and
devices at home for students who lack
them today. Congress must also take
long-term action and invest funding
to upgrade and close gaps in U.S.
broadband infrastructure. These actions
will ensure robust universal broadband
access for all students and families.

Private sector: Help deliver,
prioritize and support education
technology needs. Network providers
and device manufacturers must provide
transparent, discounted and consistent
prices across all districts: Many districts
are navigating significant differences
in price, and smaller districts lacking
purchasing power face higher prices.
Education organizations/
nonprofits: Build data, coordination
and support to systematically address
gaps. With so many districts facing a
similar issue, it is important to apply a
collaborative rather than a competitive
mindset. For example, states such as
Texas, California and Connecticut are
developing models for cross-district
collaboration to ensure all districts get
what they need and with greater leverage
and scale for negotiation.

Districts: Define digital education
long-term aspirations and objectives
and identify the necessary technology,
infrastructure and capabilities to enable
that vision. This is a critical time for
districts to build out, evaluate and scale
existing plans, while also assessing how
they may need to shift in the current
context, and look beyond short-term
crisis response. Decisions should be

NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

High-speed internet connection at
home is not a luxury. It is as essential
as electricity and running water to be
fully engaged in U.S. society and to
ensure equal opportunity at desired
educational, economic, health, public
safety and social outcomes. Closing
the digital divide will require public
and private sectors to come together
with a sense of urgency for immediate
action to ensure equitable learning
opportunities during the pandemic and
a sustained commitment to secure the
nation’s educational future by ensuring
that digital technology will benefit all
students and their families. v

made with a three- to five-year view so
districts can acquire technology that
can be sustained over time.
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Sumit Chandra, Amy Chang, Lauren
Day, Jack Liu, Lane McBride and Thisal
Mudalige are consultants at BCG. Amina
Fazlullah is the digital equity policy
counsel and Danny Weiss is senior policy
advsisor at Common Sense.
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BROADBAND AND COVID-19

What the Broadband Industry
Learned from COVID-19
A reflection on how networks coped with unprecedented challenges brought on by
the pandemic, how it changed the way the industry thinks about connectivity, and how
broadband networks can prepare for what’s next.
By Mattias Fridström / Telia Carrier

C

OVID-19 presented service providers
with an acid test and proof about
their ability to deliver when demand
increases. In 2020, sustaining connectivity has
never been more critical. With entire countries
in lockdown, digital connection suddenly
became a critical resource for work, school and
staying in touch.
Telia Carrier solves global connectivity
challenges for multinational enterprises whose
businesses rely on digital infrastructure.
Traditionally the company is known as a
wholesale carrier – a network service provider
selling connectivity and bandwidth to other
service providers – but it also works with large
enterprises. Because it manages the world’s No. 1
IP backbone, with a network spanning 67,000
km across 35 countries in Europe, Asia and the
United States, you could say we know a few
things about networks.
As a global internet backbone provider, Telia
Carrier serves customers spread across more
than 120 countries and accounts for more than
65 percent of global internet routes, including
more than 300 points of presence and cloud
on-ramps. What makes the company unique in
the United States is that it has aimed to grow
organically to develop a diverse network. Telia
Carrier can connect 95 percent of U.S. and
European end users within one hop. We like to
think of our network as small enough to care,
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but big enough to make it happen. Given this, I
want to share some insight on trends and reflect
on what the pandemic year has taught about the
critical role the internet has in society.
TELIA CARRIER’S PANDEMIC YEAR
IN REVIEW
Last year, my 2020 predictions focused on
developments around infrastructure, customer
experience and the resurgence of the cloud edge.
What happened instead was a lesson in survival.
Network operators, carriers and suppliers were
flooded with a demand that looked unlike
anything they had ever seen.
Earlier this year, Telia Carrier reported that
overall traffic volume rose by around 50 percent
during March because of pandemic-driven
shifts in network usage. Peak traffic levels were
up about 35 percent in certain countries and
regions. Over the course of a few days, traffic
increased more than 400 percent for some
videoconferencing suppliers. In a three-week
span, Telia Carrier saw pretty much a full
year’s growth. This all led to a rapid buildout of
practically all optical backbone links.
In previous years, traffic generally followed a
weekly seasonal pattern with occasional outliers
in which the highest load on the network per
continent was Sunday evenings. Then, suddenly
in March, every day looked like Sunday – with
more traffic and a wider peak. That trend
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Fig 1: Telia Carrier North America network map

continues – and will continue to do
so because in many businesses in the
United States and around the world,
workers telecommute.
The largest increase in traffic
occurred during “normal” office hours.
There was also an added global effect
from the European evening peak traffic,
eventually blending with the U.S.
afternoon traffic increase. Everyone was
online working, streaming or staying
in touch through some form of social
media. Suddenly, telepresence and
videoconferencing became the mostused form of communication. Telia
Carrier received urgent requests for
multiple 100Gs of IP capacity. From a
maintenance perspective, the hours of
the week that typically had lower usage
and were used for maintenance did not
exist anymore. In a typical week, Telia
Carrier saw more regular peaks and
valleys of traffic. But at the height of the
pandemic, there was simply a constant
flow. This makes a huge difference when
managing a network – there were no
calm hours – networks had to constantly
be up and running and needed to add
capacity along the way.
Following the initial massive increase
of traffic in the spring, there was a bit
more normal seasonal development,
with a slight drop in traffic over the
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

and turning up capacity at such a
rapid pace in response to COVID-19
proved that optical layer automation
is vital not just for the future but also
today. Networks need to be even more
automated, scalable and diverse.
As a society, people also learned
that not everyone needs to be in
the office all the time. They can be
productive working remotely, and
this has far-reaching challenges to
the way businesses operate and how
communities plan their broadband
needs. It’s important for networks
to simplify how they structure
their domains to make it easier
to modularize and expand where
necessary. Priorities include

summer. Those weary of staying at
home ventured outside but stayed local.
Yet traffic levels remained significantly
higher in the summer, as the broadband
industry caught its breath and built out
networks to keep up with demand.
In the fall – historically the year’s
growth months – there continued to be
similar peaks of Sunday network traffic
and a massive increase from video
and unified communications (UC)
providers compared with the pre–
COVID-19 era. When schools started
back up in September, traffic increased
and so did the rise in distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks. You
may have read about DDoS attacks
launched against schools, preventing
faculty and students from accessing
important educational materials online.
Legacy systems and the vulnerability
of new hybrid learning environments
proved to be an easy target for
malicious attacks – as if online learning
for kids wasn’t already a challenge for
many families and teachers.

• A robust and automated network
now requires more diversity and
redundancy than ever. With
the introduction of 5G mobile
technology, the increasing number
of networked devices, and the
exploding number of services
relying on connectivity, such as IoT,
VR, AR, gaming and other cloud
offerings, billions more devices
will require more automation and
intelligence. On the supply side,
COVID-19 reminded suppliers to
ensure that they had not only diverse

LESSONS LEARNED FROM
COVID-19
From a networking perspective,
this year solidified the broadband
industry’s focus and priorities in areas
that industry players have known are
significant for a long time. Planning
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BROADBAND AND COVID-19
THE COVID-19 EFFECT
•
•

Suddenly every day looks like a
Sunday.
There’s more traffic and with a
wider peak.

•
•

Largest increase of traffic in
“normal” office hours
The European evening peak
suddenly got boosted by the U.S.
afternoon traffic increase.

Figure 2: The COVID-19 effect on the network, European network traffic

networks but also diverse supply
chains. During times of uncertainty,
it is dangerous to rely solely on a
single vendor. Service providers need
a better understanding of vendors’
supply chains down to a component
level to ensure diversity and ability
to meet unpredictable demands on
capacity in the future.
• Focus on key capex investments
in the backbone because it’s hard
to predict when the next traffic
surge will come. Many networks
were not prepared for the sudden
and constant surge in traffic.
Service providers always need to be
prepared to run at correct traffic
levels. Sometimes providers can
be tempted to delay capex-related
investments in the backbone, but

this will get them into trouble when
capacity increases dramatically.
• Working together is critical in the
service provider world. This was
seen in the peering community
among Tier-1 networks. An update
between networks that previously
took months and multiple layers
of negotiation suddenly happened
within hours. Peering, which
had become a more commercial
decision, went back to its roots. It
became a technical decision made
in the best interest of the traffic.
Past disagreements were left in the
past. The peering community came
together in a universal effort to keep
the internet running as normally as
possible because the world needed it
more than ever.
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• Under extraordinary circumstances,
watch for traffic at risk. During
the first few weeks in March, Telia
Carrier saw that not all networks
were scaled to handle large traffic
spikes, resulting in unavoidable
packet loss during peak hours.
Others were not sufficiently diverse
(or diverse at all), which means they
shut down, ultimately resulting
in outages. The biggest threat to
public internet traffic performance
is connections between different
networks themselves. Unfortunately,
these are not always set up in the
best interests of the traffic they
carry. We learned to keep an eye
on “traffic at risk” during these
situations to rescue as much as
possible with proper rerouting.
|
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Figure 3: Traffic routing between networks often is still based on cost considerations.

When the world stayed home, Telia
Carrier’s entire customer care team
worked remotely in March and
continues to work from home today.
The company’s focus has always been
to deliver the best possible experience.
We received positive feedback from
customers for things such as instant
access to services’ current and historical
status and up-to-date incident
information that delivered greater
network transparency and visibility
to network maintenance affecting
customers. Telia Carrier had already
developed application programming
interfaces (APIs), but during
COVID-19, customers suddenly wanted
to use them much more, including
APIs for usage data, planned works
and services orders, which they use
for increased automation and control.
The ability to scale was also critical. In
one example, for urgently requested
multiple 100Gs of IP capacity during
COVID-19, Telia Carrier could turn up
new services in fewer than 24 hours.
Beyond simply looking at cost, Telia
Carrier received increasing feedback
from large operators and IPs that faster
deliveries and better performance
were why customers chose to stay with
us. There have been so many years
in which the total cost of ownership
(TCO), or just the street price, was
the dominating factor as companies
chose providers. Looking ahead to
2021, Telia Carrier expects more
companies to select service providers

UNDERSTANDING HOW
INFORMATION TRAVELS
THROUGH THE NETWORK
Because there are commercial
relationships behind every connection,
traffic routing between networks often
is based on cost considerations. If it
is cheaper to offload traffic to specific
networks regardless of their ability
to carry it, many networks will do
it anyway. Perhaps there are costdriven capacity limitations between
some networks en route? Throw a few
political and legislative restrictions
into the mix, and it starts to become
clear that the internet is not quite the
same everywhere.
Although traffic will generally reach
the required destinations, the experience
will vary significantly between different
network paths. Sensitivity to network
performance will depend mainly upon
the application used, but poor internet
connectivity can be the result of many
things that can result in significant
financial losses. Direct routing delivers
the best performance and greatest
consistency. Wherever possible, it is
always best to avoid the scenic route and
connect as closely as possible to critical
content and applications.
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
IT administrators from businesses are
now more mindful about reviewing
their network strategies in the post–
COVID-19 world, keeping an eye on
scalability and network performance.
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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based on the experiences, flexibility and
predictability they can offer and not
just TCO – from the connected home
and streaming services to broadbandon-demand and customer-facing
interfaces. If anything, the at-home
digital economy built from necessity
further heightened the importance of
critical connectivity.
LOOKING BEYOND
People come together during
times of crisis. A sense of urgency
increases focus and execution. This is
undoubtedly the case looking back at
2020. The broadband industry must
be conscious of the vital role it plays.
From a connectivity perspective, the
industry’s primary focus is to maintain
operations and a sufficient level of
network capacity to handle unexpected
hikes in traffic, thereby safeguarding
global communications.
The internet is an ecosystem, which
means it is not enough for providers
to worry about just their networks.
The same applies to communities.
It’s worth remembering that the
internet and the communications
industry facilitate connecting the
world. It’s about collaboration and
building a more resilient network, a
trend that must continue with future
challenges ahead. v
Mattias Fridström is the chief evangelist
at Telia Carrier.
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2021 BUYERS GUIDE

Buying for Ultra-Broadband
Builds and Services
The best sources of equipment, software and services for delivering voice, video, data
and more

I

f you’re looking for help
coordinating a complex
network project, differentiating
a multifamily property, delivering
broadband to unserved or underserved
communities, upgrading existing
networks with state-of-the-art
equipment, meeting customers’ soaring
demand for bandwidth, or attracting
new businesses to your community, this
is the place to start.

The products and services in this
guide make deploying networks and
services faster, easier and less expensive
than ever before. These vendors can
help you plan and execute your project.
The 2021 Buyers Guide is for

such as electric utilities, looking to
build broadband networks
• Municipal officials and advisors
• Contractors, consultants, integrators
and installers
• Banks and other capital sources

• Property owners and developers
• Telecommunications service
providers of all kinds
• Companies in related industries,

Staff members participating in the
production of this section included Irene
Prescott and Dennise Argil.

3HV Innovations
800 Gay Street, Suite 2350
Knoxville, TN 37929
P: 865-214-7956
W: www.3hv.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software

FIBER BROADBAND WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT
SOFTWARE
The complexity of managing FTTH work requires specialized
processes, from fiber splicing and underground and aerial
drops to completing premise installations. Our software has
proven to be a valuable asset over the years for organizations
installing, managing and maintaining fiber broadband
networks. We offer a complete suite of software modules to
manage installations, warehouse inventory, asset control,
customer satisfaction, quality control and digital marketing.
AT&T
208 S. Akard St.
Dallas, Texas 75202
P: 210-821-4105
Contact: Sophia Schneckloth
E: sophia.schnekloth@att.com
W: att.com/fiberproperties.com
Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services
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Atlantic Engineering Group
P.O. Box 349
Buford, GA 30515
P: 706-654-2298
Contact: Luke Salter
E: lsalter@aeg.cc
W: www.aeg.cc

exclusively focused on engineering and construction of
telecommunications infrastructure. AEG has designed and/
or built 100-plus fiber optic networks, including 63 citywide
fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) systems with more than 2.5 million
homes passed. AEG has the experience and resources required
to complete your project safely, on time, on budget, and to the
highest quality. Regardless of the geography or density, AEG
has the know-how to design and build a system that suits your
unique needs. If you are new to this arena, AEG is more than
just a contractor. We are your innovator and advocate.

Other Managed Services

Powering Solutions

Video Headends

Design/Engineering/Construction

Optical Fiber and Cable

Back-Office Software

Wireless Broadband Equipment

Fiber and Cable Connectivity

Voice/Video/Internet Services

WISPs

Electric Co-ops

Municipalities

Hospitality

Cable TV

Telcos

MDU/PCO

COMPANY

PRODUCTS/SERVICES
Wireline Broadband Equipment

BUYERS
GUIDE

CUSTOMERS

Test Equipment

For the past 24 years, Atlantic Engineering Group has

In-Home Cabling and Networking

Customers: Telcos, Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Design/Engineering/Construction

3HV Innovations
3 3 3		3 3								3					
AT&T
3							3
Atlantic Engineering Group		 3			3 3										3			
Blue Sky Satellite and Theater Services, LLC 3
3
3
CenturyLink
3							3											
Charles Industries LLC
3 3 3		3 3
3
CHR Solutions
3 3 3 3 3 3								3		3			3
Clearfield, Inc.
3 3 3		3 3			3						3				
CommScope		
3 3		3 3			3 3 3		3		3 3 3		
Communications Data Group (CDG)
3 3 3		3 3								3					
Corning Optical Communications
3 3			3 3			3 3					3				
DISH Fiber
3							3											
ESPi		
3			3 3			3		3							3
GigabitNow
3				3			3								3			3
Lindsay Broadband
3 3 3 3 3 3 3		3 3 3		3					3
MaxCell
3 3 3 3 3 3			3						3				
Montclair Fiber Optics, Inc.
3 3 3		3 3			3				3		3		3		
National Information Solutions
Cooperative (NISC)		 3			3 3								3					
OFS
3 3 3		3 3			3						3				
Power & Tel
3 3 3		3 3			3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3		
Preformed Line Products
3 3 3		3 3			3										
Siklu Communication Ltd.
3 3		3 3		3			3				3					
Spectrum Community Solutions
3							3											
Walker and Associates
3 3 3 3 3 3			3 3 3 3 3		3 3			
Wolf Line Construction					 3 3										3			
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Blue Sky Satellite and Theater Services, LLC
P.O. Box 1011
Little Elm, Texas 75068
P: 972-464-1825
W: www.ghostfiber.com
Contact: Brandon Swenson
E: bswenson@ghostfiber.com

Customers: MDU/PCO, Hospitality
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services
GhostFiber, a division of Blue Sky Satellite, brings advanced
telecom solutions to connected communities across the South
and is expanding. While focusing on multifamily residences,
we also provide our portfolio of services wherever you call
home sweet home or to your place of business.
From instant-on internet and VoIP services to satellite
television and our Concierge Customer program, we consult,
construct, implement and manage the portfolio for your
community. Our best-in-class portfolio of services offers
ease of use and benefits to residents, owners and business/
property managers alike. We let our quality speak for itself
and offer bundle-free services with no data caps and no term
commitments. For more information or to see how you can
become a connected community, visit us at GhostFiber.com
or call us at 214-613-5098.
CenturyLink
214 E. 24th St.
Vancouver, WA 98663
P: 564-888-2017
Contact: Katie Cooper
E: katie.cooper@centurylink.com
W: www.centurylink.com/connectedcommunities
Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services
Discover advanced fiber technology
solutions that can power your residential
properties for next-gen intelligence,
automation and efficiency. On a fibernetwork backbone, households can work,
stream, monitor, learn, game – whatever
they want to do in their smart-connected
homes. Set your properties apart from your competition with
future-ready, tailored solutions from CenturyLink.
CenturyLink is a communications provider dedicated
to connecting customers to the power of the digital world.
With a focus on delivering trusted services that enhance
the customer experience, CenturyLink provides secure and
reliable fiber internet and voice services to meet the growing
70
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demands of small businesses and residential consumers in 37
states across the United States.
CenturyLink creates a unique end-to-end experience for
every smart community and smart home or building. Ready,
or starting to build? Our engineers and team can align with
your construction plans and build phases. Get in touch with
us today at centurylink.com/connectedcommunities.
Charles Industries LLC
1450 American Way, 20th Floor
Schaumburg, IL, 60173-5492
P: 847-806-6300
F: 847-806-6231
Contact: Brad Wackerlin
E: mktserv@charlesindustries.com

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity
Charles Industries’ Outdoor Hub Cabinets (OHC)
provide fiber distribution to subscribers from a compact,
environmentally protected outdoor terminal. The OHC
series has been designed with flexibility in mind and supports
fusion, pre-terminated and field-terminated feed and drop
fibers. These PON enclosures have space for multiple splitters
for incremental growth. They may be pad-, pole- or wallmounted for placement flexibility and are well suited for
multiple-dwelling-unit (MDU) distribution in centralized or
distributed optical network terminals (ONT). Four cabinet
sizes support 288, 436, 576 or 864 subscribers.
OHC are constructed from powder-coated aluminum
and feature front- and rear-access doors. Everything about
the interior of the OHC is designed with the technician in
mind. Multiple cable entry locations are positioned at the
bottom of the enclosure, allowing flexible placement of feed
and distribution cables. A splice tray basket secures hinged
splice trays that are individually accessible without disturbing
previously spliced trays.
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CHR Solutions
9700 Bissonnet, Suite 2800
Houston, Texas 77036
P: 713-351-5111
W: www.chrsolutions.com
Contact: Jason Malmquist
E: info@chrsolutions.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Hospitality,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software, Design/
Engineering/Construction, Other Managed Services

FTTH connectivity for high-count MDU environments with
complete plug-and-play, eliminating the need for splicing.

The importance of a quality broadband network is more
critical now than ever before. With remote working, remote
education and telehealth becoming the standard, CHR
Solutions offers a range of products and services to meet
companies’ ever-evolving needs. We specialize in BSS/OSS
software business solutions; broadband engineering services,
including outside plant and network design; and managed IT
and NOC services. Our unique approach ensures our clients
are enabled to build and monetize broadband networks that
will improve operations and grow revenue.
Clearfield, Inc.
7050 Winnetka Ave. N.
Minneapolis, MN 55428
P: 763-376-6866
W: www.seeclearfield.com
Contact: Mickey Smith
E: sales@seeclearfield.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity,
Optical Fiber and Cable
Clearfield is a fiber-to-anywhere company. We set the
standard for delivering (on time!) a scalable fiber optic
network and unmatched fiber performance while lowering
the cost of broadband deployment, whether delivering fiber to
the home, multiple-dwelling-unit building (MDU), cell tower
or business. Our new FieldSmart Fiber Delivery Point (FDP)
288-Port Wall Box is designed to provide flexible inside plant
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CommScope
1100 CommScope Place SE
Hickory, NC 28602
P: 828-324-2200
Contact: Jennifer Alexander
E: jennifer.alexander@commscope.com
W: www.Commscope.com

Corning Optical Communications
4200 Corning Place
Charlotte, NC 28216
W: www.corning.com/go
Contact: Alyson Moore,
Marketing Manager
E: Alyson.Moore@corning.com

Customers: Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Wireless
Broadband Equipment, In-Home Cabling and Networking,
Wireline Broadband Equipment, Optical Fiber and Cable,
Design/Engineering/Construction, Video Headends

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Wireless
Broadband Equipment, Optical Fiber and Cable

At CommScope, we shape the networks of the future. From
designing materials to solving the most complex architecture
or bandwidth challenges, our unmatched expertise in
copper, fiber, wired and wireless infrastructure underpins
the networks of today and makes ready the networks of
tomorrow. Enabling 5G, private networks and gigabit speeds
everywhere, we’re always anticipating what’s next – to ensure
you’re always ahead.

DISH Fiber
9601 S. Meridian Blvd.
Englewood, CO 80112
P: 888-422-3246
W: www.dish.com/fiber
E: dishfiber@dish.com

Communications Data Group (CDG)
102 S Duncan Road
Champaign, IL 61822
P: 888-234-4443
Contact: Ryan Travaille
E: info@cdg.ws
W: www.cdg.ws

Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software
Communications Data Group (CDG) has been providing
scalable, accurate billing and operational support solutions for
telecommunications carriers and service providers for more
than 50 years. Our MBS and BDS-I solutions can help you
manage and bill subscriber and enterprise services, as well as
BDS, Carrier Ethernet, Interconnect, and CABS. For more
information, visit www.cdg.ws.
72
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Evolv HC Solutions with Pushlok technology are a quarter
of the size of conventional preconnectorized products. Evolv
HC Terminals are designed to go anywhere – on poles,
facades and strands, and in pedestals and handholes. Pushlok
connectors are an entirely different hardened connector form
factor with a compact, durable, craft-friendly design. Evolv
HC Solutions maximize the flexibility and minimize the
stress of FTTx deployments.

|

DISH Fiber is a game-changing managed Wi-Fi solution
for multifamily communities that provides all residents
with immediate access to premium gig-enabled Wi-Fi and
live streaming TV upon move-in. Residents benefit from
personal, secure Wi-Fi networks accessible propertywide and
24 channels of live streaming TV, as well as the option to
easily upgrade programming and entertainment equipment
at reduced prices. For owners, DISH Fiber provides the
opportunity to increase net operating income by offering
internet and TV through a fee revenue model that beats
traditional revenue sharing every time. DISH Fiber also
provides a common network for connecting propertymanaged smart devices that increase operational efficiency
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and make units more attractive to residents. Delight your
residents and boost your bottom line with a communitywide
Wi-Fi and TV solution from one nationwide provider with
DISH Fiber. One network, endless possibilities.
ESPi
630 Lincoln Avenue
Clay Center, Kansas 67432
P: 877-799-3774
W: www.espicorp.com
Contact: Ryan Emerson – Director of Sales
E: ryan@espicorp.com
Customers: Telcos, Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, In-Home
Cabling and Networking, Powering Solutions
ESPi understands the problems telcos face in today’s world:
managing COVID-19 exposure, managing remote 48V needs
where no AC exists, powering 12V ONTs in single units
or multiple units, and switching power supplies or backup
power. ESPi provides comprehensive on-grid and off-grid
power solutions that are easy to install, dependable and
reduce truck rolls, saving customers time and money.
ESPi’s Titan outdoor battery backup unit is ideal for
protecting customers and employees from COVID-19
exposure. The unit offers unique contact-free installation
outside customers’ homes.
GigabitNow
12842 Interurban Ave. S
Seattle, WA 98168
P: 866-748-8066
W: www.gigabitnow.com/
Contact: Dan Sivils
E: dan@gigabitnow.com

Ranch community on the California coast. Most recently,
GigabitNow was selected as the ISP for Fullerton, California’s
FiberCity citywide FTTH deployment and has expanded into
the senior living community space by deploying fiber-to-theunit services to multiple communities in partnership with a
West Coast senior living developer.
Focused on delivering networks that are communityowned, GigabitNow consults with individual communities
to determine the best approach to meet their needs. It
then guides projects from design through construction,
service delivery and long-term operation. Once a network
is constructed, GigabitNow provides internet services,
network management, daily operations, end-user support and
billing. GigabitNow delivers fast, reliable internet free from
privacy worries or service constraints, providing the very best
internet experience and customer support to every customer.
GigabitNow, headquartered in Seattle, Washington, is a
division of IsoFusion, one of the largest privately held ISPs
in western Washington, established in 1991. Learn more at
www.gigabitnow.com.
Lindsay Broadband
2-2035 Fisher Dr.
Peterborough, ON,
K9J 6X6 Canada
P: 705-742-1350
E: info@lindsaybb.com
W: www.lindsaybb.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Hospitality,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops, WISPs, Health Care,
Industrial
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Wireless
Broadband Equipment, In-Home Cabling and Networking,
Wireline Broadband Equipment, Powering Solutions
Lindsay Broadband has been meeting the needs of broadband
providers for more than 65 years. We offer technologically
advanced end-to-end solutions for RF, optical, powering and
business connectivity. Solutions include end-to-end RFoG,
fiber deep, GPON/XGS-PON, 1.2 GHz HFC plant (soon
to be 1.8 GHz), in-home networking, MDU solutions,
network standby and non-standby powering, CPE UPSs,
small-cell and backhaul solutions, HFC gateways, Wi-Fi
access points, and many other revenue-generating solutions
for business connectivity.

Customers: MDU/PCO, Municipalities
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services, Design/
Engineering/Construction, Other Managed Services
GigabitNow offers customized fiber internet solutions for
small cities, communities, multiple-dwelling-unit buildings
and businesses across the West Coast. GigabitNow is the
builder and operator of one of the oldest FTTH networks in
the United States, the Highlands Fiber Network in Issaquah,
Washington, and an FTTH network for the fabled Sea
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MaxCell
600 Plum Creek Drive
Wadsworth, OH 44281
P: 717-881-9246
W: www.maxcell.us
Contact: Melissa Hennigan
E: mhennigan@maxcell.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Hospitality,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops, Military
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Optical
Fiber and Cable
Plan for the fiber
network of tomorrow
when building today
with MaxCell Edge!
MaxCell, the
flexible fabric
innerduct, allows
increased cable
density in a conduit
while preserving space
for future bandwidth
expansion. MaxCell’s
unique fabric construction conforms to the cables placed
within, greatly reducing wasted space compared with rigid
innerduct.
Whether for greenfield or congested conduits, curb to
building or ISP, MaxCell flexible fabric innerduct excels in all
applications. Available in sizes to fit all conduits, MaxCell adds
pathways quickly and is installed easily and cost-effectively.
The bottom line: MaxCell helps you expand broadband
capacity today, preserves space for future bandwidth
requirements, and reduces total project costs.
Montclair Fiber Optics, Inc.
8705 Montclair Drive, Suite 140
Middleton, WI 53562
P: 608-831-4440
Contact: Keith Thompson
E: kthompson@montclairfiber.com
W: www.montclairfiber.com

National Information Solutions Cooperative (NISC)
One Innovation Circle
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367
P: 866-999-6472
W: www.nisc.coop
Contact: Cathy Henn
E: cathy.henn@nisc.coop

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Wireline
Broadband Equipment, Optical Fiber and Cable, Video
Headends
For next-generation broadband networks, Montclair Fiber
Optics offers a complete product solution for transitioning
from GPON to XGS-PON and NG-PON2 deployments.
The Coexistence Element (CEx) is a single WDM device to
combine current GPON FTTH services with emerging XGS74
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PON and next-generation NG-PON2
technologies. Additional provisioning
wavelengths with the Coexistence
Element include radio frequency, pointto-point and OTDR monitoring.
Montclair Fiber Optics offers
a flexible platform of Coexistence
Element products to fit a specific PON
deployment that is most cost-effective
to suit your needs – depending on your
requirements, each CEx can be fully
complemented with all PON services or
with only the services requested.
The Wavelength Mux (WM1) is a
passive device used to support nextgeneration PON (NG-PON2) with
up to 40 gigabit capacity via four
wavelengths (4x10G per port) and
advancing to 80 gigabit capacity via
eight wavelengths (8x10G per port)
in the future. The Wavelength Mux combines and separates
the four downstream (L band) and upstream (C band)
wavelengths over a single fiber.
Premium optical components and high-quality
connectivity ensure superior performance, the lowest loss, and
robust network reliability.
Since 1995, Montclair Fiber Optics has been supplying
high-quality and cost-effective fiber optic products to the
FTTH, telecom, cable operator, and data center markets.
Our core line of products include optical splitters, WDMs
for FTTH PON, Coexistence Element and Wavelength
Mux, CWDM | DWDM |OADM solutions, EDFA optical
amplifiers, transceivers, connectivity, and fiber management
rack and wall central office and OSP panel products.
To inquire about our full line of fiber optic products, please
visit us at www.montclairfiber.com or call 608-831-4440.

|

Customers: Telcos, Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Back-Office Software

With the NISC User Services System, operating your
broadband service offerings at peak efficiency and providing
true customer care and support of the internet of things
(IoT) is now a reality. This auto configuration server (ACS)
management solution is a powerful, hardware-independent,
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cloud-based tool built to truly enhance your customers’
internet experience and reduce your truck rolls and customer
support expense.
With the NISC User Services System, your organization
can effectively resolve broadband service interruptions, or
even correct them before customers become aware of an issue,
by managing the internet gateway and the devices behind it
connecting to your broadband service. The critical component
to this solution is your customers’ ability to leverage those
same tools – view their broadband usage, resolve connectivity
issues, manage devices and receive alerts – to help them better
understand the services you provide and satisfy their service
needs largely on their own.

Power & Tel
200 Keough Dr.
Piperton, TN 38017
P: 901-866-3300
W: www.ptsupply.com
Contact: Kelley Hood
E: kelley.hood@ptsupply.com

OFS
2100 Northeast Expressway
Norcross, GA 30071
P: 770-798-5555
E: mfortin@ofsoptics.com
W: www.ofsoptics.com

YOU. US. TOGETHER. MAKING COMMUNICATION
HAPPEN. The ability to deploy agile systems that constantly
connect people and information is key to marketplace
strength. Your backbone must be a proven product and
solutions partner. For five decades, we have been trusted by
communications innovators of all sizes. Our deep industry
relationships ensure unfailing access to the products and
brands that accelerate innovation. Solving supply chain
challenges is our core strength. We go the extra mile to get
you the right product, at the right time, every time.

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Optical
Fiber and Cable

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity, Wireless
Broadband Equipment, In-Home Cabling and Networking,
Test Equipment, Wireline Broadband Equipment,
Back-Office Software, Optical Fiber and Cable, Design/
Engineering/Construction, Video Headends

The OFS InvisiLight
Optical Solution
enables fast, easy-toinstall and almost
invisible fiber drop
connections for the
indoor living unit
(InvisiLight ILU) and
risers and hallways
in multiple-dwellingunit buildings
(InvisiLight MDU).
Containing OFS
EZ-Bend optical fiber
surpassing G.657B3 bending requirements, the InvisiLight
system facilitates worry-free bending around the many tight
corners typically found in hallways and rooms. MDU fiber
deployments pose special challenges to service providers:
Cabling must be small enough to meet the aesthetic standards
of discriminating customers, and installation must be fast and
easy on the many types of commonly used building materials
– in all climates. InvisiLight ILU and MDU solutions meet
these challenges and make end customers say “wow” with
appreciation. This results in higher subscriber acceptance and
take rates and faster time-to-revenue for service providers.
Contact OFS for more information about these gamechanging products.
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Preformed Line Products
660 Beta Drive
Cleveland, OH 44143
P: 440-461-5200
W: www.preformed.com
Contact: Dan Levac
E: dlevac@preformed.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Municipalities,
Electric Co-Ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity
Preformed Line
Products is a
worldwide designer,
manufacturer
and supplier of
high-quality cable
anchoring and
control hardware
systems, fiber optic
and copper splice
closures, and highspeed cross-connect
devices. PLP offers
innovative product
solutions, such as the
COYOTE family
of fiber optic splice
closures, organizers
and trays, and
the ARMADILLO family of copper splice closures and
accessories. The reliability of our full line of fiber optic,
copper, demarcation, bonding and strand and cable solutions,
combined with our knowledgeable sales team and technical
support services, make Preformed Line Products the
connection you can count on.
Siklu Communication Ltd.
43 Hasivim Street
Petach Tikva, Israel
P: +972-54-4371519
W: www.siklu.com
Contact: Shiri Butnaru
E: shiri.b@siklu.com
Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Hospitality, Municipalities,
WISPs
Products/Services: Wireless Broadband Equipment,
Back-Office Software
With the introduction of the MultiHaul TG series of
products, Siklu brings to the L2 mesh market the same
expertise and technological innovation that made us a leader
in the point-to-point E band and point-to-multiband V
band market. MultiHaul TG products operate in the widely
available and license-exempt 60GHz V band and deliver
76
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multi-gigabit throughputs. And now “gigabits for all” is even
more of a reality as Siklu’s third generation of multipoint 60
GHz products is fully Terragraph-compliant.
Initiated by Facebook, Terragraph is the gigabit wireless
technology designed to meet the growing demand for
reliable, high-speed internet access in urban and suburban
environments. Siklu has made significant contributions to this
initiative and this effort has resulted in innovative products,
such as the MultiHaul TG N366 and companion MultiHaul
TG TU series.
With the MultiHaul TG series, Siklu is lowering
the cost of delivering gigabit wireless access services to
homes, businesses and within smart-cities broadband IoT
applications. A single unit that provides 360-degree coverage,
the N366 provides up to 16 Gbps of capacity. The N366 also
features built-in self-backhaul, autonomous L2 network selfhealing ability, and the industry’s most-advanced, cloud-based
SaaS network design and implementation toolkit.
For more information visit www.siklu.com.
Spectrum Community Solutions
400 Atlantic Street, 9th Floor
Stamford, CT 06901
P: 203-705-5608
W: http://spectrumcommunitysolutions.com/
Contact: Christina Sedrak-Soliman

Customers: MDU/PCO
Products/Services: Voice/Video/Internet Services
Spectrum Community Solutions is dedicated to the
multifamily industry. By providing Wi-Fi, TV and voice
solutions, we partner with multifamily housing professionals
to enable them to exceed their goals and enhance their
business. Spectrum Community Solutions gives residents a
best-in-class experience by integrating superior entertainment
and communications products with dedicated 24/7 customer
and technical support. This helps property owners attract and
retain more residents and increases property value.
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Spectrum Community Solutions delivers fast, reliable Wi-Fi
access throughout a property with fiber-wired connection of
up to 940 Mbps and a unique package of streaming video
services that rewrites the playbook on resident entertainment.
That’s providing the best in connectivity and entertainment for
off-campus student housing, traditional housing, RV parks,
marinas, mobile home/trailer parks and condos. Spectrum
has launched internet gigabit to residential customers in most
markets, with wired download speeds of up to 940 Mbps and
upload speeds of up to 35 Mbps.
Walker and Associates
7129 Old Hwy 52
Welcome, NC 27374
P: 336-731-5246
W: https://walkerfirst.com
Contact: Randy Turner
E: randy.turner@walkerfirst.com

Wolf Line Construction is
a licensed utility contractor
specializing in the installation of
fiber optic cable in the electrical
supply space. We provide turnkey
solutions and work in direct
partnership with our clients to
optimize construction efficiencies
and complete projects on schedule
and under budget. We support
our clients’ projects by providing a team of in-house engineers,
project managers, quality control specialists and material
managers. From design through installation, our electrical
construction professionals are prepared to meet whatever
challenges may arise and are proud to deliver the best product
and service. v

Customers: MDU/PCO, Telcos, Cable TV, Hospitality,
Municipalities, Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Fiber and Cable Connectivity,
Wireless Broadband Equipment, In-Home Cabling and
Networking, Test Equipment, Wireline Broadband
Equipment, Optical Fiber and
Cable, Design/Engineering/
Construction, TAC Services

WalkerFirst TAC supports
leading networking and security
manufacturers, enabling you to bring
your support needs under a single
service provider. Our maintenance
programs increase operational
effectiveness while reducing operating
costs by streamlining access to topcaliber, OEM-certified engineers and
versatile SLA options. While
your staff focuses on running the
business, we provide the technical
and logistical expertise to keep your
network running smoothly.
Wolf Line Construction
130 B Wing Hill Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
P: 803-636-5304
W: www.wolflineconst.com
Contact: Colin Garner
E: cgarner@wolflineconst.com
Customers: Municipalities,
Electric Co-ops
Products/Services: Design/
Engineering/Construction
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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Getting Ready for 10G in
Cable Networks
The operational simplicity of capacity upgrades becomes increasingly important as
bandwidth explodes.
By Teresa Monteiro and Jon Baldry / Infinera

B

andwidth is rapidly growing in almost
all types of access networks. Just stop
for a moment and think about your own
experiences at home, in the office and on the
move. What kind of connectivity did you have
five, 10, or maybe 20 years ago? How did your
home and work lives change over time as you
gradually gained access to more bandwidth?
The cable industry is embarking on its next
change in access bandwidth by introducing
the 10G initiative, which will deliver up to
10G per user over the cable access network.
10G represents an order of magnitude increase
in headline download speeds. To put this in
perspective, a decade ago, the cable industry was
on the cusp of taking customers from 50 Mbps
to 100 Mbps, and a decade before that, 1 Mbps
was considered industry-leading. A launch
point for the 10G initiative is ensuring that the
current 1G technology is widely available to
potential customers. According to CableLabs
analysis, the percentage of U.S. households with
access to 1G services rose from just 4 percent
in 2016 to 80 percent by the end of 2018, and
the infrastructure used for these services will
provide the springboard to 10G.
WHAT IS 10G?
The 10G initiative is not a single technology but
a platform upgrade that not only increases access
speeds but also reduces latency and increases
reliability and security. The platform uses the
existing DOCSIS-based hybrid fiber coax (HFC)
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in the last mile and pushes optical networking
technology deeper into the access network,
utilizing the distributed access architecture and
converged interconnect network initiatives that
are underway or in planning to enable higher
capacity over the HFC access infrastructure.
Overall, 10G is intended to keep cable
networks at the leading edge of the residential
and business services market with leading
performance. Currently the 10G platform is
working its way through the standardization
process and early field trials of the technology,
with services anticipated to get underway soon.
WHAT HAPPENS DEEPER IN THE
NETWORK?
As capacity grows in access networks, naturally
the level of traffic in the corresponding
aggregation and backhaul networks needs to
increase by a similar amount. In these networks,
the “unit of bandwidth currency” is multiples
of 100 Gbps carried over coherent optics, as the
interfaces between optical systems and their
client routers/switches typically operate at 100G.
For many years, 200 Gbps coherent optics were
the benchmark in backhaul and long-distance
networks. 400 Gbps optics were also available,
but with reach limited to shorter distances of just
a few hundred kilometers, they mainly were used
in shorter data center interconnect projects.
In 2018–2019, 600 Gbps coherent technology
that similarly supported its headline rate of
600 Gbps over very short distances but pushed
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Figure 1: Point-to-multipoint optics

400G performance to a much more
usable 2,000-plus km became available,
enabling the technology to be used
in a wide range of cable backhaul
applications. Now in the second half of
2020, 800 Gbps coherent technology is
starting to become available. In a break
with recent tradition, 800 Gbps coherent
technology can achieve its headline
speed over significantly greater distances
than initial 400 Gbps and 600 Gbps
solutions, with initial solutions able to
achieve distances of up to approximately
950 km (see www.infinera.com/whitepaper/maximizing-the-capacity-reach-of800g-generation and www.infinera.com/
wp-content/uploads/XR-Optics-SB0217-RevC-0820.pdf).
This technology therefore can also
support many backhaul applications and
will ramp up over the next year or so to
become mainstream. In parallel to this,
client interfaces between optical systems
and routers/switches are starting to
migrate to 400 Gbps Ethernet interfaces
for the most demanding applications,
although 100 Gbps still dominates.
Optical technology is evolving
rapidly to higher and higher headline
speeds to enable the cost-effective
transport of ever-growing access
bandwidth. But operationally, the
process of adding chunks of capacity
to backhaul networks needs to be
simplified, because it is becoming a
more common task as access bandwidth
continues to accelerate exponentially.
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

SOFTWARE-BASED
HARDWARE OPTIONS TO
REDUCE COMPLEXITY
Luckily, there are solutions to this
problem. Optical networking hardware
can provide options that make the
task of adding significant chunks
of backhaul capacity much simpler,
quicker and cheaper. The first of these is
software-defined capacity, which takes
advantage of the large-scale integration
of optical components into a single
device to create a pool of bandwidth
that can be simply managed with the
click of a mouse on a management
system. Andres Madero recently wrote
an article in the May/June 2020 edition
of this magazine that describes the use
of software-defined capacity in the
management of networks through the
COVID-19 pandemic (see: “SoftwareDefined Capacity Enables Providers to
Overcome COVID-19 Traffic Spike
Issues”: https://tinyurl.com/yxln4o2u).
In summary, this approach enables the
engineering, provisioning, and transfer
of capacity in a network via software,
with minimal or even no physical
intervention. This simplifies bandwidth
growth and enables more flexibility in
overall network capacity.
Another recent innovation in
optical networking that has the
potential to radically simplify the
addition of high-capacity backhaul to
support access network growth is the
creation of point-to-multipoint optics.
|
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These optics break the 50-year-old
paradigm of point-to-point optics,
with the same speed laser at each
end of a fiber, through the use of
modulated Nyquist subcarriers within
a traditional DWDM wavelength
(see: www.infinera.com/white-paper/
The-Ultimate-Guide-to-NyquistSubcarriers). In a cable aggregation and
backhaul network, this technology can
enable a higher-speed optic, initially a
400G optic, to communicate with up
to 16 variable-speed optics that support
25 to 100 Gbps, simply by allocating
between one and four subcarriers to
this optic. Furthermore, these upgrades
in speed are handled smoothly through
a software automation application
that is, in practice, transparent to
the operator. This approach can both
drastically reduce the cost of the
aggregation network by eliminating
redundant optics modules and
intermediate aggregation switches and
greatly simplify the process of adding
capacity to the network.
INCREASED OPERATIONAL
SIMPLICITY THROUGH
AUTOMATION
Both innovations outlined above can
enable a network that is more dynamic
and software-centric. But how can the
industry take advantage of automation
software to further simplify the process
of facilitating bandwidth growth?
BROADBAND COMMUNITIES
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pattern and trend finding, as well as
prediction (extrapolation) of future
network behavior.
Traffic increase predictions can be
used by closed-loop engines to issue
improved recommendations for network
augmentations well ahead of time or, in
more evolved systems, perform capacity
adds autonomously with automated
end-to-end routing and provisioning.
Note that this self-adapting behavior
is particularly interesting in scenarios
in which capacity can be added to the
network without any field intervention.
One example is in networks in which
the optics’ speed can be increased via the
allocation of additional subcarriers, as
described above.
Another relevant application of
closed-loop automation in the scope of
bandwidth growth is dynamic resource
usage optimization, in which hidden
capacity is freed, for example, through
selected reroutings, maximizing the
deployment investment.

Figure 2: Closed-loop network automation

Today, capacity additions typically
are planned offline, with each network
layer planned independently by a
technology expert. The outcomes are
configured manually in the network,
usually with the use of configuration
scripts or via the user interfaces of the
management systems affected network
domain. This is inefficient – in terms
of people and effort involved, service
activation speed and network resource
utilization when compared with an
integrated multilayer, multidomain
planning and provisioning approach.
A centralized network control
software solution, spanning different
technologies and domains, provides
full network visibility and exposes
machine-to-machine open application
programming interfaces, enabling
automation applications to act
intelligently and effectively on
the network.
A workflow engine application, for
example, can perform fast, optimized,
real-time end-to-end capacity planning
and zero-touch provisioning across
the network. The automation can be
further extended to test and verify

that the new bandwidth demand was
properly set up before final acceptance.
Another type of application that
can simplify procedures for bandwidth
growth is closed-loop automation.
The closed-loop network automation
process consists of continuously
monitoring network status, checking
network data against predefined rules,
implementing the resulting actions in
the network and continuing to monitor
the network afterward.
Closed-loop automation
applications can be as simple as
collecting link load data, and once a
certain threshold is crossed, sending an
alert to an operator that new capacity
may be needed soon. But closed-loop
automation applications can shine
when combined with the use of more
sophisticated networking technologies,
such as those described above.
With more and more network
devices able to stream (i.e., push) a
variety of telemetry data into a software
control system, these large quantities
of information can be stored in a data
lake and subjected to big-data analytics
and machine-learning techniques for
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CONCLUSION
10G is coming and will have an
enormous impact on the experience
of both residential and business users
through increased capacity, lower
latency, and higher levels of security.
This will result in significant bandwidth
growth throughout the transport
network and will drive the need for
more efficient high-speed optics and
more sophisticated automation software
that will minimalize the operational
aspects of backhaul capacity growth.
The optical networking industry
is innovating with ever-higher speeds
in coherent transport, softwaredefined capacity, point-to-multipoint
optics, advanced management and
orchestration software and advanced
workflow automation software to meet
this challenge. v
Jon Baldry is metro marketing director at
Infinera, overseeing solution marketing of
the company’s optical networking portfolio
in metro applications. Teresa Monteiro
is marketing director at Infinera,
championing software and automation
solutions with a focus on SDN, analytics
and machine learning.
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TECHNOLOGY

MetroNet Technicians Get
Hands-on Training – and Then Some
At MetroNet University, technicians are trained in a faux house to mount equipment,
run wire throughout the home and complete other tasks that prepare them for any
situation they may encounter during real installations.
By Joan Engebretson

M

etroNet, a competitive provider of
triple-play services using fiber-tothe-home infrastructure, is taking
hands-on technician training to a new level
with a program the company calls MetroNet
University. Inside the company’s warehouse is a
faux house with a living room and office setup
similar to a customer’s home. Technicians are
trained to mount equipment to the side of the
house, run wire throughout the home, gain
entry to crawl spaces and attics and more.
The goal is for technicians to be fully
prepared for whatever they will encounter
before they do their first installation.
“It’s a complete hands-on approach from
beginning to end with the technician,” comments
Kyle Hamilton, vice president of field operations
for Evansville, Indiana–based MetroNet.
Up to 12 technicians are trained at a time,
going to MetroNet headquarters for a full week
of hands-on training. “It allows us to be very
consistent,” observes Kelvin Fee, MetroNet
executive vice president. “Everyone is going to
get the same training no matter what city they
work in.”
The MetroNet training area includes utility
poles on which technicians learn safe climbing
procedures. It has an area where the techs
can learn defensive driving. Also included in
the training are safe ladder handling; fiber
82
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preparation, splicing and termination; Category
5 and 6 wiring; how wiring interfaces with video,
data and telephony; how to fish fiber through
walls; proper wallplate installation and more.
A COMPETITIVE EDGE
MetroNet offers service in more than 90
markets in eight states. The company focuses on
Tier-2 markets such as Rochester, Minnesota, or
Ames, Iowa, as well as outer suburbs of Chicago
and certain Indianapolis markets. The company
continues to expand.
Because the company is an overbuilder,
Fee explains, “We have to take business from
a competitor. We have to do things better. We
have to be a cut above our competitors in the
way we treat our customers. We don’t want to
make it about price. We want to make it about
the experience.”
Technicians go through MetroNet
University training about one to two weeks after
they are hired and already have their gear. In
making hiring decisions about new technicians,
MetroNet values people skills above all.
“The best installers sometimes have never
done this before,” notes Hamilton. “They want
to learn a skill set, work for a great company
and take care of the customer. If they want to
interact with people, I can mold them.”
Almost 40 percent of new hires now are
referrals from current employees; Hamilton
explains, “That’s what we want.”

www. b r oad b a n d c o m m u n i t i e s . c o m
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The company sees MetroNet
University as a means of attracting new
hires who want to learn valuable skills
to the company.
Training in interacting with
customers is another important part
of MetroNet University. “In today’s
world, the technician has to be able
to communicate and educate the
customer,” comments Hamilton.
During training, new hires are given
examples such as “how you should
interact with the customer when you
first approach their door and explain
what the appointment will entail, along
with ensuring they understand we are
taking all safety measures, especially as
they relate to COVID-19,” Hamilton
explains. “We also simulate examples
around providing proper customer
education on items such as speed tests,
channel lineups, finding self-help
videos, etc.”
MetroNet University trainers use
role playing to show technicians the
proper way to interact with customers,
Hamilton explains. “Having the physical
simulated house allows us to create an
environment for the role play that gives
them the feeling of what it will actually
be like in the field,” he observes.
The most important thing, he says, is
“ensuring we simulate how the customer
should feel when we are done – we
want to leave that home knowing we
installed a great product and provided
an excellent customer experience.”

At MetroNet University, a technician learns to install box wiring.

local community college. As Hamilton
explains, “The previous training
environment could not keep up with the
evolving industry and pace – therefore it
was rushed, and techs were not getting
the full support system that MetroNet U
provides as it relates to being a new hire.
The previous program was not long
enough and [didn’t] allow for actual
hands-on simulated training like we can
provide at MetroNet University.”
With the new program, Hamilton
explains, “We have our own trainers.
I can get in front of the class day one,
and [new hires] will learn the company
culture. It adds a great deal.”
The corporate culture piece was
missing from the previous training.
“We are now able to fully engage our
MetroNet culture every day with
the new hires so they have so much
support from the first day they start
through the entire new hire training
experience,” says Hamilton.
Fee expects attrition to decline
because he believes the training
program helps make technicians feel
more like a part of the company – a
feeling that MetroNet attempts to
promulgate by having “people like

WHY METRONET
UNIVERSITY?
The hands-on MetroNet University
training program started in July. When
I spoke to MetroNet in late October,
50 technicians had gone through the
training, and the company was in the
process of gathering data to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program.
“I know we’ll find that people are
more skilled,” Fee observes. He is also
confident that the company will see less
attrition. “Normally, we see attrition
after about three to four months,”
he explains.
Prior to the introduction of
MetroNet University, MetroNet
technicians received training through a
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020
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myself constantly touching base” with
the technicians, he says.
“There are multiple touchpoints
along the new hire journey, from the
day they start until the day they are
fully deployed in the field,” explains
Hamilton. “Executives like Kelvin Fee
and our president, John Cinelli, reach
out throughout that first 90 days and
just check in on the associate. The call
touches base on how the associate is
doing, do they have anything they need
and most importantly, just [makes]
sure the associate knows we are there
and thinking about them. When this
type of touchpoint comes from your
executive team, it is powerful and really
drives home our culture.”
When MetroNet enters a market,
the company leaves door hangers on
the back and front doors of homes in
the area, which leads some consumers
to order online or call to order service
over the phone, making the MetroNet
technician the first and only company
representative that the customer sees
in person – although door-to-door
salespeople also are used.
MetroNet technicians have the
option to earn a commission on speed
upgrades, Wi-Fi extenders and the like.
|
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At MetroNet University, technicians learn to install house wiring.

ADVANCED COMMERCIAL
TRAINING
Technicians who already were working
for MetroNet when the training
program was initiated will not go
through it. But the company does
have an advanced commercial training
(ACT) program for current employees
that prepares them to work on larger
business accounts.
Thirty current employees have
gone through that program, which

also is highly hands-on. MetroNet
has a commercial setup similar to the
simulated home. Technicians use the
commercial setup to learn how a server
room should look and how to engage
with a commercial account.
“The interaction with commercial
customers is slightly different in the
fact that you are interacting with an
IT representative of the company
or someone who is not the business
owner,” comments Hamilton. “We
just want to ensure we are simulating
role plays that adjust to that type of
interaction. Some of those adjustments
include how we will not interfere with
the business while it is open, how we
brand ourselves within the business
and ensure the business has the
information it needs to pass along to
the business owners.”
Technicians also get the
opportunity to personally experience
MetroNet’s commercial services
when they go through the ACT
program. In the future, the company
expects to add training for technicians
who will serve even larger-scale
commercial accounts.
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“We don’t call it selling,” explains
Fee. “The technician is the expert. The
goal is to make the customer experience
a great one.” By making the customer
experience great, MetroNet hopes
to gain additional business through
referrals from satisfied customers.
When we spoke with Fee and
Hamilton, MetroNet had not yet had
any women go through MetroNet
University. But Hamilton noted that
the company does have some women
in the field and was expecting to have
additional women go through the
technician training program soon.
“Diversity is huge for us,” Hamilton
observed.
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PUMPED-UP TECHNICIANS
MetroNet executives are so jazzed
about MetroNet University that they
created a six-minute video about the
training program. In addition to
explaining the program and its benefits,
the video includes comments from
two technicians who went through
MetroNet University.
“It’s kind of like being out in the
field but in a controlled environment,
which I like a lot,” says technician Kelly
Hamad about the program in the video.
“Being able to actually get out there and
do mock installs ... really helps you learn
and gain the knowledge needed to give
the best customer service possible.”
Technician William Miller says the
program is 10 times better than other
training programs. “The environment,
the people, the company – they’re
all willing to work with you to make
things better,” he says. v
Joan Engebretson is a writer specializing
in telecommunications. Contact her at
joanengebretson@cs.com.
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INDUSTRY TRENDS

Q&A with Charlie Vogt, CEO of DZS

Reigniting a Focus on North American
Broadband, 5G Wireless and Cable
Opportunities
Charlie Vogt, a telecom veteran who has led a mix of voice, video and optical vendors,
took the reins of DZS in August. He aims to solidify the company’s position in fiber to
the home (FTTH), 5G, smart homes, connected building/city solutions and softwaredefined networking.

C

harlie Vogt, who previously served as
CEO at four companies in the optical,
video and next-gen voice space, has
taken on his latest challenge: transforming
DZS into a major competitor in the U.S.
access market. In October, he made several
new appointments to the company’s executive
leadership, technology and operations teams.
He set the goal for the company to increase
its wireline and wireless customer base and
accelerate FTTH, 5G, smart homes, connected
building/city solutions and software-defined
networking. It’s clear that the access network
industry has consolidated over the past two
decades. DZS itself led part of that consolidation,
purchasing KEYMILE in early 2019.
Drawing on the experience it gained
providing solutions to various Tier-1 Asian
and European providers, such as LGU+, Korea
Telecom, SK Broadband, Rakuten Mobile,
Etisalat and Telefonica, DZS is turning its
focus to new markets in North America and
Latin America and accelerating its operations in
Europe, the Middle East and Africa. With the
introduction of its RDOF Amplify! program,
designed to sponsor and assist Rural Digital
Opportunity Fund (RDOF) recipients, DZS
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Charlie Vogt, CEO of DZS

aims to help rural telcos and electric cooperatives
navigate one of the FCC’s largest broadband
funding programs. Broadband Communities
had the opportunity to speak with Vogt shortly
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after he took the helm as CEO about
how he is positioning DZS. Following
are highlights of the conversation.
BROADBAND COMMUNITIES:
To start, let’s talk about how you are
positioning DZS in the competitive
U.S. last-mile access space.
CHARLIE VOGT: Having spent nearly
my entire career in access, you go
through peaks and valleys. Access
is fun again. When you look at
the application demands being
placed on the network today, fiber
has become a friendly word. The
amount of emphasis we’re seeing
from the fixed wireline and mobile
operators and the fiber overbuilders
shows it is an exciting time.
There has been so much
consolidation of the access market,
which has fostered an opportunity
for companies such as DZS to
reemerge. DZS is laser-focused
on three pillars: mobile edge and
backhaul transport, fiber-to-thepremises and connected home,
which includes optical line terminals
(OLTs), optical network terminals
(ONTs) and Wi-Fi devices. Those are
at the core of what makes us special
in the last mile. Our product set
has fostered a competitive edge over
the last decade, especially with the
DASAN portion of DZS competing
heavily in markets such as South
Korea, Malaysia and Indonesia
against Huawei and ZTE.
When you look at some of the
notable incumbents we work with,
such as KT, LGU and KDDI,
it is impressive. Now, it’s about
how we bring this technology and
engineering talent – especially given
that we’re moving the company’s
headquarters to Dallas – into North
American and European Tier-1 and
Tier-2 provider networks. We feel
like we’re in a good place to do that.

BBC: Speaking of RDOF, electric
cooperatives likely will have a large
presence in the bidding process. Do
you see this segment driving more
broadband in rural areas that large
carriers traditionally have ignored?
CV: A lot of people associate RDOF
with Tier-2 and Tier-3 rural
operators, but Charter is also a
recipient. We have been saying
for a long time that the utilities
and co-ops are an interesting
complement and partner to some of
the Tier 2s and Tier 3s, especially
as utilities and smaller telcos see an
opportunity to support consumers
in their respective markets. From the
funding aspects, the skill set aspects
and opportunity aspects, there are
a lot of synergies with the utility
companies, the rural telcos, and the
local state and government entities
coming together to bring high-speed
fiber access to consumers.

BBC: As you settled into the CEO role
at DZS, you recently enhanced your
leadership, technology and sales teams.
Will these moves help DZS’s mission to
build 5G and fiber access momentum?
CV: Over the last 20 years, what I
have learned is that a company’s
success depends entirely on its
people. You must bring in people
who have knowledge and the right
background, and who fit the culture
we’re trying to create. I was telling
the team recently that I feel like this
is the best team I have ever had.
The new hires complement
the talented existing team. I felt
we needed the right people on the
technology side, the sales side and
the supply-chain side. We brought
in the former CTO from Ribbon,
who has FCC compliance skills.
We brought on Darrin Whitney
from Ribbon, who served as that
company’s CIO, and we brought
in Andrew Bender from VMware.
Mike Martin joined us from
Arris. The new team includes a
lot of people who have a relevant
access background and also a lot of
experience scaling up companies. I
think that is the combination we’re
looking for.

BBC: How is RDOF different from
other FCC programs, and how will
DZS’s RDOF Amplify! program help
providers navigate the RDOF process?
CV: There are now specific bandwidth
requirements for downstream and
upstream. The qualifications set by
the FCC for funding are different
than they were in the past. You
are dealing with the largest service
providers that are looking for RDOF
funding to better serve customers
in rural areas of their territories.
We were talking to Charter
recently, which is in a position to
be a recipient and serve some of the
underserved rural markets.
A lot of Tier-3 providers, state
and local governments and utility
companies have the wherewithal to
deliver fiber services to consumers
and businesses, but they don’t
have the know-how. DZS’s RDOF

BBC: In recent years, DZS focused more
on Asia. What is your plan to further
penetrate U.S. Tier-1 and Tier-2
opportunities?
CV: The FCC’s RDOF auction is
making headlines – at least in the
United States – and we’re all over
it. RDOF has been the focus of a
lot of headlines recently because the
NO VEMBER/ DEC EM BER 2020

Amplify! platform is designed to
provide a plethora of financial
modeling and network modeling
to help providers move from
the application phase to award
qualification. A lot of smaller
operators don’t have the resources
to do some of these functions.
It was our goal to make sure the
industry understands that we have
a unique opportunity to combine
the things we’re already doing with
providers to a broader group of end
users. It gives us an opportunity to
better understand what the utilities,
service providers and state and local
governments are trying to achieve.

amount of federal support is large
and there’s a spotlight on providing
necessary fiber access technologies
in rural markets. Our mobile-edge
and optical-transport products
position us well in the Tier-1 mobile
operator segment. I think the
company is in the best position that
it has been in a decade.

|
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BBC: For all its hyped promise, 5G will
require a lot of fiber and related
optical equipment to distribute
wireless signals. What will DZS do to
play in this field?
CV: One thing that we educate our
investors and others who follow
|
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the company about is how new this
mobile segment is to the company.
DZS traditionally has been focused
on fixed-wireline operators and
enterprises. The mobile sector is a
brand-new market segment for the
company. We’re laser-focused on the
mobile segment, with our mobile
edge and our mobile midhaul and
backhaul transport products.
If you saw our recent win with
Rakuten Mobile, which is one of
the first Open RAN operators,
we’re playing a big role in its
network architecture. We’ve had
a great opportunity to talk about
that success story and how we’re
helping Rakuten Mobile accelerate
the evolution of its 4G network to
5G. It also helps us tell the story
about how our indoor and outdoor
temperature-hardened unit for
fronthaul is very differentiated in
the space. Our sales teams and
technology teams are excited about
not only the win and the early
success but also the reception we’re
getting from every Tier-1 operator.
The 5G opportunity could be
the single biggest mover for the
company over the next several years.
BBC: As the optical transport market has
consolidated in recent years, what is
DZS doing to set itself apart to pursue
5G opportunities?
CV: A lot of vendors have been doing
backhaul transport for a long time.
We were doing backhaul transport,
but we were not marketing it
very well. What’s different is the
fronthaul. It is not easy to do. We
are pioneering a whole new way of
aggregating tens of thousands of
aggregation points into the core
network and are able to route that in
a way that’s uniquely different than
traditional backhaul. You have more
aggregation devices when you have
a larger optical transport backhaul
platform. Also, integrating the
functional elements is more complex
than just the transport side.

CV: Smart homes, buildings and cities
are a theme DZS is following closely.
What’s great about the technologies
that we’re delivering for traditional
service providers is that a lot are the
same core technologies applicable in
a campus environment – whether it’s
an MDU or a hospitality vertical,
health care or a smart-city vertical.
We’re seeing a big opportunity
in the smart-building and smartcity realms. We have more than
100 different customer-premises
equipment (CPE) devices, ranging
from optical network terminals
(ONTs) to a slew of smart Wi-Fi
devices. We just introduced our new
line of Wi-Fi 6 devices with autoprovisioning capabilities and security
elements. Ultimately, these devices
will all be managed in a softwaredefined orchestration environment.
We see the enterprise market as a
natural extension of our business.
The silver lining with
COVID-19 is that a large part of
the population is working from
home and students are learning
remotely. If 20 to 25 percent of
people end up working from home
permanently post-pandemic, AT&T,
Verizon and Lumen’s networks
will continue to be taxed. For
technology companies such as ours,
this presents a great opportunity to
help solve the problem.

BBC: With high-speed broadband Wi-Fi
as the foundation, smart-home
and smart-building concepts are
gaining momentum. How are you
approaching this opportunity?

BBC: Software-defined networking
has been hailed as crucial to help
operators virtualize their last-mile
networks. Where is the industry in
terms of the virtualization concept? Is
it still early?
CV: Every technology company tends
to gravitate toward whatever the
buzzwords are that get the most
headlines. We’ve seen softwaredefined networking, orchestration
and artificial intelligence grab a
lot of the headlines over the last
two to three years. I think service
providers and enterprise networks
want to be able to manage all their
network elements in a virtualized
orchestration environment. The
challenge is that the industry is
trying to move into an environment
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of open standards and pure
interoperability across all the
different network elements.
Disaggregating those network
elements and having them managed
by a specific software-defined
orchestration platform is not easy.
I think we’re in the early innings.
A closed network environment is
easier to disaggregate and manage,
but carriers and operators are trying
to balance and build networks that
are open, not closed. Open networks
present opportunities and challenges.
It’s going to happen over time.
BBC: Earlier you mentioned cable
operators. Though it’s clear they
are trying to get more out of their
existing coax, cable is doing fiber to
the premises (FTTP) in greenfield
markets. Are you seeing more FTTP
movement in the cable market?
CV: If you asked me two or three years
ago, my answer would have been
that only greenfield cable FTTP
deployments make sense, although
you have the extreme cases, such
as Altice, which made an FTTP
decision for dense markets. Since
COVID-19 hit, a lot of questions
have been raised about the business
case for cable to deploy FTTP [in
other than greenfield situations] that
maybe a year ago did not make a
lot of financial sense. When I talk
to cable operators, they say they
are seeing a significant number of
new applicants for new service and
a significant number of existing
customers dial up higher-bandwidth
services. This all has an opportunity
for them to generate more revenue.
In the early innings of
COVID-19, a lot of people were
fearful that service providers would
have to upgrade their networks
without seeing a lot of revenue to
offset the spend. Cable operators
are seeing a significant amount
of revenue complementing the
investments they are going to make.
I think you’re going to see operators
rethink the fiber-to-the-premises
play. Cable operators will be more
aggressive in delivering fiber to the
premises in more cases than they
would have before COVID-19. v
|
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Voice services and an extensive
variety of entertainment options
to your residents.
To learn more visit:
SpectrumCommunitySolutions.com
©2017 Charter Communications
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Corning fiber brings limitless
possibilities home.
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So small it’s huge.
Introducing Evolv™ Hardened Connectivity Solutions
This is the FTTx preconn breakthrough you’ve been waiting for. Save time,
save space, save infrastructure, save inventory. Introducing Evolv™ Hardened
Connectivity Terminals with Pushlok™ Technology. A quarter of the size of
conventional preconn, Evolv Hardened Connectivity Solutions go anywhere –
saving you space, time, and civil costs. Push. Click. Connected.

Now’s the time to evolve your network and transform the world.
Go smaller, go faster, go simpler, go anywhere with Corning.
Learn how at corning.com/go
© 2020 Corning Optical Communications. All rights reserved. CRR-1363-AEN / April 2020

Up to 4x smaller

than conventional preconn

Enabling the

Lifestyle
that Better
Broadband
Provides

Simplifying
5G Turn-Ups
Removing the barriers to secure deployments,
the StreetSmart Fiber Hand-Off Box separates
and protects the fiber connections and serves
as a secure demarcation point between for
wireline and wireless service providers.
Fronthaul, midhaul and backhaul providers
and mobile network operators gain:
• A high-density demarcation
• Craft-friendly access
• Plug-and-play connectivity
Delivering smaller fiber counts in a compact
size is cost-effective, and when designed for
virtually any mounting option, brings discreet,
secure connectivity and hand-off where it’s
needed — including inside the mono pole.

Removing Barriers to Fiber Deployment
Learn how you can simplify your deployments at
www.SeeClearfield.com or call 800-422-2537

